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How environmental parameters influenced fluctuations in oil sardine and
mackerel fishery during 1926-2005 along the south-west coast of India?
P. K. Krishnakumar, K. S. Mohamed, P. K. Asokan, T. V. Sathianandan, P. U. Zacharia,
K. P. Abdurahiman, Veena Shettigar and R. N. Durgekar
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin
IntroductionThe south-west coast of India is one of the major
upwelling systems of the world (Malabar upwelling
zone) and contributes to nearly 30-50% of the total
marine fish catch from India. Generally, the coastal
upwelling ecosystems are colonized by planktivorous
small pelagic fishes such as anchovies, sardines and
these fish populations are characterized by significant
inter-annual fluctuations in their abundance. The
striking feature of the marine fisheries of the Malabar
upwelling area is the predominance of pelagic
resources dominated by oil sardine (Sardinella
longiceps) and Indian mackerel (Rastrelliger
kanagurta), which support the western Indian Ocean’s
largest coastal pelagic fishery. These fishes have a
central place in the Malabar upwelling ecosystem
where they are important commercially exploited
species and play a role as forage fish for numerous
predators such as large pelagic fish, demersal fish,
sea birds and mammals. The landing pattern of these
two species along this coast can be compared to the
alternating patterns of abundance between one
species of sardine (or Sardinella) and one species of
anchovy observed in other major upwelling areas of
the world. Analysis of time series data on fish landing
for 50 to 100 years together with environmental
(ocean atmosphere) data is useful in understanding
the influence of environmental parameters on the
large scale fluctuations in the fisheries.
Time series data
The oil sardine and mackerel catch statistics for
the south-west coast of India (Kerala and Karnataka)
for the period 1926 to 2005 was taken from the
publications of the erstwhile Madras Presidency and
CMFRI database. The biological information on
spawning season and larval abundance of these
fishes were compiled from the UNDP/FAO Pelagic
Fishery Project Reports and recent publications. Time
series (1926-2005) data on annual rainfall for Kerala
and coastal Karnataka, El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) index and sunspot were used for the study.
Upwelling along the south-west coast of India is
reported both during March-April and during June-
August. During intense upwelling season, very low
sea surface temperature (SST) values were recorded
from the inshore waters along the south-west coast
of India. The coastal upwelling strength (CUS) for
these periods were indirectly calculated based on
common ocean data access system (CODAS) SST
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data. The catch data were related to environmental
data using correlation analysis. The six point moving
averages of the anomalies of fish catch, rainfall,
ENSO and CUS were also plotted to determine the
relationships.
Fishery trends
During the first 31 years starting from 1926 to
1956, the catches of mackerels were generally high
when compared to oil sardine (Fig. 1). For the next
36 years covering 1957 - 1992, sardine catch was
generally high when compared to other species. Later,
during 1993-1998, again mackerel catches were
higher than the oil sardine for another 6 years. The
trend was again reversed during 1999-2005 and
sardine was once again dominant for the recent 7
years.
The landing patterns of the oil sardine and
mackerel are compared in Table 1. The oil sardine
fishery had totally collapsed during early 40s and its
fishery was officially closed by the erstwhile British
Government for 5 years (1943-'47). During the
remaining 75 years, the catches of oil sardine were
high and mackerel were low for 48% of the period
and for 24% of the period, the catches of oil sardine
were low and mackerel were high (Table 1). Catches
of both the species were low during 15% of the period
while for 3% of the period, catches of both were high.
The remaining 10% of the period, a definite pattern
or trend in the catches of both the species were not
visible. In general, inter-annual fluctuations in oil
sardine catches were very high when compared to
mackerel (Fig. 1). Unlike oil sardine, catches of
mackerel have shown only small fluctuations and its
catches always remained around 50,000 t.
Statistical analysis of the 80 year data has not
shown any significant negative correlations between
Fig. 1. Catches of oil sardine (OS) and Indian mackerel
(Mak) along the south-west coast of India during
1926-2005. Moving average (MA) values plotted
to show the trend
Table 1. Comparison of oil sardine and Indian mackerel catch patterns along the south-west coast of India for the last 80
years (1926- 2005)
Oil Sardine and Mackerel catch Years Years of %
occurrence
1934, 1957, 1960-
High oil sardine and low mackerel 1985, 1987-88, 1991, 36 48
1999-2005.
1926, 1928-30, 1932-
Low oil sardine and high mackerel 33, 1936, 1940, 1942, 18  24
1948-52, 1993-1996.
1927, 1931, 1935,
Low oil sardine and low mackerel 1937-39, 1954- 11 15
59,1986
High oil sardine and high mackerel 1989-90. 2 3
1941, 1953, 1958,
No definite pattern or trend 1963, 1971, 1992, 8 10
1997-98.
Oil sardine fishing ban 1943-47. 5 -
Total 80 100
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oil sardine and mackerel (Table 2). Many of the earlier
studies have shown that oil sardine and mackerel
have an inverse relationship and shown some cyclic
pattern (10 year cycle) in their abundance. However,
the present analysis has ruled out the existence of
any such inverse relationships or patterns. Both these
species were exploited by the same gears all along
the south-west coast of India. After analysing eighty
years data, it can be stated that over-exploitation may
not be the reason for the fluctuations of either oil
sardine or mackerel fishery from the study area. If
decadal fluctuations in the catches of sardine from
the west coast of India have been caused by over-
exploitation, then the catches of the other major target
species (mackerel) should also be similarly affected.
In fact, the catches of both the species were
simultaneously very low only for 15% of the period
(Table 1) and except for 1986; all such events
occurred prior to 1959, even before the introduction
of the mechanized purse seine and ring seine gears
along the south-west coast. Therefore, the collapse
of either the oil sardine or mackerel fishery
has happened not due to over-exploitation but
due to some other fishery independent factors.
Interestingly, collapses and recoveries of both
these species have occurred during different years
(Table 1).
Environmental parameters
Correlations between environmental parameters
and catches of oil sardine and mackerel are shown
in Table 2. The rainfall has shown negative
correlations with ENSO as reported earlier by several
workers. Oil sardine catches show significant negative
correlations with the CUS, indicating that intense
upwelling is not favourable for its successful fishery.
However, such relationships were not observed
between mackerel and CUS values
 
(Table 2). Rainfall,
sunspot activity or ENSO index did not have any
significant relations with catches of both species.
Positive anomalies of CUS (indicating intense
upwelling) were found to result in poor landing of oil
sardine during 1926 - 1956 (A) and during 1993-1998
Table 2. Pearson correlation between catches and environmental parameters from the study area.
Sunspot Rainfall ENSO March August Oil
CUS CUS Sardine Mackerel
Sunspot 1
Rainfall 0.074 1
ENSO 0.005 -0.317** 1
March CUS -0.069 0.033 -0.102 1
August CUS 0.116 0.129 0.089 0.357** 1
Oil Sardine 0.185 -0.088 0.047 -0.269* -0.323** 1
Mackerel 0.02 0.029 0.017 -0.157 0.05 -0.026 1
** indicates highly significant relationships and * indicates significant relationship.
Fig. 2. Six point moving average of anomalies of CUS
and rainfall against anomalies of oil sardine
landing (top panel) and Indian mackerel landing
(bottom panel) along the west coast of India during
1926-2005.
A) mackerel dominated period during 1926-1956,
B) sardine dominated period during 1957-1992,
C) mackerel dominated period during 1993-1998
and D) sardine dominated period during 1999-2005.
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(C) as shown in Fig. 2. Negative anomalies of CUS
(indicating mild upwelling) were found to result in good
landing of oil sardine during 1957-1992 (B) and during
1999-2005 (D) as shown in Fig. 2. During early 1940s,
intense upwelling were reported from the south-west
coast of India resulting in the total collapse of oil
sardine fishery (Fig. 1). Intense upwelling was found
to be not affecting the mackerel fishery (Fig. 2). The
oil sardine fishery was also generally low when the
rainfall was below average during 1926 - 1956 and
1993-1998 (Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that the
revival of oil sardine fishery in mid 50s and late 90s
coincided with heavy rainfall.
Optimal Environmental Window (OEW)
The spawning and recruitment strategies of
clupeoids from the upwelling areas were found to be
adapted with the spatial and temporal pattern in the
upwelling of the region. Wind driven upwelling takes
place during March to April along the south-west coast
of India. Again with the onset of south-west monsoon,
the current driven upwelling occurs during June-
September. The duration and intensity of upwelling
varies from year to year. The spawning and
recruitment period of oil sardine was found to overlap
with the major upwelling season of June to September
along the Malabar coast (Table 3). During or
processes that maintain eggs and larvae in the
suitable habitat were found to be crucial for the
successful recruitment of clupeoids in the upwelling
areas. Despite their high rate of production, the
adverse environmental conditions during the
upwelling season can create havoc for their larval
survival and subsequent recruitment success.
Therefore, the recruitment success of clupeoids such
as oil sardine whose spawning and recruitment cycle
is overlapping with the upwelling season is depending
upon several environmental parameters (or OEW)
such as wind speed, turbulent sea conditions,
upwelling intensity, SST and dissolved oxygen (DO)
content in upwelled water etc. Very low DO values in
inshore waters due to intense upwelling can also
prevent the spawners from even entering the shelf
area for spawning and high wind speed (>5-6 m/s) or
turbulent sea conditions can destroy or result in
offshore drifting of the larvae away from their feeding
ground. Unlike mackerel, the successful recruitment
of oil sardine in the Malabar upwelling region in a
particular year is very much at the mercy of
environmental conditions prevailing in the area during
June to September.
Mackerel reproductive strategy appears to be
quite distinct from that of oil sardine since it was found
to have an extended spawning and recruitment
Table 3. Comparison of the reproductive biology of oil sardine and Indian mackerel from the south-west coast of India.
Biology Oil sardine Indian mackerel
Spawning season June - August March - August (often extended up to October)
Spawning ground Shallow inshore waters 20-30 m depth zone within the shelf region
Length at first maturity 15 cm 18-19 cm
Fecundity 30 x l03 - 45 x l03 90 x l03 - 95 x l03
Season of larval abundance June - August April - October
immediately after the upwelling from August to
September, large scale phytoplankton blooms are
seen along this coast, making it an ideal condition for
the feeding and survival of the newly hatched sardine
larvae and juveniles depending up on other
environmental conditions. The heavy river discharge
associated with monsoon rains also brings nutrients
such as silicate required for the algal growth in the
inshore waters.
Optimum environmental conditions or Optimal
Environmental Window (OEW) such as nutrient
enrichment (upwelling or mixing), concentration
processes (convergence, stratification) and retention
season starting from March to August and even
extending to October (Table 3). Therefore, the
unfavourable environmental conditions associated
with intense upwelling may not be affecting the
spawning and recruitment of mackerel due to its
reproductive strategy which ensures that successful
recruitment elsewhere can make for lost potential
during the early part of the upwelling season.
Longhurst and Wooster (1990) also have reported
that the success in recruitment of oil sardine fishery
is very much dependent on the intensity of upwelling
(derived from sea level) along the south-west coast
of India (Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci., 47: 2407-2419).
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Conclusion
Inter-annual fluctuations in oil sardine catches
were very high when compared to mackerel.
Significant inverse relationships were not observed
between the catches of oil sardine and mackerel.
Catches of both species were not having any
significant relationships with sunspot activity, ENSO
or rainfall. Both the species were exploited by the
same gear from the same area and almost during
the same period and hence, over-exploitation may
not be the reason for the collapse of oil sardine fishery
during early 40s and in 1994. The spawning and
recruitment period of oil sardine was overlapping with
the major upwelling season of June to September
along the Malabar coast, while mackerel was having
relatively extended spawning and recruitment period.
Therefore, during certain years, the unfavorable
environmental conditions associated with intense
upwelling might have affected the successful
spawning and recruitment of oil sardine. The revival
of oil sardine fishery in mid 50s and late 90s coincided
with heavy rainfall.
This work was carried out under an AP Cess
Fund project on “Assessing the impact of fisheries
on biodiversity of marine fish resources of south-west
coast of India”.
Performance assessment of selected technologies in marine fisheries
Sheela Immanuel and R. Narayanakumar
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin
IntroductionExtension is primarily a technology transfer system
from researchers to farmers. It is also a
communication network among farmers, researchers,
credit institutions, market organizers, consumers and
government policy makers. Technologies generated
are transferred to the farmers through various
methods from individual contact to mass media. The
performance of any technology at research centre
will be obviously different from its field level
performance because of the variations in the
environmental and socio-economic factors. So
assessment of technologies at farmers’ level is very
significant and it helps to bring about refinement and
standardization of the technology and to harvest
optimum economic benefits. The assessment of the
performance of technology at field level requires
quantification of benefits obtained due to the
technology and methods for their measurement,
qualitative, descriptive, and subjective data on the
technology adoption process. This would also include
discussions with stake holders which will help to find
out the performance of technology at their contour.
With this theme in focus, this present study was
taken up to assess the effectiveness of performance
of selected fisheries technologies and to analyze the
constraints confronting the farmers in adopting the
innovations.
Research methodology
The study was conducted in the states of
Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. The
technologies identified for assessment were crab
fattening, establishment of artificial reef and value
addition in Tamil Nadu, prawn peeling in Kerala,
introduction of FRP boats, ice boxes, blow fly control
and improved fish smoking methods in Andhra
Pradesh. Data were collected using interview
schedules.
Results and discussion
Tamil Nadu: Artificial reef in Tuticorin region
Fishermen who are fishing in the reef area were
selected as respondents. Regarding catch, an
increase of 40 % was reported by all the fishermen
who are fishing in this region and they also reported
that they get big sized commercially valuable fishes.
There is no marked change in their employment
pattern.
The average monthly income of fishermen
increased by nearly 42 to 50 % but this increase is
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fluctuating and not stable. Among 56 % of fishermen,
the level of savings increased by 20 to 30 %.
Conflicts increased as reported by 76 % because
the fish aggregation in the particular area was more
and there was some conflict among the fishermen
regarding the area of operation. Since the fishermen
had more catch it would have increased their income
and hence their expenditure towards recreational and
social and religious functions was reported to be
increased among 57 % of the respondents.
More than 50 % of the fishermen reported that
conflict (76 %), lack of efficient marketing system
(56 %) and non-availability of extension programmes
(34 %) and insufficient training (52 %) are the major
problems. After the initial demonstration, they were
not given any technological and extension system
support. Since they used to fish in the FAD installed
areas it caused damage to their nets and frequent
repair.
Table 1. Constraints faced by the fishermen
Constraints Percentage
Damage to nets 78
Conflict among fishermen 76
Lack of suitable technology 34
Lack of efficient marketing facilities 56
Unawareness of supply of services





Crab fattening was undertaken by a women self-
help group in the Therespuram area in the Tuticorin
region. Most of the fisherwomen involved in this
activity were also involved in post-harvest fisheries
activities.
Crab fattening was done in cement tanks. The
crabs were purchased from the fishermen at the
landing centre, and stocked in the tanks and fed with
trash fish. The size of the crab at the time of stocking
varied between 20 to 40 g and they harvested crabs
weighing 400 to 850 g. Crab fattening had become
the main employment for 20 % of women and
subsidiary occupation for 80 %. More than 80 %
reported to get an income of Rs. 1500 to Rs. 2000/-
per month during peak season. All of them reported
that there is no change in litigation and political
participation. The participation in panchayat and local
bodies was increased for 75 %. Since they were
involved in this programme they had more contact
with Panchayats and NGOs. Since their earning was
increased, the amount they spent for recreation was
also reported to be increased as reported by 50 % of
the respondants.
From Table 2, it could be observed that the crabs
they get for fattening is of very small size requiring
more duration for fattening and hence is a major
constraint by 100 %. Since the crabs are sold to the
local fishermen, the price fixation is done by the
purchaser and hence the price realized is low as
reported by 64 %. The technology was reported to
be complicated because the crab fattening is done in
big tanks and hence cleaning and feeding the crabs
is difficult. Crabs are not regularly available for
fattening and thereby it was received as a problem
by 68 %.
Table 2. Farming consequences
Farming constraints Percentage
Lack of quality crabs 100






Twelve women and two men are working in the
pickle making unit which is located in the Vellapatti
village of the Tuticorin district. All the women working
in the unit were interviewed. The working time of the
women is from 8 am to 5 pm. The wages they get is
Rs. 2000/- per month. This has become the main
occupation of the women. Before working in this unit,
their income was less than Rs. 1000/- and 20% of
them had no occupation. The employment period had
increased from 6 months to 12 months. They also
reported that their annual income and savings had
increased and their debt level had come down and
expenditure increased by 10%.
The social system consequences like litigation and
political participation had remained unchanged.
Participation in panchayat has increased as reported
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by 40 %. The expenditure towards recreational
activities remained unchanged. Participation in social
and religious functions had increased for 57 %.
Cooperation between the fisherwomen had increased
since it is a group activity. No change was reported in
their housing pattern.
The major constraint reported by all of them was
marketing.
Kerala: Prawn peeling in community peeling
sheds
For assessing the performance of prawn peeling,
30 women who were involved in prawn peeling in the
community peeling shed at Neendakara in Kollam
district were selected as respondents.
Nearly 71% reported that their family members
also have employment. Since the community peeling
shed is exclusively meant for women, even middle
and young aged women can sit there and do the
peeling. They feel social security in the work place.
Due to the training, their efficiency and the quality of
peeling was improved in the case of 50% of the
respondants and this has indirectly increased their
income by 20 to 30%.
Majority (83%) reported that others are consulting
them for knowing the prawn peeling technique.
Majority (73%) of them gained social recognition.
Since the shed had good drainage system, there was
no water pollution. Forty five percent reported that
they are involved in value addition. More than 50%
stated that their expenditure towards recreation and
social functions was increased by 10 to 20% because
of their increased earnings. Since the registered
prawn peeling women are doing the peeling activity
under a single roof, their level of cooperation has
increased and they gained mutual support and help
from each other.
Table 3. Constraints faced by women peelers
Constraints Percentage
Lack of quality prawns 70
Lack of efficient marketing facilities 24
Unawareness of supply of services
offered by centres 34
Insufficient training programmes 56
Prawn availability 76
Seventy percent reported that they were not
getting quality, commercially-valued prawns as before.
The peeled prawns were given to the merchants and
hence the price are low. Insufficient training
programme was given as a problem by 56 % because
all the persons involved in prawn peeling were not
given training and hence they have reported this as a
problem. As before, they were not able to get the
required quantity of prawns for peeling.
Andhra Pradesh: Introduction of fibre reinforced
plastic (FRP) boats
The FRP boats were given to the fishermen by
the South Indian Federation of Fishermen Societies.
The sample selected included 50 fishermen.
As reported by the respondents there was reduced
physical strain in fishing, which made them to venture
further into the sea. It also gave scope for subsidiary
employment by making them to learn about engine
repairs and servicing as given by 20%. They were
able to get better catch and from the increased income
they were able to improve their asset position and
quality of life. However one negative aspect
experienced is that a substantial portion of the income
had to be spent on oils and engine repairs.
It is reported that the employment, income and
savings have increased respectively by 24%, 66%
and 53%. The expenses on household assets also
have increased by 7% due to the technology adoption.
The indebtedness has shown an increase due to the
purchase of the craft on loan advance by the
government with subsidy. The subsidy component
was excluded. They will be able to repay the balance
in the coming two years to make the boat their own.
Introduction of ice boxes
Introduction of ice box is a boon to the
fisherwomen. Data were collected from 60 women.
As reported by them the quality and freshness of the
fish was maintained and the fish fetched a higher
price. Storage of excess fish was done unlike earlier
times when they had to go for drying.
It was observed that the annual employment was
increased by 42% after the use of ice boxes with an
increase of annual income by 67% due to the use of
ice boxes. The savings also increased by 80% and
that of the expenses on household assets by 71%. It
is important to note that indebtedness was reduced
by 68%.
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Blowfly control strategies
The data were collected from 20 women who are
involved in fish drying. The blow fly is a serious
menace in fish drying and it causes lot of damage to
the fish and practically reduces the income received
by the fisherwomen. After adopting this strategy, the
quality improvement was observed. The product was
free from dust contamination. Good colour and odour
of the product were obtained due to rack drying. These
factors improved the price and shelf life of the
products. Reduced loss and spoilage also made them
to get more income.
The blow fly control strategies could increase the
annual employment by 27% and income by 51%.
Besides, the adopters could also increase their
savings by 36% and reduce their indebtedness by
83% compared to their status before adoption. The
Uppada village is now free from the menace of blow
fly in most of their drying yards.
Smoking of fish
This technology mainly aimed at improving the
quality of the smoked fish especially the colour, smell
and shelf life. Detailed data were collected from
20 women. It was found that there is a good
improvement in the colour and smell of the smoked
fish after adopting this method. The shelf life of the
smoked fish was increased by about 3 - 4 months.
As a result of these improvements, the fisherwomen
get increased price for their dried/smoked fish.
It could be seen that this method has provided
60 days additional employment than before (30%
increase) and also gave an additional increase of
68% income. Besides, the new method has helped
them to neutralize,their indebtedness and also helped
to purchase comparatively higher quantum of
household assets. The government supported the
scheme financially, by providing Rs.1000/- for
investment. The operational expenses worked out to
be Rs. 55/- per day. The fisherwomen got much
benefit out of this technology.
Conclusion
The technological assessment had given a vivid
picture about the field level performance of the
technologies and the perception of the stakeholders.
Women in rural areas got additional employment
opportunities due to the adoption of technologies and
they have become economically empowered. Most
of the technologies adopted are feasible at field level
and the beneficiaries reported to earn regular income.
The percolation of improved technology has brought
about a change in their socio-economic status to a
certain level. If the technology transfer efforts are
made to spread out to most of the downtrodden
coastal villages, it could serve as livelihood
opportunities for fisher-folk community and help them
to derive supplementary income. The villagers could
also witness technological revolution and the lives of
the fishermen could be improved.
Distribution of bivalve resources in Kandleru Estuary, Krishnapatnam
Basin, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh
R. Thangavelu, P. Poovannan and N. Rudramurthy
Visakhapatnam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam
K andleru River flowing north of Gudur townconfluences with the Bay of Bengal near
Krishnapatnam at latitude 14° 15´ N and longitude
80° 18´ E. Krishnapatnam is the southernmost minor
port on the 1000 km long coastal line of Andhra
Pradesh and it is just 140 km north of the city of
Madras by road and about 50 nautical miles by sea.
Krishnapatnam Industrial port is situated on the
northern bank of Kandleru river mouth. This estuary
is a dredged deep drought port, with 15 m depth
extending for about 2 km to facilitate handling cargo
ships and even entry of large ships. The port area
and its vicinity are relatively underdeveloped and
sparsely populated.
Bar-mouth of Kandleru Estuary is open
throughout the year and maximum width is about
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Table 1. Extent of bed and biomass of bivalves in Kandleru
Estuary
Name of Area Biomass Percentage
bivalves (ha) (t)
Meretrix casta 41.4 283.8 52.7
Meretrix meretrix 19.3 64.6 12
Anadara granosa 40.9 112.9 20.9
Marcia opima 30.4 30.8 5.7
Crassostrea 1.04 41.1 7.6
madrasensis
Perna viridis 6.24 5.8 1.1
Total 539
Fig. 1. Diagramatic representation of Kandleru Estuary,
Krishnapatnam Basin, Andhra Pradesh
300 m. The estuary having a branch on the northern
side just parallel to the shore, turn towards west with
rich mangroove vegetation on either side and reaches
up to the Krishnapatnam village. At a distance of
300 m from the bar-mouth, the estuary widens broadly
having a maximum width of about 800 m and then
slowly narrow down to 500 m at a distance of 2 km.
The central part of the estuary is 15 m deep up to the
port and thereafter depth decreases gradually. The
Buckingham canal cuts perpendicular to the estuary
at about 2.5 km distance from the bar-mouth and
crosses the estuary leaving a small landscape area
in the south. The estuary bifurcates into two branches
on the western side of the Buckingham canal. The
largest branch takes a southern turn and the smaller
one towards right. Both the branches join together
near Lingapuram village leaving two large islets with
rich mangroove vegetation.
Materials and methods
The estuary was surveyed during 2004 from the
bar-mouth up to Lingapuram village which is about
8 km to the south. Totally 16 stations were fixed at
about 500 m distance each (Fig. 1). A quadrat of
50 x 50 cm was used for this survey. In each station,
quadrat was placed on the molluscan bed and all the
biomass present inside the quadrat were collected.
The bivalves were segregated up to species level and
the number of bivalves in each category was weighed
separately. The bivalves were shucked, the meat
removed and weighed separately. Smear was
prepared from gonad to study the stages of maturity.
From each station a maximum of three samples were
taken and the data were pooled. The biomass is
represented by raising the quadrat mass to one
square meter and then multiplied by the total area of
distribution.
Results
Kandleru Estuary was having rich bio-resources
of bivalves throughout the estuary. Table 1 gives the
potential resources of bivalves and their abundance
in Kandleru Estuary which comprised of Meretrix
casta, Anadara granosa, Meretrix meretrix,
Crassostrea madrasensis, Marcia opima and Perna
viridis. Among the bivalves, the clam M. casta was
found to be dominant and the estimated biomass was
283.3 t in a total area of 41.4 ha which constituted to
52.7% of the total bivalve resource of the estuary.
Meretrix casta
The distribution pattern of bivalves, the extent of
the bed, number of specimens present, size and
mean weight and the biomass estimated are given in
Table 2. The very rich bed of the clam M. casta was
in the Buckingham canal which is about 30 m wide
and 2 km long extending from the toll gate in the north
to Gummaladippa in the south, where the average
density of clams were 54 per m2 in a total area of
6 ha and the estimated biomass was 145.8 t. The
order of abundance of these calms in all other stations
were: 1, 15, 2, 4, 3, 16, 9 and 6. The smallest clam
bed was at station 6, the southern bank of the estuary
with sandy mud with seaweed infested area. The
bottom of the clam bed was muddy sand in majority
of the places like the Buckingham canal 13a,  6, 9,
15 and 16 and it was sandy in station 2 and 3 nearer
to the bar mouth. The first station is in the northern
wing of the estuary just behind the light house of
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Krishnapatnam basin. The width of the wing varied
between 150 to 300 m with several curves. The depth
in this area varied between 0.5 to 1.5 m. On either
side of this estuary, mangroove shrubs have grown
to a height of 2 m. The bottom was muddy sand
harbouring clams in good quantities.
In general, the size range of the clam M. casta
ranged between 39 and 55 mm and the mean size
and mean weight have not shown much variations in
all the stations observed. The males were found to
be dominant in the population in majority of the areas
surveyed. Only in one station, females outnumbered
males. Both the sexes were equally represented in
two stations.
Meretrix meretrix
The great clam M. meretrix was recorded only in
5 stations of Kandleru Estuary. The total resources
of Kandleru Estuary covering a total bed area of
19.3 ha was estimated to be 64.6 t of living biomass.
The highest population was recorded in station 13a
which lies on the western side of the Buckingham
canal. The water depth was varying between 0.5 and
2 m depth up to the islet area. The bed was having
rich settlement of clam and they were in the surface
of the ground. The average number of clams was
30 per m2.
The second richest bed was found in station
15 lies in between Gummalladippa and Lingapuram
villages and on the southern side of the islet. The
bottom was muddy sand towards mangroove swamp.
The clams were found to be distributed about 10 m
away from the swampy area of the estuary. The
density of clam population was 7.5 per m2 and the
biomass was calculated as 25.1 t. The size of the
clams ranged between 39 and 63 mm with a mean
size of 51.6 mm. Though this clam occurred near the
mouth of the estuary, the population was very less.
The nature of bottom was sandy mud and near the
bar-mouth, the other areas like 14 and 16 have shown
comparatively the same trend with mud and sand.
The males were found to be dominant in the
population. The gonad condition revealed 60% spent
and 40% in the ripe condition.
Anadara sp.
It is the second highest bivalve population of the
Kandaleru Estuary and found to occur in 12 stations
out of the 16 stations surveyed. The extent of the
clam bed area was 40.9 ha and the total biomass
which could be realized from this area was 112.9 t
forming 20.9 % of the bivalve population. The thickest
population was in station 4 followed by that of stations
15,2,16,3 and 1. In all other stations the population
was very thin. The clam population was more or less
equally represented from 1 to 4 stations, where the
bottom was sandy mud or muddy with seaweeds like
Halophila sp., Enteromorpha sp. and Gracilaria sp.
The area behind the light house formed the first
station, where the bottom was loose muddy. Among
all the stations, the maximum quantity of clam could
be harvested from 4th and 15th station where the
biomass was estimated at 33.7 t and 17.2 t
respectively. These clams were not found in the
Buckingham canal and the culvert near Gopalpur
village.
The size of the clams varied in different stations.
The mean size was 50.8 mm (DVM) found in the 10th
station and the smaller ones were recorded in station
3. Majority of the clams were above the size of
40 mm. Among the sexes, males were found to be
dominant in the population and only in two stations
(9 and 10) both the sexes were in equal proportion.
Maturing individuals were found to be dominant
(60 %) and both ripe and spent animals contributed
to nearly 40 %.
Marcia opima
This clam was found to occur only in 7 stations
out of the 16 stations surveyed. The total bed area
was calculated as 30.4 ha and the total biomass which
could be harvested as 30.8 t and this formed 5.7% of
the bivalve population of this estuary. Of all the
stations, a maximum of 10.4 no./m2 was recorded
only in station 3. The clam population was very sparse
in all other beds. The population was high nearer to
the bar-mouth where the tidal influx was very high
and their distribution decreased moderately towards
the upper reaches of the estuary.
The bottom of the clam bed was sandy mud and
the clams were always found buried a few centimeters
below the surface. Only adult and large sized clams
ranging in size between 21 and 39 mm were recorded
in stations 1, 3 and 4 whereas in the 2nd and 15th
stations nearer to mangroove swampy area, the size
of the clams was found to be 36-45 mm. The seed
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Table 2. Distribution of bivalve resources in different stations of Kandleru Estuary
Meretrix casta Meretrix meretrix Anadara sp.
Station Area No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total
(ha) range size weight Biomass range size weight Biomass range size weight  Biomass
(mm) (mm) (g) (t) (mm) (mm) (g) (t) (mm) (mm) (g) (t)
1 5.00 14.4 40-52 47.3 43.4 31.2 6.8 35-53 41.5 30.4 10.3
2 4.80 12 42-52 46.9 43.1 24.8 2 44-59 52.7 53.6 5.1 9.8 36-52 42.7 31 14.6
3 4.00 9.2 41-51 47.0 44.2 16.3 11 21-44 38.2 24.1 10.6
4 6.00 8 42-52 45.2 38.5 18.5 14 35-55 40.1 40.1 33.7
5 0.30 0 0
6 0.60 12.6 40-55 45.1 34.0 2.6 9.2 30-56 44.3 43.4 2.4
7 0.50 0 0 2 30-51 44 37 0.4
8 0.20 0 0 0
9 4.00 2 39-52 48.2 38.5 3.1 1.2 32-57 48.4 50 2.4
10 1.00 0 2 43-60 50.8 51.6 1.4
11 2.00 0 2.6 43-54 45.9 49 2.5
12 0.04 0
13a 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 30 40.63 49.8 51.5 30.9 7 32-53 45.8 47.5 6.7
13b 6.00 54 41-46 43.8 45.0 145.8 0
14 4.00 0 0.3 51-61 54.3 63.3 0.8 0
15 6.00 9.5 40-55 47.0 45.0 25.7 7.5 39-62 51.6 55.7 25.1 6.5 39-58 44.3 44 17.2
16 5.00 7 41-53 47.4 45.0 15.8 1 41-60 50.9 54.8 2.7 5.2 37-54 41.8 41.2 10.7
283.8 64.6 112.9
Marcia opima Crassostrea madrasensis Perna viridis
Station Area No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total No./m2 Size Mean Mean Total
(ha) range size weight biomass range size weight biomass range size weight  biomass
(mm) (mm) (g) (t) (mm) (mm) (g) (t) (mm) (mm) (g) (t)
1 5.00 6 22-37 31.6 11.3 3.4 0
2 4.80 9 36.45 40.3 19.2 8.3 0
3 4.00 10.4 21-39 32.4 12.4 5.2 0
4 6.00 6 22.39 32.8 12.5 4.5 0
5 0.30 0 115 52-95 70.1 54 18.6
6 0.60 5 14-48 22.4 8.1 0.2 0
7 0.50 0 27 57-73 66.2 57 9.2 16 60-75 65 35 2.8
8 0.20 0 46 45-76 57.5 47 4.3 8.6 36-84 67.9 31 0.5
9 4.00 0 0
10 1.00 0 520 37-84 49.8 43 9 19.6 95-126 115.5 98 0.8
11 2.00 0 0
12 0.04 0 0 1.2 116-133 122.7 143 1.7
13a 2.00 0 0
13b 6.00 0 0
14 4.00 3.2 26-38 32.3 12.1 4.1 0
15 6.00 2 36-44 39.6 19.1 5.1 0
16 5.00 0
30.8 41.1 5.8
clams in combination with the larger ones were
recorded only in the 6th station.
Crassostrea madrasensis
The edible oyster C. madrasensis was distributed
only in four stations. The fishing harbour, wharf,
granite stones opposite to the port office, laterite
stones and the granite stones in the inter-tidal region
along the bank of the western side of the harbour
extending to a stretch of about one kilometre formed
a good substratum for settlement of oysters (5th and
7th stations). There was a moderate settlement of
oysters underneath the culvert (station 8) but sparsely
distributed on either side of the culvert in the
Buckingham canal. Settlement of oysters were noted
on the granite stones of the lock area (station 10).
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These oysters also occurred near the villages of
gummaladippa and Lingapuram areas, but were very
sparse. The oyster biomass was estimated to be
41.1 t in 1.01 ha area which formed 7.6% of the bivalve
resources of the estuary.
Among all the stations, the highest population
was noticed in the lock area where the population
constituted an average of 520 oysters per m2 and the
total biomass was estimated to 9 t. The second
thickest bed was in station 5 and the density of
population was 115 per m2 forming a total biomass of
18.6 t. The density of oyster population was very
sparse in the other two stations.
The size of the oysters ranged between 37 and
95 mm and the maximum number was of size above
70 mm, recorded in station 5. Though the oyster
population was thick in the lock area, the mean size
of the oysters was only 49.8 mm. Among the 4
stations, the male oysters were found to be dominant
in three stations namely 5, 7 and 10, whereas in 8th
station, females outnumbered males. Gonad studies
revealed that majority of the oysters were in the
maturing stage (44%) and the ripe and spent ones
were 33% and 23% respectively.
Perna viridis
Mussels were recorded only in four stations
(7, 8, 10 and 12). The total mussel biomass estimated
from this estuary was 5.8 t forming 1.1% of the bivalve
population of this estuary. The granite stones along
the northern bank of the estuary on the western side
of the fishing harbour formed a good substratum and
underneath the culvert in station 8 also showed sparse
distribution of mussels. The granite stones and the
concrete structures in the lock area of the
Buckingham canal (10th and 12th stations) formed a
good substratum for both oysters and mussels. The
population density of mussels was comparatively high
(19.6 per m2) and they were very sparsely distributed
on laterite stones and bunds.
The size of the mussels varied in all the stations
surveyed; smaller ones (36 - 84 mm) recorded in
station 7 and 8 whereas in lock area and bunds, the
mussels were comparatively larger (95-126 mm to
116-133 mm respectively). Stages of gonad revealed
that majority of males and females were in the ripe
condition. Males were dominant in the population. The
percentage edibility was 38.4.
Fishery
There was no regular edible oyster fishery in
Kandleru Estuary. However, at times seasonal fishery
was conducted exclusively for shells in lime industry.
During the period of investigation, totally 24 heaps of
oyster shells forming about 20 t were recorded near
Gummaladippa village. About 15 t of harvested
oysters were also recorded on the eastern side of
Buckingham canal which were kept ready for
transportation. The edible oysters and mussels are
fished in recent times to feed the shrimp in nearby
shrimp ponds. The meat is sold at the rate of Rs. 30/-
per kg.
Clam fishery is being carried out in Kandleru
Estuary for shells and clam meat to be supplied to
the shrimp farmers. The following species contributed
to the fishery. A. granosa formed 50%, M. casta 30%,
M. opima 10%, M. meretrix 5% and other molluscs
5%. In the bar-mouth, 20 to 25 persons were engaged
regularly in clam fishing from Muthukoor village. Each
person could collect about 50 to 60 kg of clams per
day. Meat is collected by shucking the clams and sold
at the rate of Rs. 30/- per kg and shells are sold
separately to the shell buyers. Clam fishery is also
regularly conducted at Lingapuram village, the
southernmost region of Kandleru Estuary. The
composition of the fishery was mainly M. casta,
A. granosa and M. meretrix. About 20 to 30 people
were engaged in collecting the clams regularly in this
area.
The Kandleru Estuary is a prominent estuary for
bivalve population along south Andhra Predesh coast.
There is a good population of clam M. casta in the
Buckingham canal. The whole population is fished
and replenishment is very slow. Since the shrimp
industry emerged around the estuary to a large extent,
and the demand for the clam meat forced the people
to exploit all the bivalve resources for giving it as a
natural feed to the shrimps. As a result of
indiscriminate fishing in all the estuaries along Andhra
coast, the bivalve population is dwindling, which may
lead to depletion of stocks.
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Development of formulated dry feed for marine aquariculture
P. Vijayagopal, K. K. Vijayan and G. Gopakumar*
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin
*Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp
B reeding and seed production of marineornamental fishes in India was pioneered by
CMFRI. Clown fishes and damsel fishes were the
candidate species in aquariculture whose life cycles
were closed and batches of 1000-1500 fishes from
one brood were available for scientific investigations
and sale from 2006 onwards. Destructive fishing
methods are practiced to capture these coral reef
fishes from natural ecosystems for clandestine trade.
In this scenario, when the hatchery reared fishes were
made available for sale legitimately by CMFRI in the
larger interest of conservation mariculture, added
emphasis is required in the areas of nutrition and
health in order to refine the artificial breeding and seed
production of these marine ornamentals. Addressing
nutrition first, weaning these fishes to a dry diet
became imperative because, present use of wet feed,
a paste of clam and fish meat, creates water quality
deterioration and health problems. Over-feeding this
wet material became detrimental to the maintenance
of water quality which has to be kept at reef quality
level. Moreover, scientifically, feeding a single
ingredient for a long time would naturally lead to
nutritional inadequacies, however attractive the wet
feed is to the fishes. Hobbyists may also find the wet
processing of feed material a drab routine.
Fig. 1. Striped damsel or Humbug damsel (Dascyllus
aruanus) Fig. 2. Diagrammatic sketch of feed design
Marine proteins Vegetable protein













FEED PELLET  =
With this back drop, development of a dry diet
and its evaluation was done in the marine ornamental
fish striped damsel or humbug damsel, Dascyllus
aruanus (Fig.1).
At first, a common ingredient mixture consisting
of equal quantities of squid meal, fish meal, shrimp
meal and soy flour was made which had the nutrient
composition of 66% crude protein, 5% fat, 3% fiber,
11% carbohydrates and 15% ash. This mixture
provides a mix of vegetable and animal (marine)
proteins expecting a balanced amino-acid profile.
Further, this common ingredient mixture in ascending
levels as shown in Table 1, was blended with wheat
flour, fish oil, vitamin and mineral mixtures and fortified
with certain additives making it complete nutritionally
(Fig. 2). This wet mixture was extruded in a laboratory
model extruder from Basic Technologies Pvt. Ltd.,
Kolkata with a time-temperature combination of
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Fig. 4. Feed crushed and sieved to particle sizes of 0.5
mm, 0.75 mm and 1 mm
10 seconds and 80 ºC, to obtain 2 mm pellets as
shown in Fig. 3. Five experimental feed with their
protein content varying from 18-50% were made and
evaluated for their physical qualities and nutritional
appropriateness.
Fig. 3. Extruded marine ornamental fish feed
Table 1. Feed ingredient proximate composition1 (% DM matter), ingredient composition (g kg-1) of experimental diets and
their proximate composition (% DM matter)
Ingredients CP EE CF NFE Ash
Squid meal 61.42 6.81 0.98 11.91 18.88
Shrimp meal 65.46 3.78 5.29 0.04 18.35
Fishmeal 69.54 7.22 0.23 0.07 17.69
Soya flour 51.95 0.59 2.91 26.98 6.96
Wheat flour 13.45 1.39 2.95 75.79 0.73
Feed Nos.
Ingredients 18 25 36 47 56
CIM2 10 180 380 580 780
Wheat flour 865 685 505 315 120
Fish oil 40 50 30 20 15
Vitamin Mixture 20 20 20 20 20
Mineral mixture 10 10 10 10 10
Other additives 55 55 55 55 55
Added water 180 g kg-1
Proximate composition of experimental feeds
CP 18.34 25.35 36.27 46.61 56.28
EE 5.30 5.84 5.47 5.11 5.25
CF 0.91 0.92 1.11 1.41 1.60
NFE 72.78 64.12 51.50 38.09 25.14
Ash 3.43 4.46 6.13 9.21 12.63
AIA 0.00 0.01 0.45 0.57 0.84
3DE MJ 100g-1 14.170 14.512 14.744 14.781 14.924
4GE MJ 100g-1 19.180 19.460 19.586 19.446 19.424
1CP - crude protein, EE - either extract or crude fat, CF - crude fiber, NFE - nitrogen free extract or soluble carbohydrates
2Common ingredient mixture
3Digestible energy in mega joules
4Gross energy in mega joules
and feed 56 sank in the uncrushed form. When
crushed and sieved, all feed float initially and sink
slowly on absorption of water. Generally, feed with
less than 0.480 g ml-1, float in seawater. Feeding
activity was noticed within a few seconds of
dispensing the feed and possibility of nutrient loss to
the abovementioned level is there only if the feed
remained uneaten in water for 15 minutes.
These feed pellets were then crushed and sieved
to obtain particle sizes of <0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and
1.5 mm as shown in Fig. 4 and used for physical
evaluation and to feed the fishes for nutritional
evaluation.
Physical properties evaluated were bulk density
and water stability. Feed nos. 18, 25, 36 and 47 floated
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Table 3. Amino acid composition of the feed indicating
optimum performance (g kg-1)



















Fig. 5. Feeds produced by SASTM system by Extru-tech,
Inc.
technology for marine ornamental fish. Instead of
extruding pellets of larger dimension and crushing
them to smaller particles of desirable size manually,
state-of the-art feed technology is available today for
the manufacture of these types of feed. Sphere-izer
Agglomeration technology (SAS system TM
www.extru-technic.com) with capability to extrude
feed of 300 microns to 1.2 mm having international
acceptance as shown in Fig. 5 can be adopted for
commercial scale production.
For more details refer: Aquaculture Research,
2008, 1-8 doi:10.1111/j.1365-2109.2008.02039.x
online
Disclaimer : Either the authors or CMFRI neither
endorses nor implies criticism of any of the products
or processes described.
The feed were tested for their efficacy in two
groups of animals weighing less than 200 mg and
more than 200 mg for the optimum growth, health
and colour retention. Amino acid profiles of two of
the feed formulations is shown in Table 3. The cost
of these feed range from Rs. 75-150 kg-1. With
imported and repacked freshwater ornamental fish
feed retailing at Rs. 500 kg-1, these feed would serve
as good import substitutes. This is the first effort
towards development of indigenous fish feed
Conservation programme for marine turtle, olive ridley (Lepidochelys
olivacea) at Dabholi-Waingani landing centre of MH-1 Zone, Maharashtra
Bashir Ahmed Adam Shiledar
Ratnagiri Field Centre of CMFRI, Ratnagiri
During the survey tour at Dabholi-Wainganilanding centre on 18/12/07 and 19/12/07, it was
understood that preservation of Olive ridley
(Lepidochelys olivacea) eggs was carried out by a
local person Mr. Suhas Toraskar who is a member of
the Sea Security Force. His procedure of turtle eggs
conservation is as follows.
The eggs were kept burried inside the sand on
the seashore taking care that the high-tide water may
not damage the eggs. The net was applied using the
wooden poles so that the eggs remain protected from
dogs, jackals etc. The hatchlings come up after 45 to
55 days pushing the sand aside. This person gets
guidance from Sahyadri Nisarga Mitra, Chiplun
(Ratnagiri) and Forest Department of Maharashtra
(Sindhudurg District).
On 22/03/08, a visit was made to this centre to
collect this data and confirmed that these hatchlings
belonged to the species Lepidochelys olivacea as it
has seven lateral scutes on dorsal side. The
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Number of eggs protected Number of hatchlings released
Date No. of eggs Date Incubation No. of hatchlings
protected period released
09/12/07 120 02/02/08 55 days 117
02/01/08 103 02/03/08 to 05/03/08 60 to 63 days 76
26/01/08 Not counted 22/03/08 56 days 56
01/02/08 Not counted 27/03/08 55 days 103
08/02/08 105 28/03/08 49 days 103
22/02/08 121 15/04/08 53 days 84
26/02/08 74 15/04/08 49 days 66
28/02/08 108 15/04/08 47 days 97
13/03/08 101 30/04/08 48 days 51
Total 732 753
Fig. 1. Turtle - at the time of nesting Fig. 2. Turtle hatchlings
information on collected eggs and hatchlings released
are given in the table.
On 22/03/08, fifty six hatchlings were released
carefully into the sea. The photographs taken during
this visit are also shown in Fig. 1 and 2.
Bumper catch of spiny lobsters by trawlers and gill netters  at Okha,
Gujarat
Shubhadeep Ghosh, G. Mohanraj, P. K. Asokan, H. K. Dhokia, M. S. Zala and H. M. Bhint
Veraval Regional Centre of CMFRI, Veraval
D uring the post-monsoon months of Septemberand October in 2007, an estimated 900 t of spiny
lobsters Panulirus polyphagus worth of
Rs. 67 crores was landed by trawlers and gill netters
at Okha and Rupenbander. A total of 15 - 20 t was
landed daily at Okha and Rupenbander during these
months and the average catch per boat was 150 kg
for trawler and 50 kg for gillnetter. This was the first
time in the last two decades that such heavy landings
of lobsters were recorded (Fig. 1). Furthermore in
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Fig. 1. Heavy landings of spiny lobster at Okha
2007, the lobster catch comprised of bigger size
lobsters and the proportion of berried females was
very less when compared to the earlier years. Over
the years, there is a perceptible change in the species
composition of lobsters with the gradual replacement
of Panulirus versicolor with P. polyphagus as the
dominant species. The quantum of catch was
correlated well with lunar periodicity and an increase
in temperature.
Spiny lobsters are exploited both by trawlers and
gill netters. Around 500 trawlers and 700 outboard
mechanized gill netters operating in the rocky bottom
were actively engaged in the fishing of lobsters. The
fishing ground for trawlers was off Jakhau, while for
gill netters the fishing area was off Dwaraka - Okha.
The multiday trawlers having overall length of 40 to
45 ft. powered with 80 – 105 HP engines conduct
fishing for 7 - 10 days at the depth range of
15 - 20 m, while the gill netters fish for 1 - 4 days in
the depth range of 12 - 30 m. The trawlers perform
on an average 4 - 6 hauls per day depending on
whether they conduct fishing during the day only or
both in day and night. The trawlers carry on an
average 10 to 12 nets, each having length of
35 - 40 m with mesh sizes of 8 - 15 mm in the cod
end and 40 and 20 cm in the upper and lower wing
sections. The gillnetters having overall length of
32 to 45 ft. powered with 8 – 10 HP outboard “Yamaha
Endura” engines carry 3 to 4 nets, each having mesh
sizes varying between 80 and 110 mm. Spiny lobster
fetches high price in the international market and
contributes significantly to the export earnings of the
state and the country. The price of lobsters ranges
from Rs. 600 – 800/ kg depending on the size. The
lobsters weighing less than 300 g were preserved in
ice after boiling them, whereas those weighing more
than 300 g were preserved in ice directly. The
consignment was sent by rail or road to processing
plants in Mumbai, Porbander, Mangrol and Veraval
for export.
A total of 355 specimens of P. polyphagus in the
size (total length) range of 12.8 to 31.2 cm were
collected randomly for biological study and sampled
for recording total length (in cm), carapace length (in
cm) and body weight (in g). The linear relationship
between carapace length (CL) and total length (TL)
for males and females was:
CL = - 0.93313 + 0.424304 TL for males
(r = 0.88)
CL = 2.611612 + 0.256503 TL for females
(r = 0.72)
The exponential relation between total length (TL)
and body weight (TW) for males and females was
expressed as:
log TW = - 2.30034 + 3.582274 log TL for males
(r = 0.95)
log TW = 0.039877 + 1.909481 log TL for females
(r = 0.72)
The exponential relation between carapace
length (CL) and body weight (TW) for males and
females was:
log TW = - 0.01446 + 2.750477 log CL for males
(r = 0.88)
log TW = 0.476367 + 2.340322 log CL for
females (r = 0.86)
The relationship between carapace length, total
length and body weight in males was significantly
different from that of females at 5% level. The linear
relationship between carapace and total length showed
that males have longer carapace length than that of
the females. In other words, females possess shorter
carapace and longer abdomen to carry large number
of eggs. The exponential relation between carapace
length, total length and body weight indicated that
females were heavier than males. This could be
attributed to the fact that around 26.5% of the females
encountered in the catch were in berried state.
The chi-square values indicated significant (5%)
dominance by females in the commercial catches and
the overall sex ratio was 1:2.2. The analysis on the
maturity stages revealed that 26.5% of the females
landed were berried and were ready to release their
eggs.
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On the live marine ornamental fish keeping at Keelakarai,
Ramanathapuram District, Tamil Nadu
Molly Varghese and C. Kasinathan
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp
A well managed and scientifically monitoredaquarium was observed at Keelakarai near the
fish trap landing centre. There are many small fish
keepers, but the one located at Keelakarai was a
major one where 38 species of marine ornamental
fishes were available. These fishes and other
organisms were collected mainly from the traps
operated near Appa island, Mulli, Palliva Munai, Yanai
bar, Kilichan bar, Thidal, Putti, Ida Muruvai and Valai
island in the Gulf of Mannar. Some of the specimens
caught in traps were in live condition when brought to
the landing centre.
Table 1. List of live fishes and other organisms available
along with their current market price































Plectorhynchus pictus (big) 50











Carrot anemone (Red colour) 20
Green anemone 40
Brown anemone 15
Carpet anemone (Blue colour) 200
Tentacle anemone 125
Red star fish - Protoreaster
linckii 60
Star fish - Pentacerastes regulas 40
Sea-urchin 15
Cyprea tigris 30
At this centre, the seawater, initially was taken from
a borewell and collected in a cement tank. At this
stage, the salinity would be 1 ppt less than that of the
seawater as it is being taken through a borewell. The
collected water is then allowed to pass through a
series of five biological filters arranged one after
another. Finally, the clean seawater is stored in a
cement tank. At this stage, the salinity would be
increased by 1 ppt due to evaporation, thus attaining
the same salinity as that of seawater. This water is
kept in an overhead tank and by gravity, it is
transferred to other tanks meant for keeping live
fishes.
These fishes are sold mainly to Chennai and from
there, to Bombay, Patna, Calcutta etc. On an average,
this centre generates a revenue of Rs. 1,500-5,000/-
per day.
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A Whale shark caught at Dandi (Malvan) landing centre, Maharashtra
Bashir Ahmed Adam Shiledar
Ratnagiri Field Centre of CMFRI, Ratnagiri
On 10th January 2008, a whale shark (Rhincodontypus) was entangled in Nahijal net at 35 m
Fig. 1. The whale shark being dragged to the Dandi
landing centre
Fig. 2. The field staff measuring the length of whale shark
Fig. 3. Whale shark landed at Dandi landing centre Fig. 4. The whale shark being buried at the seashore
depth, 20 km away from Malvan sea shore and was
dragged to the Dandi landing centre (Fig. 1 to 4). The
shark was alive at the time of landing. A local marine
biologist tried to clean its gills, which were full of mud
and nursed its injuries. Evenafter several hours of
caretaking, it could not be saved. The total length of
the shark was about 5 m and weight was 2 t. It was
buried with the help of JCB Machine at the shore on
11/01/08.
Stranding of a whale shark, Rhincodon typus (Smith) at Pamban,
Gulf of Mannar
V. Venkatesan, N. Ramamurthy, N. Boominathan and A. Gandhi
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp
The stranding of whale sharks in shallow watersalong the Indian coast is not uncommon. Whale
shark is listed as an endangered species as per the
IUCN Red List (2000). Locally the animal is called as
“Panai meen”. On 20/10/2007, a male whale shark
measuring 875 cm in length and weighing
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approximately 2 t was stranded at Pamban (near
Pamban Bridge), Gulf of Mannar. The specimen was
found in dead condition and floating in the inshore
waters with ventral side up. With the intervention and
supervision of forest officials, it was towed ashore
with the help of two vallams and was landed at
Kundugal point. No injuries or wounds were found
on the entire body. The forest department officials
buried the animal on 22/10/2007 at the Kundugal
beach itself with the help of an earth mover and
decided to collect the entire skeleton system after
5 to 6 months to be preserved in the museum. The
morphometric measurements (in cm) of the whale
shark are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Morphometric measurements (cm) of the whale
shark Rhincodon typus
Width of mouth from angle to angle 170
Anal fin length 50
Width of caudal fin from tip to tip 89
Distance from snout to origin of
second dorsal fin 572.5
Distance from snout to origin of caudal 675
Distance from snout to origin of anal 567
Distance from snout to origin of pelvic 425
Distance from snout to origin of pectoral 200
Distance between origin of anal to origin of caudal 82
Length of pectoral along outer margin 147
Maximum circumference of body 520
Length of pectoral fin from the angle of
inner base to tip 125.5
Length of pelvic fin along outer margin 54
Length of pelvic fin from the angle of
inner base to tip 34.5
Width of pectoral fin from angle of
inner base to inner base 67.4
Width of pelvic fin from angle of
inner base to inner base 27
Width of anal fin from angle of
inner base to inner base 45.2
Distance between origin of eye to
origin of pectoral 140
Distance from snout to origin of eye 29
Distance between origin of eye to origin
of first gill slit 108
Distance from snout to origin of first gill slit 130
Distance from snout to origin of fifth gill slit 187
Diameter of eye 4.0
Distance between 1st and 2nd gill slits 23
Length of clasper 35
Length of urinogenital opening 20
Length of upper caudal fin from origin to tip 162
Length of lower caudal fin from origin to tip 142
Approximate weight 2 t
Table 2. Report on instances of whale shark Rhincodon typus (smith) caught/stranded/sighted along the Indian coast.
SI. Date Place Nos. Length Sex Gear Reference
No. (in cm)
(Mar.Fish.Infor.Ser.)
1. 6-3-87 Pudumanaikuppam 1 506 F Gill No. 81: P. 16, 1988
(Chennai) net
2. Dec, 88 Panathura 1 606 F Shore No. 81: P. 16, 1988
(Trivandrum ) seine
3. Dec, 88 St. Andrews 1 --- M Shore No. 81: P. 16, 1988
(Trivandrum ) seine
4. 18-4-88 Kottil padu 3 732 -- -- No. 88: P. 19-20, 1988
(Kanyakumari Dt.) (Each)
5. 11-2-89 Injambakkam 1 624 M Gill No. 102: P. 18-20, 1989
(Chennai) net
6. 14-5-89 Off Mahabalipuram 1 765 F Trawl No. 102: P. 18-20, 1989
7. 25-7-89 Pirappan valasai 1 595 F Shore No. 142: P. 15-16, 1996
(Palk Bay) seine
8. 13-12-90 OffMalpe 1 465 F Purse No. 110: P. 10, 1991
(Karnataka) seine
9. 28-2-91 Off Beypore 1 327 M Ring No. 110: P. 11, 1991
(Calicut) net
10. 8-6-92 Dibbapalem 1 742 M Gill No. 120: P. 17, 1993
(Visakhapatnam) net
11. 30-7-92 Dibbapalem 1 548 M Gill No. 120: P. 17, 1993
(Visakhapatnam) net
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12. 24-9-92 Athervedi palli palem 1 445 M Trawl No. 120: P. 17, 1993
(Kakinada)
13. 26-10-92 Athankarai 1 1022 M Shore No. 138: P. 15, 1995
(Palk Bay) seine
14. 16-3-93 Cooperage 1 665 F Gill No. 126: P. 16, 1994
(Mumbai) net
15. 15-4-93 Kayalpatnam 1 380 M Gill No. 127: P. 14, 1994
(Tuticorin) net
16. 13-3-94 Kovalam 1 534 M Gill No. 131: P. 22, 1994
(Kanyakumari) net
17. Dec., 94 Vettukadu 1 550 -- Gill No. 143: P. 27-28, 1996
(Trivandrum) net
18. 29-1-95 Vizhinjam 1 537 M Gill No. 143: P. 27-28, 1996
net
19. 3-3-95 Melamidalam 1 457 M Shore No. 143: P. 27-28, 1996
(Kanyakumari) seine
20. 30-9-95 Madabam 1 2075 -- Washed No. 141: P. 20, 1996
(Ratnagiri) ashore
21. 7-2-96 Mayapatnam 1 530 M Gill No. 143: P. 27, 1996
(Karnataka) net
22. 3-3-96 Off Adimalathurai 1 550 -- Sighted No. 152: P. 15, 1998
(Vizhinjam)
23. 3-3-96 Off Adimalathurai 16 100 -- Sighted No. 152: P. 15, 1998
(Vizhinjam)
24. 19-6-96 Kaveripattinam 1 490 -- Bag No. 145: P. 17, 1996
(Tamil Nadu) net
25. 2-3-97 Verramukkam 1 550 -- Shore No. 152: P. 16, 1998
( Srikakulam, Dt. ) seine
26. 2-3-97 Verramukkam 1 570 M Shore No. 152: P. 16, 1998
( Srikakulam, Dt. ) seine
27. 2-3-97 Iskapalem 1 580 F Shore No. 152: P. 16, 1998
(Srikakulam, Dt.) seine
28. 27-3-97 Off Murdeshwara 1 550 Trawl No. 152: P. 16, 1998
(Mangalore)
29. 4-11-97 Paradeep 1 669 F Trawl No. 155: P. 20, 1998
(Orissa)
30. 27-11-97 Off Manapad 1 593 Gill No. 154: P. 17, 1998
(Gulf of Mannar) net
31. 17-4-98 Pamban 1 920 Gill No. 157: P. 23, 1998
net
32. 21-12-99 Dakti 1 625 -- Gill No. 170: P. 12, 2001
(Thane, Maharastra) net
33. 26-12-00 Malpe 1 610 F Purse No. 171: P. 9, 2002
(Karnataka) seine
34. 20-1-01 Pamban light house 1 688 M Gill No. 174: P. 12-13, 2002
(Palk Bay) net
35. 15-11-01 Calicut 1 94 M Gill No. 176: P. 9-10, 2003
net
36. 16-1-02 Pamban-therkuvadi 1 1068 M Pair No. 174: P. 12-13, 2002
(Gulf of Mannar) trawl
37. 23-8-02 Tuticorin 1 445 M Gill No. 175: P. 14, 2003
net
38. 26-12-02 Vizhinjam 1 97.5 -- Gill No. 175: P. 11, 2003
net
39. 30-7-03 Tuticorin 1 478 M Trawl No. 180: P. 14, 2004
40. 23-12-04 Versova 1 1058 M Trawl No. 186: P. 18, 2005
(Mumbai)
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41. 20-6-05 Vizhinjam 1 800 F Ozhukuvala No. 184: P. 16, 2005
42. 18-7-05 Kovalam 1 643.6 -- Gill No. 190: P. 22, 2006
(Chennai) net
43. 11-1-06 Mandapam 1 820 M Pair No. 187: P. 21, 2006
(Gulf of Mannar) trawl
44. 7-7-06 Chennai harbour 1 810 M Gill No. 189: P. 25-26, 2006
net
45. 12-9-06 Sakthikulangara 1 445 M trawl No. 190: P. 22, 2006
(Kerala)
The exact reason for the entry of whale shark into
the shallow coastal water is not known, however the
shark being a slow swimmer, would have entered into
the coastal inshore water through the deeper water
channel between the islands during high tide and
stranded leading to the death of the animal.
The occurrence of whale shark in the Indian
coastal waters has been reviewed earlier (Silas,
1986). The updated information on whale shark
stranded at different places along the Indian coast
from 1986 are given in Table 2.
o During the period 1986 - 2006, a maximum of 19
numbers of young ones of size below 100 cm were
sighted / landed along the Indian coast.
o It is obvious from  Table 2 that a total of 26 whale
sharks  were landed/sighted in east coast with
maximum of 6 numbers in 1997 and
36 numbers west coast with maximum of
5 numbers in 1988. Females were predominant
in most of the instances.
o It can be seen from Table that the maximum
numbers were recorded during the month of March
and December.
Sea cow, washed ashore at Pachai patti, Gulf of Mannar
V. Venkatesan, N. Ramamurthy and A. Gandhi
Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp
On 03/10/2007, a dead sea cow Dugong dugon(Muller) was washed ashore at Pachai patti (Gulf
of Mannar) near Dhanuskodi (Fig. 1). The forest
officials buried the specimen since it was in a highly
decomposed state. On enquiry, it is understood that
the specimen had a deep cut at the caudal region.This
deep cut might have been caused by a boat propeller
leading to the death of the animal. The morphometric
measurements and photograph collected from the
forest official is given in the table.
Table 1. Morphometric measurements (cm.) of sea cow
Dugong dugon
Tip of snout to end of caudal fluke 275
Tip of snout to origin of eye 32
Length of flipper along the outer margin 33.5
Greatest width of the body 82
Maximum circumference of body 164
Approximate weight (kg) 250
Fig. 1. Dugong dugon washed ashore at Pachai patti,
Gulf of Mannar
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 S…j…. 1. ¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â 1926-2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ∫…‰ i……Æ˙±…“
+…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b˜… {…EÚb˜ |…¥…h…i……  n˘J……x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B +∆ EÚi… M… i…®……x… +…Ë∫…i…
®……x…
∫……Æ˙h…“ - 1  {…UÙ±…‰ 80 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú  ±…B (1926-2005) ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h… - {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… §……ƒM…b‰˜ E‰Ú {…EÚb˜ {…Ë]ıx…« EÚ“ i…÷±…x……
i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b˜… {…EÚb˜ ¥…π…« ={…±…Œ§v… %
E‰Ú ¥…π…«
1934, 1957, 1960-
i……Æ˙±…“ =SS… §……ƒM…b˜… EÚ®… 1985, 1987-88, 1991, 36 48
1999-2005.
1926, 1928-30, 1932-
i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ®… §……ƒM…b˜… =SS… 33, 1936, 1940, 1942, 18  24
1948-52, 1993-1996.
1927, 1931, 1935,
i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ®… §……ƒM…b˜… =SS… 1937-39, 1954- 11 15
59,1986
i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b˜ =SS… 1989-90. 2 3
1941, 1953, 1958,
∫{…π]ı {…Ë]ıx…« +…ËÆ˙ |…¥…h…i…… Æ˙ Ω˛i… 1963, 1971, 1992, 8 10
1997-98.
i……Æ˙±…“ ®…i∫™…x… Æ˙…‰v… 1943-47. 5 -
E÷Ú±… 80 100
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
=i|…¥……Ω˛ i…“µ…i…… (EÚ…‰∫]ı±… +{…¥…‰œ±±…M… ∫]≈ÂıMl…) EÚ…‰®…x… +…Ï ∂…™…x… b˜…]ı…
BC∫…‰∫…  ∫…∫]ı®… B∫… B∫… ]ı“ b˜…]ı… E‰Ú +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ {…Æ˙…‰I… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ {… Æ˙EÚ ±…i…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* ∫…Ω˛-∫…∆§…∆v…  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… E‰Ú |…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú {…EÚb˜ b˜…]ı… EÚ…‰
{…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… b˜…]ı… ∫…‰ V……‰b˜  n˘™…… M…™……* <x… ∫…∆§…∆v……Â EÚ…‰  x…v……« Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú
 ±…B ®…UÙ±…“ {…EÚb˜, ¥…ﬁŒπ]ı, B±…  x…x……‰ ∫…l…‰x…« +…Ï ∫…±…‰∂…x… +…ËÆ˙ i…]ı“™…
=i|…¥……Ω˛ i…“µ…i…… EÚ“ +∫…∆M… i…™……Â E‰Ú 6 - {……‰<x]ı M… i…®……x… +…Ë∫…i……Â EÚ… ¶…“
+…±…‰J…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¥…h…i……B∆
§……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ¥…π…« 1926 ∫…‰ 1956 i…EÚ E‰Ú |…l…®… 31 ¥…π……Á ®…Â
i……Æ˙±…“ {…EÚb˜ E‰Ú +…M…‰ =SS… l…“ ( S…j…‰-1)* ¥…π…« 1957 ∫…‰ 1992 i…EÚ
E‰Ú +M…±…‰ 36 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú  ±…B +x™… V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú +…M…‰ i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜
=SS… l…“* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ 1993 ∫…‰ 1998 i…EÚ EÚ“ 6 ¥…π……Á EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â
§……ƒM…b˜… {…EÚb˜ i……Æ˙±…“ E‰Ú +…M…‰  °ÚÆ˙ ∫…‰ =SS… Ω˛…‰ M…™…“* ™…Ω˛ |…¥…h…i……
1999-2005 EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â |… i…¥…Ãi…i… Ω˛…‰ M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙ Ω˛…±… E‰Ú ∫……i…
∫……±……Â ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“  °ÚÆ˙ ∫…‰ |…®…÷J… Ω˛…‰ M…™…“*
i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b‰˜ E‰Ú +¥…i…Æ˙h… |… i…®……x… EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ∫……Æ˙h…“-1 ®…Â
n˘“ M…™…“ ΩË˛* 1940 E‰Ú |……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ ¥…π……Á ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…®…O… ∞¸{… ∫…‰
P…]ı M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙  •…]ı“∂… ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ x…‰ 5 ¥…π……Á (1943-47) E‰Ú  ±…B +…Ë{…S…… Æ˙EÚ
∞¸{… ∫…‰ <∫… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ §…∆v…  EÚ™……* ∂…‰π… 75 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú 48% i…EÚ EÚ“
+¥… v… ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ =SS… +…ËÆ˙ ∂…‰π… 24% i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â
§……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ EÚ®… l…“* <∫… n˘…ËÆ˙…x… 15% i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â n˘…‰x……Â
V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ EÚ®… l…” +…ËÆ˙ 3% i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â n˘…‰x……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜
=SS… l…”* ∂…‰π… 10% EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ |…¥…h…i…… ®…Â
BEÚ ∫{…π]ı {…Ë]ıx…« x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* ∫…®…O…i…: i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â
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∫……Æ˙h…“ - 2 +v™…™…x… I…‰j… E‰Ú {…EÚb˜ +…ËÆ˙ {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |……S…±……Â E‰Ú §…“S…  {…™…‰∫…«x… ∫…Ω˛∫…∆§…xv…
∫…⁄™…« EÚ±…∆EÚ §…… Æ˙∂… <« Bx… B∫… +…‰ ®……S…« +M…∫i… i……Æ˙±…“ §……ƒM…b˜…
∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… ∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫…
∫…⁄™…« EÚ±…∆EÚ 1
§…… Æ˙∂… 0.074 1
Bx… B∫… +…‰ 0.005 -0.317** 1
®……S…« ∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… -0.069 0.033 -0.102 1
+M…∫i… ∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… 0.116 0.129 0.089 0.357** 1
i……Æ˙±…“ 0.185 -0.088 0.047 -0.269* -0.323** 1
§……ƒM…b˜… 0.02 0.029 0.017 -0.157 0.05 -0.026 1
** + i…®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ∫…∆§…∆v… EÚ“ +…ËÆ˙ * ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ∫…∆§…∆v… EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛
 S…j… -2 ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙ 1926-2005 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… E‰Ú i……Æ˙±…“ +¥…i…Æ˙h…
+…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… §……ƒM…b˜… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ“ +∫…∆M… i…™……Â E‰Ú +…M…‰ +∆ EÚi… ∫…“ ™…⁄
B∫… +∫…∆M… i…™……Â E‰Ú UÙΩ˛  §…xn÷˘ M… i…®……x… ®……v™… +…ËÆ˙ §…… Æ˙∂… B) §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“
|…®…÷J…i…… EÚ“ +¥… v… - 1926-2005, §…“) i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… EÚ“
+¥… v… - 1957-1992, ∫…“) §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… EÚ“ +¥… v… - 1993-
1998 +…ËÆ˙ b˜“) i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… EÚ“ +¥… v… - 1999-2005
3
±…‰ EÚx… §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â E‰Ú¥…±… UÙ…‰]ı… ∫…… =i……Æ˙ - S…f¯…¥… Ω˛“ n‰˘J……
M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ Ω˛®…‰∂…… 50,000 ]ıx… E‰Ú +…∫…{……∫… Ω˛“ Æ˙Ω˛i…“
l…“*
80 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú ∫……∆ŒJ™…EÚ“™…  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… x…‰ i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b‰˜ E‰Ú §…“S…
 ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… x…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ ∫…Ω˛∫…∆§…xv… x…Ω˛”  n˘J……™…… (∫……Æ˙h…“-2)* {…Ω˛±…‰
 EÚB M…B EÚ<« +v™…™…x……Â x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫{…π]ı  EÚ™…… ΩË˛  EÚ i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ…
∫…∆§…∆v… |… i…¥…i…‘ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <x…EÚ“ |…S…÷Æ˙i…… ®…Â BEÚ S…GÚ“™… {…Ë]ıx…« (10 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú
S…GÚ) ΩË˛*  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“, ¥…i…«®……x…  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… x…‰ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú |… i…¥…i…‘ ∫…∆§…∆v…
™…… {…Ë]ıx…« E‰Ú +Œ∫i…i¥… EÚ…‰ J…… Æ˙V… EÚÆ˙  n˘™……* ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®…
i…]ı ®…Â <x… n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ…  ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… BEÚ Ω˛“ |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â ∫…‰  EÚ™……
M…™…… l……* 80 ¥…π……Á E‰Ú +…∆EÚb˜…  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… E‰Ú §……n˘ ™…Ω˛ EÚΩ˛… V…… ∫…EÚi……
ΩË˛  EÚ i……Æ˙±…“ ™…… §……ƒM…b˜… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â =i……Æ˙-S…f¯…¥… EÚ… EÚ…Æ˙h… + i… ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x…
x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰ ∫…EÚi……* ™… n˘ ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ∫…‰ i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â
n˘∂…EÚ“™… =i……Æ˙-S…f¯…¥… + i… ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… ∫…‰ P… ]ıi… Ω÷˛+… ΩË˛ i……‰ +x™… |…®…÷J…
V…… i…™……Â (§……ƒM…b˜…) EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ¶…“ <∫…“ |…EÚ…Æ˙ |…¶…… ¥…i… Ω˛…‰x…… S…… Ω˛B*
¥…∫i…÷i…: n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ <∫… +¥… v… E‰Ú 15% ∫…®…™… i…EÚ Ω˛“
<i…x…… EÚ®… Æ˙Ω˛“ l…“ +…ËÆ˙ ¥…π…« 1986 E‰Ú + i… Æ˙Ci…, <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“
P…]ıx……B∆ E‰Ú¥…±… ¥…π…« 1959 E‰Ú {…Ω˛±…‰ +l……«i…¬ n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â
™…∆j…“EﬁÚi… EÚ…‰π… ∫…∆{……∂… +…ËÆ˙ ¥…±…™… ∫…∆{……∂… ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â EÚ“ |…∫i…÷ i… E‰Ú {…Ω˛±…‰ Ω˛“
Ω÷˛<« l…“* +i…: i……Æ˙±…“ ™…… §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â =i……Æ˙ - S…f¯…¥… + i… ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x…
∫…‰ x…Ω˛” §…Œ±EÚ E÷ÚUÙ ®……i∫™…EÚ“i…Æ˙ P…]ıEÚ…Â ∫…‰ P… ]ıi… |… i…¶……∫… ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ ¶…“
Æ˙…‰S…EÚ §……i… ΩË˛  EÚ n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â ®…Â  M…Æ˙…¥…]ı +…ËÆ˙ {…÷x…Ø˚il……x…  ¥… ¶…z… ¥…π……Á
®…Â Ω÷˛+… ΩË˛ (∫……Æ˙h…“-1)*
{…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |……S…±…Â
i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ +…ËÆ˙ {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |……S…±……Â E‰Ú §…“S…
EÚ… ∫…Ω˛∫…∆§…xv… ∫……Æ˙h…“-2 ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™…… ΩË˛* {…Ω˛±…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…™…«EÚi……«+…Â EÚ“
 Æ˙{……‰]«ı E‰Ú ∫…®……x… §…… Æ˙∂… x…‰ <« Bx… B∫… +…‰ E‰Ú ∫……l… x…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ ∫…Ω˛∫…∆§…xv…
 n˘J……™……* i……Æ˙±…“ {…EÚb˜ x…‰ ∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… E‰Ú ∫……l…  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… x…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ
∫…Ω˛∫…∆§…xv…  n˘J……™…… V……‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛  EÚ i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ <∫…EÚ“
∫…°Ú±… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú ±…B +x…÷E⁄Ú±… x…Ω˛”*  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“, §……ƒM…c˜… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“ ™…⁄
B∫… ®……x… E‰Ú ∫……l… B‰∫…… ∫…∆§…∆v… x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…… M…™…… l…… (∫……Æ˙h…“-2)* §…… Æ˙∂…,
∫…⁄™…« EÚ±…∆EÚ ™…… <« Bx… B∫… +…‰ ∫…⁄ S…EÚ… EÚ… <x… n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜
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∫……Æ˙h…“-3 ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ∫…‰ i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…÷x…Ø˚i{……n˘“ V…Ë ¥…EÚ“ EÚ“ i…÷±…x……
V…Ë ¥…EÚ“ i……Æ˙±…“ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… §……ƒM…b˜…
+∆b˜V…x…x…-®……Ë∫…®… V…⁄x…-+M…∫i… ®……S…«-+M…∫i… (+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi…)
+∆b˜V…x…x… i…±… =l…±…… + ¶…i…]ı“™… V…±…I…‰j… ∂…‰±°Ú I…‰j… ®…Â 20-30 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« EÚ… I…‰j…
|…l…®… |……Ëf¯…¥…∫l…… ®…Â ±…∆§……<« 15 ∫…‰ ®…“ 18-19 ∫…‰ ®…“
V…x…x…I…®…i…… 30x103-45x103 90x103-95x103
 b˜®¶…EÚ“™… |…S…÷Æ˙i…… EÚ… ®……Ë∫…®… V…⁄x…-+M…∫i… +|…Ë±…-+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙
4 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… EÚ… ∫…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ +∫…∆M… i…™……ƒ (i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ∫…⁄S…EÚ)
1926-1956 (B) +…ËÆ˙ 1993-1998 (∫…“) E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… i……Æ˙±…“ E‰Ú
+±{…®……j…  ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… ®…Â {… Æ˙h…i… Ω˛…‰i…‰ Ω÷˛B  n˘J……™…… {…b˜… V……‰  S…j…-2 ®…Â
 n˘J……™…… M…™…… ΩË˛* ∫…“ ™…⁄ B∫… EÚ… x…EÚ…Æ˙…i®…EÚ +∫…∆M… i…™……ƒ (®…ﬁn÷˘ =i|…¥……Ω˛
∫…⁄S…EÚ) 1957-1992 (§…“) E‰Ú +…ËÆ˙ 1999-2005 (b˜“) E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…
 S…j… -2 ®…Â  n˘J……B +x…÷∫……Æ˙ i……Æ˙±…“ E‰Ú +SU‰Ù +¥…i…Æ˙h… ®…Â {… Æ˙h…i… Ω˛…‰i…‰
Ω÷˛B  n˘J……™…… {…b˜…* 1940 E‰Ú |……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ ¥…π……Á ®…Â ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®…
i…]ı ∫…‰ i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ EÚ“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“ V……‰ i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú
∫…®…O…  x…{…i…x… ®…Â {… Æ˙h…i… Ω˛…‰ M…™…… ( S…j…-2)* i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ∫…‰ §……ƒM…b˜…
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…¶…… ¥…i… x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…… M…™…… ( S…j…-2)* 1926-1956 +…ËÆ˙
1993-1998 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…, V…§… §…… Æ˙∂… +…Ë∫…i… ∫…‰ EÚ®… l……, ¶…“ i……Æ˙±…“
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ®… l…“ ( S…j…-2)* ™…Ω˛ n‰˘J…x…‰ ™……‰M™… §……i… ΩË˛  EÚ 1950 +…ËÆ˙
1990 E‰Ú ¥…π……Á ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ… {…÷x…Ø˚r˘…Æ˙ =x… ¥…π……Á E‰Ú ¶……Æ˙“
§…… Æ˙∂… ∫…‰ ∫…Ω˛ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ΩË˛*
<π]ıi…®… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… M…¥……I…
=i|…¥……Ω˛“ I…‰j……Â EÚ“ C±…⁄ {…b˜ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ“ Æ˙h…x…“ i…™……ƒ =∫… I…‰j… E‰Ú =i|…¥……Ω˛ E‰Ú ∫l…… x…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ EÚ… ±…EÚ
{…Ë]ıx…« E‰Ú +x…÷E⁄Ú±… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* ¥……i… u˘…Æ˙… =i{…z… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…-
{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â ®……S…« ∫…‰ +|…Ë±… i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â n‰˘J…… V……i…… ΩË˛* <∫…E‰Ú
§……n˘ n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… ®……x…∫…⁄x… E‰Ú ∂…÷Ø˚+…i… E‰Ú ∫……l… V…⁄x…- ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…
v……Æ˙… u˘…Æ˙… =i{…z… =i|…¥……Ω˛ n‰˘J…… V……i…… ΩË˛* =i|…¥……Ω˛ EÚ“ +¥… v… +…ËÆ˙ i…“µ…i……
¥……π……«x…÷¥…π…« §…n˘±…i…“ Æ˙Ω˛i…“ ΩË˛* ®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ®…Â i……Æ˙ ±…™……Â EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ“ +¥… v… V…⁄x… ∫…‰  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ i…EÚ E‰Ú |…®…÷J… =i|…¥……Ω˛
EÚ…±… ∫…‰ {…Æ˙∫{…Æ˙ ¥™……{i… EÚÆ˙i…‰ Ω÷˛B n‰˘J…… M…™…… (∫……Æ˙h…“-3)* +M…∫i… ∫…‰
 ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ i…EÚ E‰Ú =i|…¥……Ω˛ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ™…… <∫…E‰Ú i…÷Æ∆˙i… §……n˘ <∫… i…]ı ®…Â §…b˜“
®……j…… ®…Â {……n˘{…{±…¥…EÚ |…°÷Ú]ıx… n‰˘J…… V……i…… ΩË˛ V……‰ x…B ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… i……Æ˙±…“
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â E‰Ú +∂…x… +…ËÆ˙ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ +…n∂…«
Œ∫l… i… §…x……™…“ ÆJ…i…“ ΩË* ®……x…∫…⁄x… §…… Æ∂… E‰Ú ∫……l… x… n™……Â ®…Â + v…EÚ ®……j……
®…Â {…b˜x…‰ ¥……±……  ¥…∫…V…«x… ∂…Ë¥……±… §…f¯i…“ E‰Ú  ±…B  ∫… ±…E‰Ú] V…Ë∫…‰ + x…¥……™…«
{……‰π…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ + ¶…i…]“™… V…±…I…‰j……Â ®…Â V…®…… EÚÆi…… ΩË*
=i|…¥……Ω˛ I…‰j… ®…Â C±…⁄ {…b˜ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú ∫…°Ú±… |…¥…‰∂… E‰Ú  ±…B +∆b˜
+…ËÆ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷ S…i… ¥……∫… ∫l……x… |…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…‰ +x…÷E⁄Ú±…i…®…
{…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… +¥…∫l……B∆ ™…… +x…÷E⁄Ú±…i…®… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… M…¥……I… V…Ë∫…‰ {……‰π…EÚ
∫…∆{…÷π]ı“EÚÆ˙h… (=i|…¥……Ω˛ ™……  ®…∏…h…), ∫……∆p˘h… |… GÚ™…… (+ ¶…∫…Æ˙h…, ∫i…Æ˙h…)
+…ËÆ˙ v……Æ˙h… |… GÚ™…… §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ΩË˛* =i|…¥……Ω˛ ®……Ë∫…®… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… E‰Ú
+x…x…÷E⁄Ú±… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… Œ∫l… i…™……ƒ  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ…‰ J…i…Æ˙… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S… V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛* <∫… ±…B i……Æ˙±…“ V…Ë∫…‰ C±…⁄ {…b˜…Â
EÚ“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ“ ∫…°Ú±…i……,  V…∫…EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ |…¥…‰∂…
S…GÚ =i|…¥……Ω˛ ®……Ë∫…®… ∫…‰ {…Æ˙∫{…Æ˙ ¥™……{i… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛, EÚ<« {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… |……S…±……Â,
V…Ë∫…‰ ¥……i… M… i…,  ¥…I…÷§v… ∫…®…÷p˘“ Œ∫l… i…™……ƒ, =i|…¥……Ω˛ i…“µ…i……, ∫…®…÷p˘…‰{… Æ˙i…±…
i……{…®……x… +…ËÆ˙ =i|…¥…… Ω˛i… V…±… E‰Ú  ¥…±…“x… +…ÏŒC∫…V…x… ∫i…Æ˙ {…Æ˙ +… ∏…i…
Æ˙Ω˛i…“ ΩË˛* i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ∫…‰ + ¶…i…]ı“™… I…‰j……Â ®…Â  ¥…±…“x… +…ÏŒC∫…V…x… ®……x…
§…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ V……i…‰ i……‰ +∆b˜V…x…EÚ +∆b˜V…x…x… E‰Ú  ±…B i…]ı“™… I…‰j… ®…Â x…Ω˛”
+…B∆M…‰ +…ËÆ˙ =SS… ¥……i… M… i… (>5-6  ®…/ x…) ™……  ¥…I…÷§v… ∫…®…÷p˘“ Œ∫l… i…™……Â
∫…‰  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ… x……∂… Ω˛…‰ V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛ ™…… =x…EÚ…‰ +∂…x… i…±… ∫…‰ n⁄˘Æ˙
+{…i…]ı“™… I…‰j……Â ®…Â |…¥…… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* §……ƒM…b‰˜ ∫…‰  ¶…z…, ®…±…§……Æ˙
=i|…¥……Ω˛ I…‰j… ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ“ ∫…°Ú±…i…… V…⁄x… ∫…‰  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ i…EÚ <∫… I…‰j… ®…Â
Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…“ {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… Œ∫l… i…™……Â {…Æ˙ +… ∏…i… ΩË˛*
<∫…EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ… ∫…®…™… ±…∆§…… Ω˛…‰i……
ΩË˛ ™…Ω˛ ®……S…« ∫…‰ +M…∫i… i…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ EÚ¶…“ EÚ¶…“ +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi…
(∫……Æ˙h…“-3) Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛* §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…÷x…Ø˚i{……n˘x… Æ˙“ i… i……Æ˙±…“ ∫…‰ {…⁄h…«i…™……
 ¶…z… Æ˙Ω˛i…“ ΩË˛* <∫… ±…B, i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ∫…‰ =i{…z… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… {… Æ˙Œ∫l… i…™……Â
∫…‰ §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â |…¥…‰∂… ∂……™…n˘ |…¶…… ¥…i… x…Ω˛”
Ω˛…‰i…… C™……Â  EÚ =i|…¥……Ω˛ E‰Ú |……Æ∆˙¶… EÚ…±… ®…Â P… ]ıi… I… i… EÚ“ {…⁄Ãi… +…ËÆ˙
EÚΩ˛” EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛* ±……ÂM…Ω˛∫] +…ËÆ˙ ¥…⁄∫]ıÆ˙ (1990) x…‰ ¶…“ ™…Ω˛  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ“ ΩË˛  EÚ ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı EÚ“ i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ =i|…¥……Ω˛
EÚ“ i…“µ…i…… {…Æ˙ (∫…®…÷p˘ ∫i…Æ˙ ∫…‰) +i™… v…EÚ +… ∏…i… ΩË˛* (Can. J.
Fish. Aquat. Sci. 47: 2407-2419)
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 x…πEÚπ…«
§……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ… +∆i…Æ˙…¥……Ãπ…EÚ =i……Æ˙-S…f¯…¥… §…Ω÷˛i…
=SS… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛* i……Æ˙±…“ +…ËÆ˙ §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… |… i…¥…i…‘
∫…∆§…xv… x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…… M…™……* n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ EÚ… ∫…⁄™…« EÚ±…∆EÚ, <« Bx…
B∫… +…‰ ™…… §…… Æ˙∂… ∫…‰ EÚ…‰<« ∫…∆§…xv… x…Ω˛” l……* n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……Â EÚ…‰ BEÚ Ω˛“
I…‰j… ∫…‰ BEÚ Ω˛“ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú ={…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú  ¥…n˘…‰ Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙i…‰ l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ ™…Ω˛ ¶…“
|……™…: BEÚ Ω˛“ ∫…®…™… {…Æ˙, +i…: 1940 E‰Ú ¥…π……Á E‰Ú |……Æ∆˙¶… ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ ¥…π…«
1994 ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ“ P…]ıi…“ + i… ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… EÚ… {… Æ˙h……®… x…Ω˛”
Ω˛…‰ ∫…EÚi……* ®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â
|…¥…‰∂… V…⁄x… ∫…‰  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ i…EÚ E‰Ú |…®…÷J… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ®……Ë∫…®… ∫…‰ {…Æ˙∫{…Æ˙ ¥™…… {…i…
l……, V…§…  EÚ §……ƒM…b‰˜ EÚ… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â |…¥…‰∂… EÚ“ +¥… v…
E÷ÚUÙ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… l……* <∫… ±…B E÷ÚUÙ ¥…π……Á E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… i…“µ… =i|…¥……Ω˛ ∫…‰ =i{…z…
|… i…E⁄Ú±… {… Æ˙Œ∫l… i…™……Â x…‰ i……Æ˙±…“ E‰Ú ∫…°Ú±… +∆b˜V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â
|…¥…‰∂… EÚ…‰ |… i…E⁄Ú±… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ |…¶…… ¥…i…  EÚ™…… Ω˛…‰M……* 1950 E‰Ú ¥…π……Á E‰Ú
®…v™…EÚ…±… +…ËÆ˙ 1990 E‰Ú ¥…π……Á E‰Ú +∆i… ®…Â i……Æ˙±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â n‰˘J……
M…™…… {…÷x…Ø˚il……x… EÚ… ∫…∆§…xv… ¶……Æ˙“ ¥…π……« ∫…‰ V……‰b˜  n˘™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛*
™…Ω˛ EÚ…™…« B{…“ ={…EÚÆ˙  x… v… {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… E‰Ú +v…“x… ""¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú
n˘ I…h…-{…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı E‰Ú ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ“ V…Ë¥…  ¥… ¥…v…i……
{…Æ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ… |…¶……¥…'' {…Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……*
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â E÷ÚUÙ S…÷x…“ M…<« |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â EÚ…  x…π{……n˘x… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx…
+…®…÷J…
 ¥…∫i……Æ˙ +l…¥…… BC∫]‰ıx…∂…x… ®…⁄±…i…: +x…÷∫…∆v…‰i……+…Â ∫…‰ EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â i…EÚ
|……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ {…Ω÷ƒ˛S……x…‰ EÚ… BEÚ |…h……±…“ ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â, +x…÷∫…∆v…‰i……+…Â,
=v……Æ˙ n‰˘x…‰¥……±…“ ∫…∆∫l……+…Â,  ¥…G‰Úi……+…Â, ={…¶……‰Ci……+…Â +…ËÆ˙ ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙“ x…“ i…
 x…®……«i……+…Â E‰Ú §…“S… EÚ… BEÚ x…‰]ı¥…E«Ú ΩË˛*  ¥…EÚ ∫…i… EÚ“ M…<« |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â
EÚ…‰ ¥™…ŒCi…M…i… ∫…∆{…EÚ…Á ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ |…∫……Æ˙ ®……v™…®… E‰Ú W… Æ˙B ¶…“ ∫l……x……∆i… Æ˙i…
 EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* {…™……«¥…Æ˙h…“™… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…®……V…-+…Ãl…EÚ P…]ıEÚ…Â EÚ“  ¥… ¥…v…i……+…Â
E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h…  EÚ∫…“ ¶…“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ EÚ…  x…π{……n˘x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ +…ËÆ˙ I…‰j…
∫i…Æ˙ ®…Â  ¶…z… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛* <∫… ±…B EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â ®…Â |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â E‰Ú |…¶……¥… EÚ…
®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ΩË˛  V…∫…∫…‰ |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â E‰Ú ∫…∆∂……‰v…x… +…ËÆ˙
<π]ıi…®… ±……¶… E‰Ú  ±…B ®……x…EÚ“EÚÆ˙h… ∫……v™… §…x… V……i…… ΩË˛* I…‰j… ∫i…Æ˙ {…Æ˙
|……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ E‰Ú  x…π{……n˘x… E‰Ú ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… E‰Ú  ±…B |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ EÚ…™…« ¥… v…™……Â
∫…‰ |……{i… ±……¶… +…ËÆ˙ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙x…‰ EÚ“ EÚ…™…« ¥… v…™……Â E‰Ú ®……{…x…,
M…÷h……i®…EÚ +…ËÆ˙  ¥…¥…Æ˙h……i®…EÚ +…ƒEÚb˜… |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…… + x…¥……™…« ΩË˛* {…h…v…… Æ˙™……Â
E‰Ú ∫……l… S…S……« ¶…“ <∫… ®…Â ∂…… ®…±… ΩË˛  V…∫…∫…‰ =x…EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ®…Â |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“
E‰Ú  x…π{……n˘x… {…Æ˙ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ Ω˛…‰M……*
<∫…  ¥…π…™… EÚ…‰ v™……x… ®…Â Æ˙J…EÚÆ˙ E÷ÚUÙ  ¥…∂…‰π… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â
E‰Ú  x…π{……n˘x… |…¶……¥… EÚ… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… EÚÆ˙x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ <x… x…¥……‰x®…‰π…“ |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â
∂…“±…… <®®……x…÷+±… +…ËÆ˙ +…Æ˙. x……Æ˙…™…h…E÷Ú®……Æ˙*
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x…, EÚ…‰S…“x…
EÚ…‰ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙x…‰ ®…Â EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â u˘…Æ˙… ∫……®…x…… EÚÆ˙x…‰¥……±…“ EÚ `ˆx……<™……Â EÚ…  ¥…∂±…‰π…h…
EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ™…Ω˛ +v™…™…x… S…±……™…… M…™……*
+x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÚ…™…« |…h……±…“
™…Ω˛ +v™…™…x… i… ®…±… x……b÷˜, E‰ÚÆ˙±… +…ËÆ˙ +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… Æ˙…V™……Â ®…Â
S…±……™…… M…™……* EÚE«Ú]ı ®…÷]ı…™…x…, EﬁÚ j…®… Z……b˜“ EÚ“ ∫l……{…x…… +…ËÆ˙ ®…⁄±™…¥…v…«x…
i… ®…±… x……b÷˜ E‰Ú  ±…B {…Ω˛S……x… EÚ“ M…™…“ |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ l…”* E‰ÚÆ˙±… ®…Â Z…”M……
 ¥…∂…±EÚx… +…ËÆ˙ +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… ®…Â B°Ú +…Æ˙ {…“ x……¥……Â EÚ“ |…∫i…÷ i…, §…°«Ú EÚ“
{…‰ ]ı™……ƒ, §±……‰ }±……<  x…™…∆j…h… +…ËÆ˙ ®…UÙ±…“ v…⁄®……™…x… {…Ω˛S……x… EÚ“ M…™…“ x…<«
|……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ l…“* ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â ∫…‰ ¶…Â]ı EÚÆ˙E‰Ú +…ƒEÚb˜… ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
{… Æ˙h……®… +…ËÆ˙ S…S……«
i… ®…±… x……b÷˜: ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â EﬁÚ j…®… Z……b˜“
EﬁÚ j…®… Z……b˜“ E‰Ú I…‰j… ®…Â ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…‰ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ S…S……« E‰Ú
 ±…B S…÷x…  ±…™…… M…™……* ∫…¶…“ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â x…‰ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â 40% EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘ +…ËÆ˙
§…b‰˜ +…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ |…®…÷J… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“ ={…±…Œ§v…  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“*
=x…E‰Ú Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙ {…Ë]ıx…« ®…Â  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… x…Ω˛” ΩË˛*
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú +…Ë∫…i… ®…… ∫…EÚ +…™… ®…Â 42 ∫…‰ 50% i…EÚ EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘
Ω÷˛<« {…Æ˙ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â =i……Æ˙-S…f¯…¥… E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ™…Ω˛ Œ∫l…Æ˙ x…Ω˛” ΩË˛* 56%
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
28 Marine Fisheries Information Service T&E Ser., No. 198, 20086 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…S…i… ∫i…Æ˙ ®…Â 20-30% i…EÚ EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘ Ω÷˛<«*
®…UÙ±…“ ∫…∆S…™…x… + v…EÚ n‰˘J…‰ M…™…‰ I…‰j……Â ®…Â |…S……±…x… E‰Ú ∫…∆§…xv… ®…Â
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…“S… ∫…∆P…π…« {…Ën˘… Ω÷˛+… ( Æ˙{……‰]ı…Á E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ 76%)*
+ v…EÚ {…EÚb˜ ∫…‰ + v…EÚ +…™… |……{i… 56% ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… ®…x……‰Æ∆˙V…x…,
∫……®…… V…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ v……Ã®…EÚ ∫…®……Æ˙…‰Ω˛…Â ®…Â + v…EÚ J…S…« ¶…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ M…™…“*
∫……Æ˙h…“-1. ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… ∫……®…x…… EÚÆ˙x…“ {…b˜“ EÚ `ˆx……<™……ƒ
EÚ `ˆx……<™……ƒ |… i…∂…i…i……
V……±… EÚ“ I… i… 78
®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú §…“S… ∫…∆P…π…« 76
= S…i… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ EÚ… +¶……¥… 34
|…¶……¥…“  ¥…{…h…x… ∫…÷ ¥…v……+…Â EÚ… +¶……¥… 56
EÂÚp˘…Â u˘…Æ˙… |…n˘ii… ∫…‰¥……+…Â EÚ“ +Y…i…… 34
 ¥…∫i……Æ˙ EÚ…™…«GÚ®……Â EÚ“ +x…÷{…±…§v…i…… 34
+{…™……«{i… |… ∂…I…h… 52
50% ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â x…‰ ∫…∆P…π…« (76%), |…¶……¥…“  ¥…{…h…x… i…∆j… (56%),
 ¥…∫i……Æ˙ EÚ…™…«GÚ®……Â EÚ“ +±…¶™…i…… (34%) +…ËÆ˙ |… ∂…I…h… EÚ“ +{…™……«{i…i……
(52%) |…®…÷J… ∫…®…∫™…… §…i……™…“* |……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ  x…n˘∂…«x… E‰Ú §……n˘ =x…EÚ…‰ EÚ…‰<«
¶…“ |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ™……  ¥…∫i……Æ˙ |…h…… ±…™……Â EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… x…Ω˛” n˘“
M…™…“ l…“* ®…UÙ±…“ ∫…®…÷SS…™…x… ={……™… ∫…∆∫l…… {…i… I…‰j……Â ®…Â ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú
EÚ…Æ˙h… V……±……Â EÚ“ I… i… +…ËÆ˙ ®…Æ˙®®…i… =x…EÚ“  x…i……xi… ∫…®…∫™…… Ω˛…‰i…“ ΩË˛*
EÚE«Ú]ı ®…÷]ı…™…x…
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â i…‰Æ‰˙∫…{…÷Æ˙®… I…‰j… ®…Â EÚE«Ú]ı ®…÷]ı…™…x… EÚ… EÚ…™…« BEÚ
®… Ω˛±…… ∫¥……¥…±…∆§…x… ∫…∆P… u˘…Æ˙…  ±…™…… M…™……* <∫… ®…Â ∂…… ®…±… + v…EÚi…Æ˙
®…U÷Ù+… Æ˙x… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h……‰ii…Æ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  GÚ™……EÚ±……{……Â ®…Â ¶…“ ∂…… ®…±… l…”*
EÚE«Ú]ı ®…÷]ı…™…x… EÚ… EÚ…®…  ∫…®…‰x]ı ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* +¥…i…Æ˙h…
EÂÚp˘ E‰Ú ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â ∫…‰ EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ…‰ J…Æ˙“n˘EÚÆ˙  ∫…®…‰x]ı ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â ∫…∆¶…Æ˙h…
EÚÆ˙E‰Ú °ÂÚEÚ n‰˘x…‰ ¥……±…“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ +…Ω˛…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™……* ]ÈıEÚ
®…Â b˜…±…i…‰ ∫…®…™… 20-40 O…… ¥…W…x… {…Æ˙ Æ˙Ω‰˛ EÚE«Ú]ı ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… E‰Ú ∫…®…™…
400-800 O…… i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™…‰ l…‰* EÚE«Ú]ı ®…÷]ı…™…x… 20% ®… Ω˛±……+…Â E‰Ú
 ±…B |…®…÷J… EÚ…®… §…x… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ 80% x…‰ + i… Æ˙Ci… EÚ…®… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â
<∫…EÚ…‰ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙  EÚ™……* 80% ∫…‰ + v…EÚ ®… Ω˛±……+…Â x…‰ ∏…ﬁ∆M… EÚ…±… E‰Ú
n˘…ËÆ˙…x… |… i… ®……∫… 1500 ∫…‰ 2000/- Ø˚ i…EÚ EÚ“ +…™… |……Œ{i…  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ“* <∫… EÚ…®… ®…Â ±…M…‰ ∫…¶…“ ±……‰M……Â x…‰ ¥……n˘-|… i…¥……n˘ +…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…V…x…“ i… ®…Â
EÚ…‰<« {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… x…Ω˛”  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“* {…∆S……™…i… +…ËÆ˙ ∫l……x…“™… ∫…∆∫l……+…Â ®…Â
¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ 75% i…EÚ §…f¯x…‰ E‰Ú ∫……l… {…∆S……™…i… +…ËÆ˙ Bx… V…“ +…‰ E‰Ú ∫……l…
=x…EÚ… ∫…∆{…E«Ú ¶…“ §…f¯ M…™…… l……* +…™… §…f¯ V……x…‰ {…Æ˙ 50% i…EÚ E‰Ú
¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙…Â x…‰ ®…x……‰Æ∆˙V…x… J…S…« §…f¯x…‰ EÚ“ ¶…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“*
∫……Æ˙h…“-2. {……±…x… |…¶……¥…
EÚ `ˆx……<™……ƒ |… i…∂…i…i……
=iEﬁÚπ]ı EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ… +¶……¥… 100





∫……Æ˙h…“ ∫…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci… ΩË˛  EÚ ®…÷]ı…™…x… ™…… ¥…W…x… §…f¯…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B |……{i…
EÚE«Ú]ı +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®…Â §…Ω÷˛i… UÙ…‰]‰ı ΩË˛  V…x…EÚ…‰ §…f¯…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B + v…EÚ ∫…®…™…
±…M…i…… ΩË˛ V……‰ <∫… EÚ…®… ®…Â ±…M…‰ 100% ¥™…ŒCi…™……Â EÚ… ∫…§…∫…‰ |…®…÷J…
EÚ `ˆx……<« ΩË˛* EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ…‰ ∫l……x…“™… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ §…‰S… n‰˘x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ®…⁄±™…
=x…E‰Ú u˘…Æ˙…  x…™…i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ 64% x…‰ EÚ®… ®…⁄±™… |……Œ{i…  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ“* EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ…‰ §…b‰˜ ]ÈıEÚ ®…Â {……±…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ]ÈıEÚ ∫……°Ú EÚÆ˙x……
+…ËÆ˙ EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ…‰ J……x…… n‰˘x…‰ ®…Â EÚ `ˆx……<«  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ M…™…“* EÚE«Ú]ı…Â EÚ“
 x…™… ®…i… ={…±…§v…i…… EÚ… +¶……¥… ¶…“ 68% x…‰  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“*
+S……Æ˙  x…®……«h…-BEÚEÚ
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… E‰Ú ¥…‰±±……{…]¬ı]ı“ M……ƒ¥… ®…Â Œ∫l…i… +S……Æ˙  x…®……«h… BEÚEÚ ®…Â
§……Æ˙Ω˛ ®… Ω˛±……B∆ +…ËÆ˙ n˘…‰ +…n˘®…“ EÚ…®… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩÈ˛* BEÚEÚ E‰Ú ∫…¶…“ ®… Ω˛±……+…Â
∫…‰ ®…÷±……EÚ…i… EÚ“ M…™…“* =x…EÚ… EÚ…™…« ∫…®…™… |……i…: 5 ∫…‰ ∂……®… 8 §…V…‰ i…EÚ
ΩË˛* |… i… ®……∫… ®…W…n⁄˘Æ˙“ 2000/- Ø˚. E‰Ú ∫……l… ™…Ω˛ =x…EÚ… |…®…÷J… EÚ…®… ΩË˛*
6 ∫…‰ 12 ®…Ω˛“x……Â i…EÚ EÚ…®… EÚ“ +¥… v… §…f¯ V……i…“ ΩË˛* =xΩ˛…Âx…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¶…“
 Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“  EÚ =x…EÚ… ¥……Ãπ…EÚ +…™… +…ËÆ˙ §…S…i… ®…Â §…f¯i…“ E‰Ú ∫……l… =v……Æ˙
EÚ… ∫i…Æ˙ EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ J…S…« 10% i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™……*
®…i…¶…‰n˘ +…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…V…x…“ i…EÚ |…¥…ﬁŒii… {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… E‰Ú  §…x…… V……Æ˙“ Æ˙Ω˛“*
{…∆S……™…i… ®…Â ¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ 40% i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™…“* ®…x……‰Æ∆˙V…x… J…S…« +{… Æ˙¥…i…«x…“™…
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Æ˙Ω˛…* ∫……®…… V…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ v……Ã®…EÚ ∫…®……Æ˙…‰Ω˛…Â ®…Â ¶……M…“n˘…Æ˙“ 57% i…EÚ §…f¯
M…™…“* BEÚ ∫……®…⁄ Ω˛EÚ  GÚ™……EÚ±……{… Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ®…U÷Ù+… Æ˙x……Â E‰Ú §…“S…
∫…∆§…xv… §…f¯ M…™……* =x…E‰Ú u˘…Æ˙… §…i……™…“ M…™…“ ∫…§…∫…‰ §…b˜“ EÚ `ˆx……<«  ¥…{…h…x…
l……*
E‰ÚÆ˙±…:  Ω˛∫∫…‰n˘…Æ˙“  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ∂…‰b˜ ®…Â Z…”M……  ¥…∂…±EÚx…
Z…”M……  ¥…∂…±EÚx… E‰Ú  x…π{……n˘x… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… E‰Ú  ±…B EÚ…‰±±…®…  V…±……
®…Â Œ∫l…i… x…“hb˜EÚÆ˙…  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ∂…‰b˜ ®…Â EÚ…™…«Æ˙i… 30 ®… Ω˛±……+…Â ∫…‰ ®…÷±……EÚ…i…
EÚ“ M…™…“*
=x…®…Â 71% x…‰ §…i……™……  EÚ =x…E‰Ú {… Æ˙¥……Æ˙ ∫…n˘∫™… ¶…“ Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙
|……{i… ΩÈ˛*  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ∂…‰b˜ E‰Ú¥…±… ®… Ω˛±……+…Â E‰Ú Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… V…¥……x… B¥…∆
®…v™… ¥…™…∫EÚ ®… Ω˛±……B∆ ¶…“ ™…Ω˛…ƒ §…Ë` ˆEÚÆ˙ EÚ…®… EÚÆ˙ ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛* |… ∂…I…h… E‰Ú
EÚ…Æ˙h… 50% ®…Â  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ®…Â n˘I…i…… +…ËÆ˙ M…÷h…i…… §…f¯ M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙ <∫… E‰Ú
+x…÷∫……Æ˙ =x…E‰Ú +…™… ®…Â ¶…“ 20-30% EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘ Ω˛…‰ M…™…“*
 ¥…∂…±EÚx… ®…Â EÚ…™…«Æ˙i… EÚ<« ®… Ω˛±……+…Â (83%) x…‰  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“  EÚ
EÚ<« ±……‰M…  ¥…∂…±EÚx… i…EÚx…“EÚ E‰Ú §……Æ‰˙ ®…Â =x…∫…‰ {…⁄UÙ Æ˙Ω‰˛ ΩË˛* EÚ<« (73%)
®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ…‰ ∫……®…… V…EÚ {…Ω˛S……x… ΩË˛* +SUÙ“ V…±…  x…EÚ…∫… |…h……±…“ Ω˛…‰x…‰
E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ™…Ω˛…ƒ V…±… |…n⁄˘π…h… ¶…“ x…Ω˛” ΩË˛* S……±…“∫… |… i…∂…i… x…‰ §…i……™…“  EÚ
¥…‰ ®…⁄±™… ¥…v…«x… EÚ…™……Á ®…Â ±…M…“ Ω÷˛<« ΩË˛* 50% ∫…‰ + v…EÚ ®… Ω˛±……+…Â x…‰
+…™… EÚ“ §…f¯i…“ E‰Ú ∫……l… ®…x……‰Æ∆˙V…x… +…ËÆ˙ ∫……®…… V…EÚ J…S…« ®…Â 10 ∫…‰
20% i…EÚ EÚ“ §…f¯i…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“* =x…E‰Ú §…“S… ∫…Ω˛™……‰M… +…ËÆ˙ {……Æ˙∫{… Æ˙EÚ
∫…∆§…∆v… ¶…“ §…f¯ M…™……*
∫……Æ˙h…“ 3  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ®…Â ±…M…“ ®… Ω˛±……+…Â u˘…Æ˙… Z…‰±…x…‰ {…b˜“ EÚ `ˆx……<™……ƒ
EÚ `ˆx……<™……ƒ |… i…∂…i…i……
=iEﬁÚπ]ı Z…”M……Â EÚ… +¶……¥… 70
|…¶……¥…“  ¥…{…h…x… ∫…÷ ¥…v……+…Â EÚ… +¶……¥… 24
EÂÚp˘…Â u˘…Æ˙… |…n˘ii… ∫…‰¥……+…Â EÚ“ +Y…i…… 34
={…™……«{i… |… ∂…I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®… 56
Z…”M…… ={…±…Œ§v… 76
∫…ii…Æ˙ |… i…∂…i… x…‰ {…Ω˛±…‰ V…Ë∫…‰ ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ ®…⁄±™… E‰Ú Z…”M……Â EÚ“
+x…÷{…±…§v…i……  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“*  ¥…∂…Œ±EÚi… Z…“M……Â EÚ…‰ ¥™……{…… Æ˙™……Â EÚ…‰ n‰˘x…‰ E‰Ú
EÚ…Æ˙h… ®…⁄±™… ¶…“ EÚ®…  ®…±…i…… ΩË˛* 56% x…‰ ={…™……«{i… |… ∂…I…h… EÚ“
 ∂…EÚ…™…i… EÚ“ C™……Â  EÚ  ¥…∂…±EÚx… ®…Â ±…M…‰ ∫…¶…“ ®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ…‰ |… ∂…I…h…
x…Ω˛”  n˘B M…B l…‰* Z…”M……Â EÚ“ ={…±…§v…i…… ®…Â ¶…“ EÚ®…“ l…“*
+…xw…… |…n‰˘∂…: °Ú…<§…Æ˙ ∫…‰ |…§…±…“EﬁÚi… {±……Œ∫]ıEÚ (B°Ú +…Æ˙ {…“) x……¥……Â
EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h…
∫……=l… <Œxb˜™…x… °‰Úb˜Æ‰˙∂…x… +…Ï°Ú  °Ú∂…Æ˙®…‰x… ∫……‰∫……<]ı“∫… u˘…Æ˙… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â
EÚ…‰ B°Ú +…Æ˙ {…“ x……¥… n˘“ M…™…“ l…“* 50 ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â ∫…‰ ®…÷±……EÚi… EÚÆ˙x…‰ {…Æ˙
™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄S…x……  ®…±…“  EÚ <x…E‰Ú |…S……±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B EÚ®… ®…‰Ω˛x…i… Ω˛“ EÚÆ˙x……
{…b˜i…… ΩË˛  V…∫…∫…‰ =x…EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ ¶…“ n⁄˘Æ˙∫l… i…±……Â ®…Â |…S……±…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰
 ±…B |…‰Æ˙h……  ®…±…“* <∆V…x… EÚ“ ®…Æ˙®®…i… +…ËÆ˙ +x™… ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… EÚ…™……Á EÚ…‰
∫…“J…x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…∫…‰ Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙ |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ¶…“ 20% x…‰  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ“ l…“* =SS… {…EÚb˜ E‰Ú ∫……l… +…™… §…f¯x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…®……V… ®…Â BEÚ +SUÙ“
Œ∫l… i… |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â ¶…“ ™…Ω˛ ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ l……* BEÚ Ω˛“  ∂…EÚ…™…i… ™…Ω˛ l…“  EÚ
+…™… EÚ… BEÚ +SUÙ… |… i…∂…i… i…‰±… +…ËÆ˙ ®…Æ˙®®…i… E‰Ú  ±…B J…S…«  EÚ™……
V……x…… {…b˜i…… ΩË˛*
Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙, +…™… +…ËÆ˙ §…S…i… ®…Â GÚ®…∂…: 24%, 66% +…ËÆ˙ 53%
EÚ“ §…f¯i…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ M…™…“* P…Æ‰˙±…÷ ∫…∆{…Œii… E‰Ú  ±…B J…S…« 7% i…EÚ §…f¯
M…™……* ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙ ∫…‰ E÷ÚUÙ +…Ãl…EÚ ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… E‰Ú ∫……l… =v……Æ˙ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ ™……x…
J…Æ˙“n˘x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… @Òh… EÚ… §……‰Z… §…f¯ M…™……* §……n˘ ®…Â +…Ãl…EÚ ∫…Ω˛…™…i……
EÚ“ Æ˙… ∂… @Òh… ∫…‰  x…EÚ…±… n˘“ M…™…“* <∫… ∫…‰ n˘…‰ ¥…π……Á ∫…‰ ∂…‰π… =v……Æ˙ ¥……{…∫…
EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ™……x… EÚ…‰ +{…x…… §…x……  n˘™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛*
§…°«Ú {…‰ ]ı™……Â EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h…
§…°«Ú {…‰ ]ı™……Â EÚ… |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… ®…U÷Ù+… Æ˙x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ +x…÷O…Ω˛
l……* 60 ®…U÷Ù+… Æ˙x……Â x…‰ <∫…EÚ“ ={…±…Œ§v… ∫…‰ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ… i……W……{…x…
§…x……™…‰ Æ˙J…x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ =SS… ®…⁄±™… |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“* + v…EÚ {…b˜“
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ {…Ω˛±…‰ EÚ“ i…Æ˙Ω˛ ∫…÷J……x…‰ E‰Ú §…V……™… §…°«Ú EÚ“ {…‰ ]ı™……Â ®…Â
∫…∆¶… Æ˙i…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚ…*
§…°«Ú {…‰ ]ı™……Â E‰Ú |…∫i…÷i…“EÚÆ˙h… E‰Ú ∫……l… ¥……Ãπ…EÚ Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙ 42% i…EÚ
§…f¯ M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ ¥……Ãπ…EÚ +…™… ¶…“ i…n˘x…÷∫……Æ˙ 67% i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™……* §…S…i…
®…Â 80% EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘ E‰Ú ∫……l… P…Æ‰˙±…⁄ ∫……®… O…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B J…S…« ¶…“ 71%
i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™……* @Òh… §……v™…i…… ®…Â 68% i…EÚ EÚ“ EÚ®…“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“*
M…÷∆V…x… ®…I…“ (§±……‰ °Ú±……<«)  x…™…∆j…h…
®…UÙ±…“ ∫…÷J……x…‰ ®…Â ±…M…“ 20 ®… Ω˛±……+…Â ∫…‰ +…ƒEÚb˜… ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™……
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
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M…™……* M…÷∆V…x… ®…I…“ ®…UÙ±…“ ∫…÷J……x…‰ ®…Â BEÚ M…∆¶…“Æ˙ v…®…EÚ“ ΩË˛ V……‰ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â
EÚ“ M…÷h…i…… P…]ı…EÚÆ˙ +…™… ®…Â EÚ®…“ ±……i…“ ΩË˛* <∫…  x…™…∆j…h… Æ˙“ i… ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙
EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ∫…÷J……™…“ M…™…“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“ M…÷h…i…… §…f¯i…“ Ω÷˛<« n‰˘J…“ M…™…“*
=i{……n˘ v…⁄±…“ v…⁄∫… Æ˙i… Ω˛…‰x…‰ ∫…‰ ®…÷Ci… n‰˘J…… M…™……* ÆË˙EÚ ®…Â ∫…÷J……x…‰ ∫…‰ §…‰Ω˛ii…Æ˙
Æ∆˙M… +…ËÆ˙ M…∆v… |……{i… Ω˛…‰ M…™…‰ l…‰ V……‰ =i{……n˘…Â E‰Ú ®…⁄±™… ¥…v…«x… ®…Â {… Æ˙h…i… Ω˛…‰
M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ +…™… ¶…“ §…f¯ M…™……*
M…÷∆V…x… ®…I…“  x…™…∆j…h… ∫…‰ ¥……Ãπ…EÚ Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙ ®…Â 27% +…ËÆ˙ +…™… ®…Â
51% EÚ“ §…f¯i…“ |……{i… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚ“* <∫… E‰Ú + i… Æ˙Ci… ™…Ω˛ Æ˙“ i…
∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙  EÚB M…B ¥™…ŒCi…™……Â EÚ…‰ §…S…i… ®…Â 36% i…EÚ EÚ“ §…f¯i…“ +…ËÆ˙
@Òh…§……v™…i…… ®…Â 83% i…EÚ EÚ“ P…]ıi…“ ¶…“ |……{i… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚ“* ={{……b˜…
M……ƒ¥… ®…Â +…V… M…÷∆V…x… ®… I…™……Â EÚ… ={…p˘¥… §…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ M…™…… ΩË˛*
®…UÙ±…“ v…⁄®……™…x…
™…Ω˛ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ®…÷J™…i…: ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú Æ∆˙M…, M…∆v… +…ËÆ˙  x…v……x… EÚ…±…
®…Â |…M… i… ±……x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ±… I…i… ΩË˛* 20 ®… Ω˛±……+…Â ∫…‰  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… +…ƒEÚb˜…
∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫… Æ˙“ i… EÚ…‰ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙ EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ v…⁄®…… ™…i…
®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú Æ∆˙M…, M…∆v… +…ËÆ˙  x…v……x… EÚ…±… ®…Â +SUÙ“ |…M… i… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“*
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“  x…v……x… EÚ…±… 3-4 ®…Ω˛“x……Â i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™…“ l…“* i…n˘x…÷+…Æ˙
∫…÷J……™…“ M…™…“/v…⁄®…… ™…i… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B +SUÙ… ®…⁄±™… ¶…“ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…*
™…Ω˛ n‰˘J…… M…™……  EÚ <∫… Æ˙“ i… ∫…‰ 60  n˘x……Â E‰Ú + i… Æ˙Ci… Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙
(30% EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘) E‰Ú ∫……l… +…™… ®…Â 68% EÚ“ ¥…ﬁ r˘ ¶…“ |……{i… Ω÷˛<« l…“*
@Òh…§……v™…i…… EÚ®… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ + x…¥……™…« P…Æ‰˙±…⁄ S…“V…Â J…Æ˙“n˘x…‰ ®…Â ¶…“ <∫…
Æ˙“ i… x…‰ ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… n˘“* {…⁄ƒV…“  x…¥…‰∂… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â 1000/- Ø˚. n‰˘EÚÆ˙ ∫…Æ˙EÚ…Æ˙
x…‰ ¶…“ <∫… ™……‰V…x…… EÚ…‰ ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… |…n˘…x… EÚ“* |… i…  n˘x… EÚ… |…S……±…x… ¥™…™…
55/- Ø˚. +…EÚ ±…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ®…U÷Ù+… Æ˙x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B ™…Ω˛ Æ˙“ i… ±……¶…n˘…™…EÚ
l…“*
 x…πEÚπ…«
|……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“™… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â E‰Ú I…‰j… ∫i…Æ˙  x…π{……n˘x… +…ËÆ˙
{…h…v…… Æ˙™……Â E‰Ú +¥…§……‰v…x… EÚ… BEÚ ∫…÷∫{…π]ı  S…j…h… |…∫i…÷i… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛*
|……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……Â EÚ…‰ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙x…‰ ∫…‰ O……®…“h… I…‰j……Â E‰Ú ®… Ω˛±……+…Â EÚ…‰ + i… Æ˙Ci…
Æ˙…‰W…M……Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l… +…Ãl…EÚ |…M… i… |……{i… Ω÷˛<«* + v…EÚi…Æ˙ |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ
EÚ…™…«I…‰j… E‰Ú  ±…B +x…÷E⁄Ú±… l…“ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…∫…‰  x…™… ®…i… +…™… |……Œ{i…  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ“ M…™…“* =x…EÚ“ ∫……®…… V…EÚ-+…Ãl…EÚ Œ∫l… i… ¶…“ E÷ÚUÙ Ω˛n˘ i…EÚ |…M… i…
{……™…“* +x™… n˘ ±…i… i…]ı“™… M……ƒ¥……Â ®…Â ¶…“ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ∫l……x……∆i…Æ˙h…
 EÚB V……B i……‰ ®…U÷Ù+… ∫…®…÷n˘…™… EÚ“ V…“ ¥…EÚ… ∫i…Æ˙ §…f¯…x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ + i… Æ˙Ci…
+…™… EÚ®……x…‰ ®…Â ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ  x…EÚ±…‰M……*
+…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… E‰Ú x…‰±±…⁄Æ˙  V…±…‰ ®…Â EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… p˘…‰h…“ ®…Â Œ∫l…i… EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â  u˘EÚ{……]ı“
∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ…  ¥…i…Æ˙h…
M…÷hb⁄˜Æ˙ ∂…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú =ii…Æ˙ ∫…‰ Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ §…Ω˛x…‰¥……±…“ EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ x…n˘“ EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®…
E‰Ú {……∫… 14015' N ±…Ë ]ı]ı ⁄¨b˜ +…ËÆ˙ 80018' ±……Â M…]ı ⁄¨b˜ ®…Â §…∆M……±…
EÚ“ J……b˜“ ®…Â  ¥…±… ™…i… Ω˛…‰ V……i…“ ΩË˛* EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… E‰Ú
1000  EÚ ®…“ ±…∆§……<« EÚ“ i…]ı“™… Æ‰˙J…… ®…Â ∫…⁄n⁄˘Æ˙ n˘ I…h… Œ∫l…i… UÙ…‰]ı… {…ii…x…
ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ™…Ω˛ S…‰z…<« x…M…Æ˙ E‰Ú =ii…Æ˙  n˘∂…… ®…Â ∫…b˜EÚ u˘…Æ˙… E‰Ú¥…±… 140  EÚ
+…Æ˙. i…∆M…¥…‰±…÷, {…“. {…⁄¥…hh…x… +…ËÆ˙ Bx…. Ø˚p˘®…⁄i…‘
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ…  ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘,  ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®…
®…“ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…®…÷p˘ u˘…Æ˙… 50 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®…“±… n⁄˘Æ˙ ΩË˛* EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… +…Ët…‰ M…EÚ
{…ii…x… EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ x…n˘“ ®…÷J… E‰Ú =ii…Æ˙“ i…]ı {…Æ˙ Œ∫l…i… ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ EÚ…Æ˙M……‰
V…Ω˛…W… +…ËÆ˙ ™…Ω˛…ƒ i…EÚ  EÚ §…b˜“ V…Ω˛…W……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…÷ ¥…v…… n‰˘x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ…‰  x…EÚπ…«h… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú §…x……™…… M…™…… 15 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« +…ËÆ˙ 2
 EÚ ®…“ i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… {…ii…x… ΩË˛* {…ii…x… I…‰j… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú +…∫… {……∫… EÚ…
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∫……Æ˙h…“-1 EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â EÚ… ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ V…“¥…®……j……
 u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â I…‰j… V…“¥…®……j…… |… i…∂…i…i……
EÚ… x……®… (Ω‰˛.) (]ı.)
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı… 41.4 283.8 52.7
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… 19.3 64.6 12
+x…b˜…Æ˙… O……x……‰∫…… 40.9 112.9 20.9
®…‰Ã∫…™…… +…Ï {…®…… 30.4 30.8 5.7
GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫… 1.04 41.1 7.6
{…‰x……«  ¥… Æ˙ b˜∫… 6.24 5.8 1.1
E÷Ú±… 539
 S…j…. 1. +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… E‰Ú EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J…, EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… p˘…‰h…“ EÚ… Æ‰˙J…… S…j…
|…n‰˘∂… + ¥…EÚ ∫…i… +…ËÆ˙ EÚ®… +…§……n˘“ EÚ… ΩË˛*
EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ J……b˜“-®…÷ƒΩ˛ ∫……±… ¶…Æ˙ J…÷±…… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…EÚ“ + v…EÚi…®…
S……Ëb˜…<« 300 ®…“ ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J…  V…∫…EÚ…‰ =ii…Æ˙“ ¶……M… ®…Â i…]ı E‰Ú
∫…®……∆i…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ ∂……J…… ¶…“ ΩË˛, P…x…‰ ®…ÈO……‰¥… {……Ëv…‰ ™…÷Ci… {…Œ∂S…®… ¶……M… EÚ“
+…‰Æ˙ ®…÷b˜i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… M……ƒ¥… i…EÚ {…Ω÷ƒ˛S… V……i…… ΩË˛* J……b˜“-®…÷ƒΩ˛
∫…‰ 300 ®…“ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ ®…Â V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… 800 ®…“  ¥…∫i……Æ˙ EÚ… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ +…M…‰
2  EÚ ®…“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ ®…Â  ¥…∫i…ﬁ i… 500 ®…“ ®…Â EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ V……i…“ ΩË˛* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ…
®…v™… ¶……M… {…ii…x… i…EÚ 15 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« EÚ®… Ω˛…‰
V……i…“ ΩË˛* J……b˜“-®…÷ƒΩ˛ ∫…‰ ±…M…¶…M… 2.5  EÚ ®…“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ {…Æ˙ §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ…‰ EÚ…]ıEÚÆ˙ |…¥…‰∂… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ n˘ I…h… ¶……M… ®…Â BEÚ UÙ…‰]ı…
∫…… ¶…⁄ ¶……M… {…“U‰Ù UÙ…‰b˜EÚÆ˙ +…M…‰ §…Ω˛i…… ΩË˛* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®…
¶……M… ®…Â V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… n˘…‰ ∂……J……+…Â ®…Â +±…M… Ω˛…‰ V……i…… ΩË˛* §…b˜“ ∂……J……
n˘ I…h…“ ¶……M… EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ UÙ…‰]ı“ ∂……J…… n˘…B∆ EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ §…f¯i…“ ΩË˛* n˘…‰x……Â
∂……J……B∆ ∫…®…ﬁr˘ ®…ÈO……‰¥… ¥…x…∫{… i…V……i……Â ™…÷Ci… n˘…‰ §…b‰˜ u˘“ {…EÚ…+…Â EÚ…‰ UÙ…‰b˜EÚÆ˙
∫…∆M…®… EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛*
∫……®…O…“ +…ËÆ˙  ¥… v…™……ƒ
J……b˜“ ®…÷ƒΩ˛ ∫…‰ À±…M…{…÷Æ˙®… M……ƒ¥… i…EÚ n˘ I…h… EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ 8  EÚ ®…“ i…EÚ
°ËÚ±…‰ {…b‰˜ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ… ∫…¥…ÊI…h… ¥…π…« 2004 ®…Â  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……*
|…i™…‰EÚ E‰Ú §…“S… 500 ®…“ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ {…Æ˙ E÷Ú±… 16 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â EÚ…‰ <∫… E‰Ú  ±…B
S…÷x…  ±…™…… M…™…… ( S…j… 1)* ∫…¥…ÊI…h… E‰Ú  ±…B 50x50 ∫…‰ ®…“ E‰Ú C¥……b≈˜…]ı
EÚ… ={…™……‰M…  EÚ™…… M…™……* Ω˛Æ˙ BEÚ ∫]‰ı∂…x… E‰Ú ®……‰±…∫EÚ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ ®…Â C¥……b≈˜…]ı
Æ˙J…  n˘™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ C¥……b≈˜…]ı ®…Â ={…Œ∫l…i… V…“¥…®……j…… EÚ… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…  EÚ™……
M…™……*  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â EÚ…‰ V…… i… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ +±…M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú |…i™…‰EÚ ¥…M…« EÚ“
 u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â EÚ… ¥…W…x… i……‰±…  n˘™…… M…™……*  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â EÚ…‰ =§……±…EÚÆ˙ ®……∆∫…
 x…EÚ…±…EÚÆ˙ +±…M… ∫…‰ i……‰±…  n˘™…… M…™……* V…x…x…O…∆l…“ EÚ“ +¥…∫l……+…Â {…Æ˙
+v™…™…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B +…±…‰{… i…Ë™……Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™……* |…i™…‰EÚ ∫]‰ı∂…x… ∫…‰
+ v…EÚi…®… i…“x… x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ b˜…]ı… EÚ… ∫…∆™……‰V…x…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* V…“¥…®……j…… |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ C¥……b≈˜…]ı V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… x E÷Ú±…
 ¥…i…Æ˙h… I…‰j… ∫…‰ +…EÚ ±…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
{… Æ˙h……®…
EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J…  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â ∫…‰ ∫…®…ﬁr˘ l……* ∫……Æ˙h…“ 1
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â ={…±…§v… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı…, +x…b˜…Æ˙… O……x……‰∫……, ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫…
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫…, GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫… +…ËÆ˙ {…‰x……«  ¥… Æ˙ b˜∫… V…Ë∫…“ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â
EÚ“ ∂…C™…i…… {…Æ˙ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛*
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı…
 u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â EÚ…  ¥…i…Æ˙h…, ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ EÚ…  ¥…∫i……Æ˙, ={…Œ∫l…i… x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ“
∫…∆J™……, +…EÚ…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ x™…⁄x…i…®… ¥…W…x… +…ËÆ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… {…Æ˙  ¥…¥…Æ˙h… ∫……Æ˙h…“-
2 ®…Â  n˘B M…B ΩÈ˛* =ii…Æ˙ ®…Â ]ı…‰±… M…‰]ı ∫…‰ n˘ I…h… ®…Â M…÷®®……±… b˜{{…… i…EÚ 30
®…“ EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« +…ËÆ˙ 2  EÚ ®…“ i…EÚ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ ®…Â B®….
EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ… ∫…®…ﬁr˘ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ n‰˘J…… M…™……* ™…Ω˛…ƒ 6 Ω‰˛C]ı™…Æ˙ E‰Ú I…‰j… ®…Â ∫…“ {…™……Â
EÚ“ +…Ë∫…i… ∫…P…x…i…… |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ 54 l…“ +…ËÆ˙ +…EÚ ±…i… V…“¥…®……j……
145.8 ]ıx… l…“* ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“ |…S…÷Æ˙i…… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â EÚ… GÚ®… 1,
15, 2, 4, 3, 16, 9 +…ËÆ˙ 6 l……* ∫…§…∫…‰ UÙ…‰]ı… ∫…“{…“ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ {…∆ EÚ±…
®…ﬁn˘… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∂…Ë¥……±… ™…÷Ci… n˘ I…h… i…]ı (∫]‰ı∂…x…-6) ®…Â l……* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®…
x…Ω˛Æ˙ 13 EÚ, 6,9,15 +…ËÆ˙ 16 V…Ë∫…‰ + v…EÚi…Æ˙ ∫l……x……Â ®…Â ∫…“{…“ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙
E‰Ú +v…:∫i…Æ˙ EÚ“ ®…ﬁn˘… {…∆ EÚ±… l…… +…ËÆ˙ J……b˜“ ®…÷ƒΩ˛ E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı ∫]‰ı∂…x… 2
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+…ËÆ˙ 3 ®…Â ™…Ω˛ Æ‰˙i…“±…… l……* |…l…®… ∫]‰ı∂…x… V¥……Æ˙xn˘®…÷J… E‰Ú =ii…Æ˙“ ¶……M… ®…Â
EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… p˘…‰h…“ E‰Ú ±……<]ı Ω˛…=∫… E‰Ú {…“U‰Ù Œ∫l…i… ΩË˛* <∫…EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<«
EÚ<« P…÷®……+…Â E‰Ú ∫……l… 150 +…ËÆ˙ 300 ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… l…“* <∫… I…‰j… ®…Â
M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« 0.5 ∫…‰ 1.5 ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S…  ¥… ¥…v… l…“* <∫… V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú n˘…‰x……Â
¶……M……Â ®…Â 2 ®…“ >ƒS……<« E‰Ú ®…ÈO……‰¥… {……Ëv…‰ ΩÈ˛* + v…EÚ ∫…∆J™…EÚ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰
+…¥……∫… |…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…… i…±… EÚ“ ®…ﬁn˘… {…∆ EÚ±… l……*
E÷Ú±…  ®…±……EÚÆ˙ n‰˘J…‰ V……B i……‰  x…Æ˙“I…h…  EÚB M…B ∫…¶…“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â
B®…. EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ 39 +…ËÆ˙ 55  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S…, ®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙
+…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… ®…Â  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… E‰Ú  §…x…… n‰˘J…… M…™……* + v…EÚi…Æ˙
∫l……x……Â ®…Â x…Æ˙ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… + v…EÚ l…“* E‰Ú¥…±… BEÚ ∫]‰ı∂…x… ®…Â ®……n˘…
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… ®…Â §…f¯i…“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* n˘…‰ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ®……n˘… +…ËÆ˙ x…Æ˙
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ… |… i… x… v…i¥… ∫…®……x… l……*
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫…
™…Ω˛ §…b˜“ ∫…“{…“ ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú 5 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â Ω˛“  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* <∫…EÚ“ ∫…S…‰i…
V…“¥…®……j…… 19.3 Ω‰˛C]ı™…Æ˙ i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ ∫…‰ 64.6 ]ıx… +…EÚ ±…i…
EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… ¶……M… ®…Â Œ∫l…i… ∫]‰ı∂…x… 13
(EÚ) ®…Â V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… =SS… l…“* u˘“ {…EÚ… I…‰j… i…EÚ V…±… EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« 0.5
+…ËÆ˙ 2 ®…“ ®…Â  ¥… ¥…v… l…“* ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ ∫…“ {…™……Â ∫…‰ ∫…®…ﬁr˘ l……  V…x…EÚ…‰ i…±… E‰Ú
>{…Æ˙“ ¶……M… ∫…‰ ∫{…π]ı ∞¸{… ∫…‰ n‰˘J…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… l……* |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙
+…Ë∫…i…x… 30 ∫…“ {…™……ƒ V…“ ¥…i… l…”*
n⁄˘∫…Æ˙… ∫…®…ﬁr˘ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ u˘“ {…EÚ… E‰Ú n˘ I…h…“ ¶……M… ®…Â M…÷®®……±… b˜{{……
+…ËÆ˙ À±…M…{…÷Æ˙®… M……ƒ¥……Â E‰Ú §…“S… {…b‰˜ ∫]‰ı∂…x… 15 ®…Â n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* ®…ÈO……‰¥…
EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ EÚ… i…±… {…∆ EÚ±… Æ‰˙i…“±…… l……* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú n˘±…n˘±…“ I…‰j… ∫…‰
±…M…¶…M… 10 ®…“ n⁄˘Æ˙ E‰Ú I…‰j… ®…Â ∫…“{…“  ¥…i…Æ˙h… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* ∫…“{…“
V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… |… i… ¥…M…«®…“]ıÆ˙ 7.5 +…ËÆ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… 25.1 ]ıx… +…EÚ ±…i… EÚ“
M…™…“ l…”* 51.6  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú ®……v™… E‰Ú ∫……l… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ 39 +…ËÆ˙
63  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú {……∫… {……™…‰ V……x…‰ {…Æ˙
¶…“ <∫… ∫…“{…“ EÚ“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… §…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… l…“* 14 +…ËÆ˙ 16 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â
¶…“, V…Ω˛…ƒ EÚ… i…±… {…∆ EÚ±… Æ‰˙i…“±…… l……, |……™…: ™…Ω˛“ |…¥…h…i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“*
V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ®…Â x…Æ˙ ∫…“{…“ + v…EÚ l…‰* V…x…x…O…∆ l… Œ∫l… i… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ 40%
+∆b˜ Æ˙Ci… +¥…∫l…… ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ 60% {… Æ˙{…C¥… +¥…∫l…… ®…Â l…”*
+x…b˜…Æ˙… O……x……‰∫……
EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚, V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ“  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ®…Â n⁄˘∫…Æ˙“ ∫l……x…
{…Æ˙ Æ˙Ω˛x…‰ ¥……±…“ <∫… V…… i… EÚ…‰ ∫…¥…Ê I…i… 16 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ 12 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â
n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* ™…Ω˛ ∫…“{…“ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ 40.9 Ω‰˛. i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… l…… +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±…
V…“¥…®……j……  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… E‰Ú 20.9% Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ 112.9 ]ıx… l…“*
V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ®…Â ∫]‰ı∂…x… 4 ∫…§…∫…‰ +…M…‰ l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ |…S…÷Æ˙i……
GÚ®……x…÷∫……Æ˙ ∫]‰ı∂…x… 3, 2, 6, 13 EÚ, 1, 15 +…ËÆ˙ 16 ®…Â n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“
+…ËÆ˙ +x™… ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â V…“¥…®……j…… §…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… l…“* 1 ∫…‰ 4 i…EÚ E‰Ú ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â
®…Â V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… |……™…: ∫…®……x… l…“ V…Ω˛…ƒ E‰Ú +v…:∫i…Æ˙ {…∆ EÚ±… ®…ﬁn˘… ™…÷Ci… ™……
Ω˛…±……‰ °Ú±……, Bx]ıÆ˙…‰®……‰°Ú…« +…ËÆ˙ O…… ∫…±…‰ Æ˙™…… V…Ë∫…‰ ∂…Ë¥……±……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… {…∆ EÚ±…
l…‰* {…Ω˛±…… ∫]‰ı∂…x… ±……<]ı Ω˛…=∫… E‰Ú {…“U‰Ù l…… V…Ω˛…ƒ i…±… +o˘f¯ {…∆ EÚ±… l……*
∫…¶…“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ 4 ¥……ƒ +…ËÆ˙ 15 ¥……ƒ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ∫…‰ GÚ®…∂…: 33.7 +…ËÆ˙
17.2 ]ıx… EÚ… + v…EÚi…®… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚ…* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙
+…ËÆ˙ M……‰{……±…{…÷Æ˙ M……ƒ¥… E‰Ú {…÷ ±…™…… E‰Ú {……∫… ™…Ω˛ ∫…“{…“ ={…Œ∫l…i… x…Ω˛” l…“*
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙  ¥… ¶…z… ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â  ¥… ¶…z… l……* 50.8  ®… ®…“
EÚ… ®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ 10 ¥……ƒ ∫]‰ı∂…x… ®…Â n‰˘J…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ UÙ…‰]ı… +…EÚ…Æ˙
∫]‰ı∂…x… 3 ®…Â  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* + v…EÚi…Æ˙ ∫…“{…“ 40  ®… ®…“ ∫…‰ §…b˜“
l…“* E‰Ú¥…±… n˘…‰ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â (9 +…ËÆ˙ 10) EÚ…‰ UÙ…‰b˜EÚÆ˙ §……EÚ“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â x…Æ˙
∫…“{…“ ∫…∆J™…… ®…Â + v…EÚ l…”* + v…EÚi…Æ˙ (60%) {… Æ˙{…C¥… Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ n˘∂……
®…Â l…” +…ËÆ˙ 40% {… Æ˙{…C¥… ™…… +∆b˜ Æ˙Ci… +¥…∫l…… EÚ“ l…”*
®…‰Ã∫…™…… +…Ï {…®……
∫…¥…ÊI…h…  EÚB M…B 16 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ 7 ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â <∫… ∫…“{…“ EÚ“
={…Œ∫l… i… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* 30.4 Ω‰˛ E‰Ú E÷Ú±… I…‰j… ®…Â E÷Ú±… V…“¥…®……j…… V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J…
EÚ“  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… E‰Ú 5.7% Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ 30.8 ]ıx… l…“* ∫]‰ı∂…x… 3 ®…Â
+ v…EÚi…®… 10 ∫…“ {…™……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… ∫]‰ı∂…x… 2 +…ËÆ˙ 7 ®…Â <∫…EÚ“ ∫…∆J™……
§…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… l…“* 14 ¥……ƒ 15 ¥……ƒ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ¶…“ Œ∫l… i…  ¶…z… x…Ω˛” l…“* ∂…‰π…
∫…¶…“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â <∫…EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… x…M…h™… l…“* =SS… V¥……Æ˙“™… +∆i…¥……«Ω˛
Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…“ J……b˜“-®…÷ƒΩ˛ E‰Ú {……∫… <∫…EÚ“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… + v…EÚ n‰˘J…“ V……i…“ ΩË˛*
∫…“{…“ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙ {…∆ EÚ±… Æ‰˙i…“±…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ >{…Æ˙“i…±… ∫…‰
E÷ÚUÙ ∫…‰x]ı“®…“]ıÆ˙ x…“S…‰ ∫…‰ n‰˘J…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… l……* ∫]‰ı∂…x… 1, 3 +…ËÆ˙ 4 ®…Â
{……™…“ M…™…“ ∫…“ {…™……ƒ 21 +…ËÆ˙ 39  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… §…b‰˜ +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l…
{… Æ˙{…C¥… l…“ V…§…  EÚ ®…ÈO……‰¥… n˘±…n˘±…“ I…‰j… ®…Â {……™…“ M…™…“ ∫…“ {…™……ƒ 36-45
 ®… ®…“ EÚ“ l…“* §…b˜“ ∫…“ {…™……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… UÙ…‰]ı“ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… E‰Ú¥…±…
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∫……Æ˙h…“ 2. +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… ®…Â EﬁÚπh…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… p˘…‰h…“ ®…Â Œ∫l…i… EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ…  ¥…i…Æ˙h…
®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… +x…b˜…Æ˙… V…… i…
∫]‰ı∂…x… I…‰j… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±…
(Ω‰˛.) ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j……
( ®… ®…“) ( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı) ( ®… ®…“)( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı) ( ®… ®…“) ( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı)
1 5.00 14.4 40-52 47.3 43.4 31.2 6.8 35-53 41.5 30.4 10.3
2 4.80 12 42-52 46.9 43.1 24.8 2 44-59 52.7 53.6 5.1 9.8 36-52 42.7 31 14.6
3 4.00 9.2 41-51 47.0 44.2 16.3 11 21-44 38.2 24.1 10.6
4 6.00 8 42-52 45.2 38.5 18.5 14 35-55 40.1 40.1 33.7
5 0.30 0 0
6 0.60 12.6 40-55 45.1 34.0 2.6 9.2 30-56 44.3 43.4 2.4
7 0.50 0 0 2 30-51 44 37 0.4
8 0.20 0 0 0
9 4.00 2 39-52 48.2 38.5 3.1 1.2 32-57 48.4 50 2.4
10 1.00 0 2 43-60 50.8 51.6 1.4
11 2.00 0 2.6 43-54 45.9 49 2.5
12 0.04 0
13 EÚ 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 30 40.63 49.8 51.5 30.9 7 32-53 45.8 47.5 6.7
13 J… 6.00 54 41-46 43.8 45.0 145.8 0
14 4.00 0 0.3 51-61 54.3 63.3 0.8 0
15 6.00 9.5 40-55 47.0 45.0 25.7 7.5 39-62 51.6 55.7 25.1 6.5 39-58 44.3 44 17.2
16 5.00 7 41-53 47.4 45.0 15.8 1 41-60 50.9 54.8 2.7 5.2 37-54 41.8 41.2 10.7
283.8 64.6 112.9
ı®…‰Ã∫…™…… +…‰ {…®…… GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈…˜∫…‰x… ∫…∫… ı{…‰x……«  ¥… Æ˙ b˜∫…
∫]‰ı∂…x… I…‰j… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±… ∫…∆/®…“2 +…EÚ…Æ˙ ®……v™… ®……v™… E÷Ú±…
(Ω‰˛.) ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j…… ÆÈ˙S… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ¶……Æ˙ V…“¥…®……j……
( ®… ®…“) ( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı) ( ®… ®…“)( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı) ( ®… ®…“) ( ®… ®…“) (O……) (]ı)
1 5.00 6 22-37 31.6 11.3 3.4 0
2 4.80 9 36.45 40.3 19.2 8.3 0
3 4.00 10.4 21-39 32.4 12.4 5.2 0
4 6.00 6 22.39 32.8 12.5 4.5 0
5 0.30 0 115 52-95 70.1 54 18.6
6 0.60 5 14-48 22.4 8.1 0.2 0
7 0.50 0 27 57-73 66.2 57 9.2 16 60-75 65 35 2.8
8 0.20 0 46 45-76 57.5 47 4.3 8.6 36-84 67.9 31 0.5
9 4.00 0 0
10 1.00 0 520 37-84 49.8 43 9 19.6 95-126 115.5 98 0.8
11 2.00 0 0
12 0.04 0 0 1.2 116-133 122.7 143 1.7
13 EÚ 2.00 0 0
13 J… 6.00 0 0
14 4.00 3.2 26-38 32.3 12.1 4.1 0
15 6.00 2 36-44 39.6 19.1 5.1 0
16 5.00 0
30.8 41.1 5.8
∫]‰ı∂…x… 6 ®…Â n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“*
GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫…
J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫… EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… E‰Ú¥…±… 4
∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â Ω˛“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* ®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™…, ¥……°«Ú, {…ii…x… EÚ…™……«±…™…
E‰Ú +…M…‰ {…b‰˜ O……x……<]ı {…il…Æ˙, {……‰i……∏…™… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… ¶……M… ®…Â BEÚ  EÚ±……‰®…“]ıÆ˙
i…EÚ  ¥…∫i…ﬁi… +∆i…Æ˙…V¥……Æ˙“™… I…‰j… ®…Â i…]ı {…Æ˙ {…b‰˜ ±……]ıÆ˙…<]ı +…ËÆ˙ O……x……<]ı
{…il…Æ˙ <x… E‰Ú §…∫……¥… E‰Ú  ±…B +SU‰Ù +v…: ∫i…Æ˙ l…‰ (5 ¥……ƒ +…ËÆ˙ 7 ¥……ƒ
∫]‰ı∂…x…)* {…÷ ±…™…… E‰Ú x…“S…‰ (8 ¥……ƒ ∫]‰ı∂…x…)  ®…i… §…∫……¥… n‰˘J…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙
§…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…‰x……Â {……∂¥……Á ®…Â  ¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ®… l……* ±……ÏEÚ I…‰j… ®…Â ¶…“
(∫]‰ı∂…x… 10) ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ… §…∫……¥… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* M…÷®®……±… b˜{{…… +…ËÆ˙
À±…M…{…÷Æ˙®… M……ƒ¥……Â E‰Ú {……∫… E÷ÚUÙ ∫l……x……Â ®…Â ¶…“  ¥…Æ˙±… ∫…∆J™…… ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ…‰
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
34 Marine Fisheries Information Service T&E Ser., No. 198, 200812 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ“  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ ∫…∆{…n˘… E‰Ú 7.6% Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙
∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“ V…“¥…®……j…… 41.1 ]ıx… l…“*
∫…¶…“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“ ∫…§…∫…‰ =SS…i…®… V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… |… i…
¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ 520 ∂…÷ŒCi… +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±… V…“¥…®……j…… 9 ]ıx… E‰Ú ∫……l… ±……ÏEÚ I…‰j…
®…Â n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* n⁄˘∫…Æ˙… =SS… §…∫……¥… ∫]‰ı∂…x… 5 ®…Â n‰˘J…… M…™…… V…Ω˛…ƒ
∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ∫…P…x…i…… |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“]ıÆ˙ 115 +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±…
V…“¥…®……j…… 18.6 ]ıx… l…“* +x™… n˘…‰ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™……
EÚ®… l…“*
∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ 37 +…ËÆ˙ 95  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙
+ v…EÚi…®… 70  ®… ®…“ +…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ l…”* ∫]‰ı∂…x… 5 ∫…‰ 70  ®… ®…“ ∫…‰ ¶…“
§…b˜“ ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i…  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* ±……ÏEÚ I…‰j… ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi…
V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… + v…EÚ Ω˛…‰x…‰ {…Æ˙ ¶…“ <x…EÚ… ®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú¥…±… 49.8  ®…
®…“ l……* S……Æ˙ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â ∫…‰ ∫]‰ı∂…x… 5, 7 +…ËÆ˙ 10 ®…Â x…Æ˙ ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ“
|…®…÷J…i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ i……‰ ∫]‰ı∂…x… 8 ®…Â ®……n˘… ∂…÷ŒCi…™……ƒ ∫…∆J™…… ®…Â + v…EÚ l…”*
V…x…x…O…∆l…“ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… +v™…™…x… x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci…  EÚ™……  EÚ 44% ∂…÷ŒCi…™……ƒ
{… Æ˙{…C¥… Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ +¥…∫l…… ®…Â l…“ +…ËÆ˙ GÚ®…∂…: 33% +…ËÆ˙ 23%
{… Æ˙{…C¥… +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜ Æ˙Ci… l…”*
{…‰x……«  ¥… Æ˙ b˜∫…
∂…∆§…÷+…Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… E‰Ú¥…±… S……Æ˙ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â (7, 8, 10 +…ËÆ˙ 12)
®…Â Ω˛“  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ“ E÷Ú±…  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™……
®…Â 1.1% Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ E÷Ú±… ∂…∆§…÷ V…“¥…®……j…… 5.8 ]ıx… l…“* V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú
=ii…Æ˙ i…]ı {…Æ˙ ®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… ¶……M… ®…Â {…b‰˜ O……x……<]ı {…il…Æ˙
∂…∆§…÷ E‰Ú  ±…B +SUÙ… +v…:∫i…Æ˙ n‰˘J…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ ∫]‰ı∂…x… +…`ˆ ®…Â {…÷ ±…™……
E‰Ú x…“S…‰ ∂…∆§…÷+…Â EÚ…  ¥…Æ˙±…  ¥…i…Æ˙h… n‰˘J…… M…™……* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú ±……ÏEÚ
I…‰j… ®…Â {……™…‰ M…B O……x……<]ı {…il…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ E∆ÚGÚ“]ı f¯…ƒS…‰ (∫]‰ı∂…x… 10 +…ËÆ˙
12) ∂…÷ŒCi… +…ËÆ˙ ∂…∆§…÷ E‰Ú  ±…B +SUÙ… +v…:∫i…Æ˙ n‰˘J…… M…™……* ∂…∆§…÷ EÚ“
V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ∫…P…x…i…… |… i… ¥…M…« ®…“ 19.6 Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ i…÷±…x……i®…EÚ o˘Œπ]ı ®…Â =SS…
l…“ +…ËÆ˙ ±……]ıÆ˙…<x… {…il…Æ˙…Â +…ËÆ˙ §……∆v……Â ®…Â <∫…EÚ…  ¥…i…Æ˙h… §…Ω÷˛i… EÚ®… l……*
∂…∆§…÷+…Â EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ ∫…¶…“ ∫]‰ı∂…x……Â ®…Â  ¶…z… l……* ∫]‰ı∂…x… 7 +…ËÆ˙ 8
®…Â 36-84  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú UÙ…‰]‰ı ∂…∆§…÷+…Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ i……‰ ±……ÏEÚ I…‰j…
+…ËÆ˙ §……ƒv……Â ®…Â <x…EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ GÚ®…∂…: 95-126  ®… ®…“ ∫…‰ 116-133
 ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… M…™……* + v…EÚi…Æ˙ x…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ®……n˘… ∂…∆§…÷ {… Æ˙{…C¥…
+¥…∫l…… ®…Â l…‰* V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… ®…Â x…Æ˙ EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* J……t |… i…∂…i…i……
38.4 l…“*
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â  x…™… ®…i… J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ x…Ω˛”
l…“,  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“ S…⁄x…… =t…‰M… ®…Â EÚ¥…S……Â E‰Ú  ±…B <∫…EÚ“ ®……Ë∫… ®…EÚ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
S…±…i…“ l…“*  x…Æ˙“I…h… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… M…÷®®……±… b˜{{…… M……ƒ¥… ®…Â ±…M…¶…M… 20 ]ıx…
E‰Ú 24 ∂…÷ŒCi… f‰¯Æ˙ n‰˘J…‰ M…B l…‰* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ E‰Ú {…⁄¥…‘ ¶……M… ®…Â ±…M…¶…M…
15 ]ıx… ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â EÚ…‰ {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… E‰Ú  ±…B i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚÆ˙E‰Ú Æ˙J…‰ M…B
l…‰* +…V… J……t ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ ∂…∆§…÷+…Â EÚ…‰  x…EÚ]ı Œ∫l…i… ÀS…M…]ı i……±……§……Â
®…Â ÀS…M…]ı J……t E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ={…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ®…i∫™…x…  EÚ™…… V……i……
ΩË˛* <∫…EÚ… ®……∆∫… |… i…  EÚ O…… 30/- Ø˚ ®…Â §…‰S… n‰˘i…… ΩË˛*
EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â ∫…“{…“ ®…i∫™…x… EÚ¥…S……Â +…ËÆ˙ ÀS…M…]ı EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â
EÚ…‰ ∫…“{…“ ®……∆∫… EÚ“ +…{…⁄Ãi… E‰Ú  ±…B  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â
 x…®x… ±… J…i… V…… i… ={…Œ∫l…i… l…”* B. O……x……‰∫…… 50%, B®…. EÚ…∫]ı…
30%, B®…. +…Ï {…®…… 10%, B®…. ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… 5% +…ËÆ˙ +x™… ∂…∆§…÷
5%* J……b˜“-®…÷∆Ω˛ ®…Â ®…÷ii…÷E⁄ÚÆ˙ M……ƒ¥… E‰Ú 20-25 ¥™…ŒCi… ∫…“{…“ ®…i∫™…x… ®…Â
±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B l…‰* |… i…  n˘x… |… i… ¥™…ŒCi… u˘…Æ˙… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… 50-60  EÚ O…… l……*
∫…“ {…™……Â E‰Ú  UÙ±EÚ…  x…EÚ…±…EÚÆ˙ ®……∆∫… |… i…  EÚ O…… 30/- Ø˚ EÚ“ n˘Æ˙ {…Æ˙
§…‰S…  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ EÚ¥…S… +±…M… ∫…‰ §…‰S…  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú ∫…÷n⁄˘Æ˙ n˘ I…h… Œ∫l…i… À±…M…{…÷Æ˙®… M……ƒ¥… ®…Â ∫…“{…“ ®…i∫™…x…
 x…™… ®…i… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ S…±……™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â B®…. EÚ…∫]ı…,
B. O……x……‰∫…… +…ËÆ˙ B®…. ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…  ®…∏…h… n‰˘J…… M…™……* <∫… I…‰j… ®…Â
±…M…¶…M… 20-30 ±……‰M… ∫…“{…“ ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… ®…Â ±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B l…‰*
n˘ I…h… +…xw…… |…n‰˘∂… i…]ı ®…Â EÚhb˜±…‰Ø˚ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J…  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â E‰Ú
 ±…B |…®…÷J… ΩË˛* §…ÀEÚM…Ω˛…®… x…Ω˛Æ˙ ®…Â B®…. EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ“ =SS… V…“¥…∫…∆J™……
{……™…“ V……i…“ ΩË˛* ®…i∫™…x… E‰Ú ∫……l… {…÷x…¶…«Æ˙h… ®…∆n˘ M… i… ®…Â Ω˛“ Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
V¥……Æ˙n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú S……Æ˙…Â +…‰Æ˙ =¶…Æ˙ +…B ÀS…M…]ı =t…‰M……Â ∫…‰ ∫…“{…“ ®……∆∫… E‰Ú
 ±…B ®……ƒM… §…f¯ M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙ ±……‰M… <∫…EÚ… + i… ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ±…M……* +…xw……
i…]ı E‰Ú ∫…¶…“ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…‰ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú  ¥…¥…‰EÚÆ˙ Ω˛i… ®…i∫™…x…
∫…‰  u˘EÚ{……]ı“ V…“¥…∫…∆J™…… EÚ®… Ω˛…‰i…“ V…… Æ˙Ω˛“ ΩË˛ V……‰ ∂……™…n˘ |…¶…¥… E‰Ú
+¥…I…™… ®…Â {… Æ˙h…i… Ω˛…‰ V……BM……*
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 S…j…. 1. v……Æ˙“n˘…Æ˙ b˜…®…∫…‰±… ™…… Ω˛®…§…M… b˜…®…∫…‰±… (b˜… ∫…±±…∫… +Ø˚¥……x…∫…)  S…j…-2. J……t + ¶…Æ˙S…x…… EÚ… Æ‰˙J……  S…j…
∫…®…÷p˘“ |……‰]ı“x… ¥…x…∫{… i… |……‰]ı“x…
Œ∫C¥…b˜ S…⁄h…« ∫……‰™…… +…]ı…®…i∫™… S…⁄h…« ÀS…M…]ı S…⁄h…«










J……t M…÷ ]ıEÚ…  =
∫…®…÷p˘“ V…±…EﬁÚ π… E‰Ú  ±…B ∫…⁄j…… ™…i… ∂…÷πEÚ J……t EÚ…  ¥…EÚ…∫…
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ… |…V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ §…“V……‰i{……n˘x… ∫…“ B®…
B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< u˘…Æ˙… |……Æ∆˙¶…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* V…±…V…“¥…∂……±…… ®…Â C±……=x…
®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…®…∫…‰±… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ |…i™……∂…“ V…… i…™……ƒ l…”  V…x…EÚ… V…“¥…x…
S…GÚ V…±…V…“¥…∂……±…… ®…Â ∫…°Ú±…i……{…⁄¥…«EÚ  ¥…EÚ…∫…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚ…, +…ËÆ˙
¥…π…« 2006 ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ BEÚ ß…⁄h… ∫…‰ 1000-1500 ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ Ω˛“ ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
 x…Æ˙“I…h… +…ËÆ˙  §…GÚ“ E‰Ú  ±…B ={…±…§v… Ω˛…‰i…“ V…… Æ˙Ω˛“ ΩË˛* M…÷{…S…÷{… ¥™……{……Æ˙
E‰Ú  ±…B {…… Æ˙Œ∫l… i…EÚ |…¥……±… I…‰j……Â ∫…‰ <xΩÂ˛ {…EÚb˜x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B x……∂…EÚ…Æ˙“
®…i∫™…x… Æ˙“ i…™……ƒ S…±……™…“ V……i…“ ΩË˛* <∫… {… Æ˙o˘∂™… ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ V…“¥……Â E‰Ú
{… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ…‰ |…®…÷J…i…… n‰˘EÚÆ˙ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< u˘…Æ˙… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
®…Â =i{…… n˘i… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“  ¥… v…∫…∆M…i…  §…GÚ“ ={…±…§v… EÚÆ˙…x…‰ E‰Ú <∫…
∫…∆n˘¶…« ®…Â <x… ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú EﬁÚ j…®… |…V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ §…“V……‰i{……n˘x…
EÚ…‰ {… Æ˙πEﬁÚi… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B {……‰π…h… +…ËÆ˙ ∫¥……∫l™… E‰Ú I…‰j……Â ®…Â v™……x… n‰˘x……
+ x…¥……™…« ΩË˛* +i…: ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú {……‰π…h… EÚ…‰ |……l… ®…EÚi……
n‰˘i…“ Ω÷˛<« <x… EÚ…‰ ∫…÷J……™…‰ M…B J……t EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ +…EÚÃπ…i… EÚÆ˙x…… + x…¥……™…«
ΩË˛, C™……Â  EÚ ∫…“{…“ +…ËÆ˙ ®…UÙ±…“ ®……∆∫… V……‰b˜EÚÆ˙  x…Ã®…i… +…p«˘ J……t V…±… EÚ“
M…÷h…i…… P…]ı…EÚÆ˙ ∫¥……∫l™… ∫…∆§…∆v…“ ∫…®…∫™……B∆ =i{…z… EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛* <∫… +…p«˘
J……t EÚ… + v…EÚ ={…™……‰M… Æ˙“°Ú I…‰j… E‰Ú V…±… E‰Ú ∫i…Æ˙ {…Æ˙ V…±… EÚ“ M…÷h…i……
§…x……™…‰ ÆJ…x…‰ ®…Â  x…h……«™…EÚ §…x… V……i…… ΩË* <∫…E‰Ú + i… ÆCi… n“P…«EÚ…±… i…EÚ
BEÚ Ω“ |…EÚ…Æ E‰Ú +…Ω…Æ n‰x…‰ ∫…‰ {……‰π…h… ∫…∆§…∆v…“ ∫…®…∫™……B∆ =i{…z… Ω…‰ V……i…“
ΩË*
{…“.  ¥…V…™…M……‰{……±…, E‰Ú.E‰Ú.  ¥…V…™…x… +…ËÆ˙ *V…“. M……‰{…E÷Ú®……Æ˙
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x…, EÚ…‰S…“x…
*EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ… ®…∆b˜{…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘, ®…∆b˜{…®… EËÚ®{…
<∫… §……i… EÚ…‰ v™……x… ®…Â Æ˙J…EÚÆ˙ ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ±…“ v……Æ˙“n˘…Æ˙
b˜…®…∫…‰±… ™…… Ω˛®…§…M… b˜…®…∫…‰±… (b˜… ∫…±±…∫… +Ø˚¥……x…∫…) E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ
∂…÷πEÚ J……t EÚ…  ¥…EÚ…∫…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ( S…j…-1)*
|……Æ∆˙¶… ®…Â ∫…®…i…÷±™… ®……j…… ®…Â Œ∫C¥…b˜, ®…i∫™…, ÀS…M…]ı S…⁄h…« +…ËÆ˙ ∫……‰™……
+…]ı… V……‰b˜EÚÆ˙ BEÚ ∫……®……x™… J……t  ®…∏…h… §…x……™…… M…™……  V…∫…®…Â 66%
EÚSS…… |……‰]ı“x…, 5% ¥…∫……, 3% °Ú…<§…Æ˙, 11% EÚ…§……ÊΩ˛…<b≈‰˜]¬ı∫… +…ËÆ˙
15% ¶…∫®… ∂…… ®…±… ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛  ®…∏…h… ¥…x…∫{… i… +…ËÆ˙ |……h…“ (∫…®…÷p˘“)
|……‰]ı“x……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… BEÚ ∫…∆i…÷ ±…i… B ®…x……‰-+®±… |……‰°Ú…<±… ΩË˛* <∫…EÚ…‰  °ÚÆ˙
∫……Æ˙h…“-1 ®…Â  n˘J……B M…B GÚ®… ®…Â +…]ı…, ®…i∫™… i…‰±…,  ¥…]ı… ®…x…, J… x…V…
 ®…∏…h… E‰Ú ∫……l…  ®… ∏…i… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú +…ËÆ˙ E÷ÚUÙ ™……‰M…V… V……‰b˜EÚÆ˙ {……‰π…h… ∫…∆{…⁄h…«
§…x……™…… M…™…… ( S…j…-2)* <∫… +…p«˘  ®…∏…h… EÚ…‰ §…‰ ∫…EÚ ]‰ıCx……‰±…V…“∫…
|……<¥…]ı  ±… ®…]ıb˜, EÚ…‰±…EÚii…… ∫…‰ J…Æ˙“n‰˘ M…B BC∫]‹ıb˜Æ˙ ∫…‰ 10 ∫…‰E∆Úb˜
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
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 S…j…-4. 0.5  ®… ®…“, 0.75  ®… ®…“ +…ËÆ˙ 1  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú EÚh……Â ®…Â E÷ÚS…±…… +…ËÆ UÙ…x……
M…™…… J……t
14 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
 S…j…-3. BC∫]‹ıb˜  EÚ™…… M…™…… ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙ ®…UÙ±…“ J……t
∫……Æ˙h…“ 1. {…Æ˙“I…h……i®…EÚ +…Ω˛…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú J……t ∫…∆P…]ıEÚ  x…EÚ]ı  ®…∏…h… (% b˜“ B®… {…n˘…l…«), ∫…∆P…]ıEÚ  ®…∏…h… (g kg-1) +…ËÆ˙ =x…EÚ…  x…EÚ]ı  ®…∏…h… (% b˜“ B®… {…n˘…l…«)
P…]ıEÚ ∫…“ {…“ <« <« ∫…“ B°Ú Bx… B°Ú <« ¶…∫®…
Œ∫C¥…b˜ S…⁄h…« 61.42 6.81 0.98 11.91 18.88
ÀS…M…]ı S…⁄h…« 65.46 3.78 5.29 0.04 18.35
®…i∫™… S…⁄h…« 69.54 7.22 0.23 0.07 17.69
∫……‰™…… +…]ı… 51.95 0.59 2.91 26.98 6.96
M…‰Ω⁄∆˛ +…]ı… 13.45 1.39 2.95 75.79 0.73
J……t ∫…∆J™……
P…]ıEÚ 18 25 36 47 56
∫…“ +…< B®…2 10 180 380 580 780
M…‰Ω⁄∆˛ +…]ı… 865 685 505 315 120
®…UÙ±…“ i…‰±… 40 50 30 20 15
 ¥…]ı… ®…x…  ®…∏…h… 20 20 20 20 20
J… x…V…  ®…∏…h… 10 10 10 10 10
+x™… ™……‰M…V… 55 55 55 55 55
V……‰b˜… M…™…… V…±… 180 g kg-1
{…Æ˙“I…h……i®…EÚ J……t…Â EÚ…  x…EÚ]ı∫l…  ®…∏…h…
∫…“ {…“ 18.34 25.35 36.27 46.61 56.28
<« <« 5.30 5.84 5.47 5.11 5.25
∫…“ B°Ú 0.91 0.92 1.11 1.41 1.60
Bx… B°Ú <« 72.78 64.12 51.50 38.09 25.14
+…π… 3.43 4.46 6.13 9.21 12.63
B +…< B 0.00 0.01 0.45 0.57 0.84
3DE MJ 100g-1 14.170 14.512 14.744 14.781 14.924
4GE MJ 100g-1 19.180 19.460 19.586 19.446 19.424
1∫…“ {…“ - EÚSS…… |……‰]ı“x…, <« <« -  x…S……‰b˜… M…™…… ™…… EÚSS…… ¥…∫……, ∫…“ B°Ú - EÚSS…… °Ú…<§…Æ˙, Bx… B°Ú <« - x……<]≈ı…‰V…x… ®…÷Ci…  x…S……‰b˜ ™…… EÚ…§……ÊΩ˛…<b≈‰˜]¬ı∫…
2∫……v……Æ˙h…  ®…∏… ∫…∆P…]ıEÚ
3®…‰M…… V™…⁄±∫… ®…Â {…S…x…“™… >V……«
4®…‰M…… V™…⁄±∫… ®…Â ∫…EÚ±… >V……«
80ºC E‰Ú ∫…®…™…-i……{…®……x…  x…™…∆j…h… ®…Â 2  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú M…÷ ]ıEÚ…B∆ |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B  S…j… 3 ®…Â  n˘J……™…“ V…Ë∫…“ §… Ω˛¥…Êv…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* 18-50% E‰Ú
§…“S… |……‰]ı“x… ™…÷Ci… {……ƒS… {…Æ˙“I…h……i®…EÚ J……t…Â EÚ…  x…®……«h…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙
<x…EÚ“ ¶……Ë i…EÚ M…÷h…i…… +…ËÆ˙ {……‰π…h… ={…™…÷Ci…i…… V……x…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx…
§……¡ M…÷h……Â EÚ… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… EÚÆ˙x…‰ {…Æ˙ +SUÙ“ ∫…P…x…i…… +…ËÆ˙ V…±… ®…Â
+ v…EÚ ∫…®…™… `ˆΩ˛Æ˙x…‰ EÚ“ I…®…i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* J……t ∫…∆. 18, 25, 36
+…ËÆ˙ 47 {±… ¥…i… Æ˙Ω˛… +…ËÆ˙ +E÷ÚS… ±…i… ∞¸{… ®…Â J……t ∫…∆. 56 b⁄˜§… M…™……*
E÷ÚS…±…x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ UÙ…x…x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ∫…¶…“ J……t V…±… ®…Â {±… ¥…i… Æ˙Ω˛EÚÆ˙ E÷ÚUÙ
∫…®…™… §……n˘ v…“Æ‰˙ v…“Æ‰˙ b⁄˜§… V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… 0.480 gml-1 ∫…‰ UÙ…‰]ı…
J……t ∫…®…÷p˘V…±… ®…Â {±… ¥…i… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛* J……t b˜…±…x…‰ E‰Ú E÷ÚUÙ Ω˛“ {…±……Â ®…Â
 EÚ™…… M…™……* <x… M…÷ ]ıEÚ…+…Â EÚ…‰  S…j…-4 ®…Â  n˘J……B M…B +x…÷∫……Æ˙ E÷ÚS…±…EÚÆ˙
+…ËÆ˙ UÙ…x…EÚÆ˙ < 0.5  ®… ®…“, 1.0  ®… ®…“ +…ËÆ˙ 1.5  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú EÚh……Â E‰Ú
∞¸{… ®…Â ∞¸{……∆i… Æ˙i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫…E‰Ú ¶……Ë i…EÚ M…÷h……Â EÚ… ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx…
 EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ {……‰π…EÚ ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú ±…B ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰  J…±……™……
M…™……*
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∫……Æ˙h…“ 3. <π]ıi…®…  x…π{……n˘x… ∫…⁄ S…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…… B ®…x……‰ +®±…  ®…∏…h… (g kg-1)



















 S…j… 5. SASTM |…h……±…“ extra tech u˘…Æ˙… =i{…… n˘i… J……t
{…Æ˙ <x… J……t…Â EÚ… ={…™……‰M…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ±…“
E‰Ú  ±…B n‰˘∂…V… J……t  ¥…EÚ…∫… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… ™…Ω˛ {…Ω˛±…… |…™……∫… ΩË˛* §…b‰˜
+…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ M…÷ ]ıEÚ…B∆ §…x……EÚÆ˙ UÙ…‰]‰ı UÙ…‰]‰ı EÚh……Â ®…Â Ω˛…l……Â ∫…‰ {…“∫…x…‰ E‰Ú
§…n˘±…‰ +…V… ∫…®…÷ S…i… +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú J……t §…x……x…‰ EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ={…±…§v…
ΩË˛* ∫{…“™…Æ˙ - +…<W…Æ˙ +M±……‰®…‰Æ‰˙∂…x… i…EÚx……‰±…V…“ (SAS systemTM
www.extru-technic.com) V……‰ 300 ®……<GÚ…‰x∫… ∫…‰ 1.2  ®… ®…“
i…EÚ E‰Ú +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú J……t §…x……x…‰ ®…Â ∫…I…®… ΩË˛, EÚ“ +∆i…Æ˙…«π]≈ı“™… ( S…j…-5)
∫¥…“EÚ…™…«i…… ΩË˛* ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ i……ËÆ˙ {…Æ˙ J……t =i{……n˘x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B <∫…EÚ…
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ <∫…‰ J……i…‰ Ω÷˛B n‰˘J…… +…ËÆ˙ {……‰π…EÚ i…§… Ω˛“ x…π]ı Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛ V…§…
™…Ω˛ J……t V…±… ®…Â 15  ®…x…]ı i…EÚ J……™…‰  §…x…… Æ˙Ω‰˛*
+ v…EÚi…®… §…f¯i…“, ∫¥……∫l™… +…ËÆ˙ Æ∆˙M… §…x……B Æ˙J…x…‰ EÚ“ n˘I…i……
V……x…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B n˘…‰ O…⁄{… - V…Ë∫…‰ 200 O…… ∫…‰ V™……n˘… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…∫…‰ EÚ®… ¶……Æ˙
EÚ“ |…… h…™……Â {…Æ˙ J……t {…Æ˙“I…h… S…±……™…… M…™……* n˘…‰ J……t ∫…⁄j…“EÚÆ˙h……Â EÚ…
B ®…x……‰ +®±… |……‰°Ú…<±… ∫……Æ˙h…“ 3 ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™…… ΩË˛* <x… J……t…Â EÚ… ®…⁄±™…
|… i…  EÚ O…… 75-150/- Ø˚ E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛* |… i…  EÚ O…… 500/- {…Æ˙
+…™……i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…… +±…¥…h… V…±…“™… +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ±…“ J……t E‰Ú ∫l……x…
={…™……‰M…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ + v…EÚ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ E‰Ú  ±…B +C¥……EÚ±S…Æ˙
 Æ˙∫…S…«, 2008, 1-8 doi : 10.1111/j.1365-2109.2008. 02039
+…Ïx… ±……<x… EÚ… ∫…∆n˘¶…«  ±…™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛*
®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı ®…Â B®… BS…-1 ®…‰J…±…… E‰Ú b˜…§…Ω˛…‰±…“-¥…‰™…x…M……x…“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ EÚSUÙ{…, +…‰±…“¥…
Æ˙…<b˜±…“ (±…‰ {…b…‰S…‰ ±…∫… +…‰ ±…¥…‰ ∫…™……) E‰Ú  ±…B {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h… EÚ…™…«GÚ®…
b˜… §…Ω…‰±…“-¥…‰™…x…M……x…“ +¥…i…Æh… EÂÚp ®…Â 18/12/07 +…ËÆ˙
19/12/07 EÚ…‰ S…±……B M…B ∫…¥…ÊI…h… n˘…ËÆ‰˙ E‰Ú ∫…®…™… ®……±…⁄®… {…b˜…  EÚ
+…‰±…“¥… Æ˙…<b˜±…“ (±…‰ {…b˜…‰S…‰ ±…∫… +…‰ ±…¥…‰ ∫…™……) +∆b˜…Â EÚ… {… Æ˙Æ˙I…h…
EÚ…™…« BEÚ ∫l……x…“™… +…n˘®…“ ∏…“ ∫…÷Ω˛…∫… ]ı…‰Æ˙…∫EÚÆ˙ V……‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…÷Æ˙I…… n˘±…
EÚ… BEÚ ∫…n˘∫™… ΩË˛, u˘…Æ˙… ∫…∆¶……±…… V……i…… ΩË˛* =x…E‰Ú u˘…Æ˙… ∫¥…“EﬁÚi… Æ˙“ i… <∫…
|…EÚ…Æ˙ ΩË˛*
+∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘ i…]ı ®…Â Æ‰˙i… J……‰n˘EÚÆ˙ n˘°Úx…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛  EÚ =SS…
§…∂…“Æ˙ +Ω˛®®…n˘ +…n˘…®… ∂…“±b˜Æ˙
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ… Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“ I…‰j… EÂÚp˘, Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“
V¥……Æ˙ V…±… ∫…‰ +∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ I… i… x… Ω˛…‰ V……B* E÷Úii…‰, M…“n˘b +… n˘ ∫…‰ §…S……x…‰
E‰Ú  ±…B +∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ ±…EÚb˜“ E‰Ú J…®¶……Â ®…Â V……±… §……∆v…EÚÆ˙ P…‰Æ˙ ±…‰i…… ΩË˛*
45-55  n˘x……Â §……n˘ ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… EÚSUÙ{… Æ‰˙i… ∫…‰ §……Ω˛Æ˙ +…™…‰* <∫… ¥™…ŒCi… EÚ…‰
∫…Ω¬˛™……p˘“  x…∫…M……«  ®…j……,  S…{±…⁄x… (Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“) +…ËÆ˙ ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı ¥…x…  ¥…¶……M…
( ∫…xv…÷ n÷˘M…«  V…±……) ∫…‰ ®……M…«n˘∂…«x…  ®…±…i…… ΩË˛*
 n˘x……∆EÚ 22-3-08 EÚ…‰ <∫… +…ƒEÚb‰˜ E‰Ú ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… E‰Ú  ±…B <∫… EÂÚp˘
®…Â M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…EÚ“ {…÷Œπ]ı EÚ“ M…™…“  EÚ ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… EÚSUÙ{… ±…‰ {…™……‰S…‰ ±…∫…
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
38 Marine Fisheries Information Service T&E Ser., No. 198, 200816 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
∫…∆Æ˙ I…i… +∆b˜…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… +∆b˜…Â ∫…‰  x…EÚ±…‰  ∂…∂…÷ EÚSUÙ{……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™……
i……Æ˙“J… ∫…∆Æ˙ I…i… i……Æ˙“J… >π®……™…x… ∫°÷Ú ]ıi…
+∆b˜…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… EÚ“ +¥… v… EÚSUÙ{……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™……
09/12/07 120 02/02/08 55  n˘x… 117
02/01/08 103 02/03/08 - 05/03/08 60 - 63  n˘x… 76
26/01/08  M…x…i…“ x…Ω˛” EÚ“ 22/03/08 56  n˘x… 56
01/02/08  M…x…i…“ x…Ω˛” EÚ“ 27/03/08 55  n˘x… 103
08/02/08 105 28/03/08 49  n˘x… 103
22/02/08 121 15/04/08 53  n˘x… 84
26/02/08 74 15/04/08 49  n˘x… 66
28/02/08 108 15/04/08 47  n˘x… 97
13/03/08 101 30/04/08 48  n˘x… 51
E÷Ú±… 732 753
 S…j…-1. EÚSUÙ{… - x…“b˜x… E‰Ú ∫…®…™…  S…j…-2.  ∂…∂…÷ EÚSUÙ{…
+…‰J……, M…÷V…Æ˙…i… ®…Â +…x……™…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙  M…±… V……±……Â E‰Ú W… Æ˙B ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜
+…‰J…… +…ËÆ˙ ∞¸{…‰x…§……∆n˘Æ˙ ®…Â 2007 E‰Ú  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ +Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ E‰Ú
®……x…∫…⁄x……‰ii…Æ˙ ®…Ω˛“x……Â ®…Â +…x……™…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙  M…±… V……±……Â E‰Ú W… Æ˙B 900 ]ıx…
∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı {……x™…⁄ ±…Æ˙∫… {……‰ ±…°Ú…M…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h… +…EÚ ±…i…  EÚ™……
M…™……  V…∫…EÚ… ®…⁄±™… 67 EÚÆ˙…‰b˜ Ø˚ l……* +…‰J…… +…ËÆ˙ ∞¸{…‰x…§……n˘Æ˙ ®…Â Æ˙…‰W…
∂…÷¶…n˘“{… P……‰π…, V…“. ®……‰Ω˛x…Æ˙…V…, {…“.E‰Ú. +∂……‰EÚx…, BS….E‰Ú. n˘…‰ EÚ™……, B®….B∫…. W……±…… +…ËÆ˙ BS….B®….  ¶…x]ı
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ… ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘, ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±…
15-20 ]ıx… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h… Ω˛…‰i…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ |… i… x……¥… EÚ“ +…Ë∫…i… {…EÚb˜
+…x……™…EÚ…Â E‰Ú  ±…B 150  EÚ O…… +…ËÆ˙  M…±… V……±……Â E‰Ú  ±…B 50  EÚ O……
l…“*  {…UÙ±…‰ n˘…‰ n˘∂…EÚ…Â ®…Â ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ… <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
{…Ω˛±…“ §……Æ˙ Ω÷˛+… ΩË˛ ( S…j… 1)* ¥…π…« 2007 ®…Â {…EÚb˜ ®…Â §…b‰˜ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â
+…‰ ±…¥…‰ ∫…™…… V…… i… EÚ“ ΩË˛ C™……Â  EÚ <∫… E‰Ú {…ﬁπ`ˆ ¶……M… ®…Â 7 {……∂¥…« |…∂…±EÚ
l…‰* ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… +∆b‰˜ +…ËÆ˙ ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… EÚSUÙ{……Â EÚ…  ¥…¥…Æ˙h… ∫……Æ˙h…“ ®…Â  n˘™……
M…™…… ΩË˛*
 n˘x……∆EÚ 22-3-08 EÚ…‰ 56 ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… EÚSUÙ{……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…i…E«Úi…… ∫…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘
®…Â ®…÷Ci…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫… ∫…∆n˘∂…«x… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…  ±…B M…B °Ú…‰]ı…‰O……°Ú ¶…“
 S…j…-1 +…ËÆ˙ 2 E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â  n˘B M…B ΩÈ˛*
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 S…j… 1. +…‰J…… ®…Â ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ… ¶……Æ˙“ +¥…i…Æ˙h…
EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… + v…EÚ l…“ +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜™…÷Ci… ®……n˘…+…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… EÚ®… l…“* {…Ω˛±…‰
E‰Ú ¥…π……Á EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ®…Â V…… i…  ®…∏…h… ®…Â {…“. ¥…‰Ã®…EÚ…‰±…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫l……x… {…Æ˙
{……x™…⁄ ±…Æ˙∫… {……‰ ±…°Ú…M…∫… EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… E‰Ú ∫……l… E÷ÚUÙ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… n‰˘J…… M…™……*
{…EÚb EÚ“ ®……j…… S……∆p +…¥…Ãi…i…… +…ËÆ i……{…®……x… ®…Â §…fi…“ ∫…‰ ∫…Ω ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… l……*
∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ +…x……™…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙  M…±… V……±……Â ∫…‰  ¥…n˘…‰ Ω˛i…
 EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ±…M…¶…M… 500 +…x……™…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ §……Ω˛Æ˙“ <∆V…x… ±…M……B M…B
700 ™…∆j…“EﬁÚi…  M…±… V……±… ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ®…i∫™…x… ®…Â ∫… GÚ™… ∞¸{… ∫…‰
∂…… ®…±… ΩË˛* +…x……™…EÚ…Â EÚ… ®…i∫™…x… i…±… V……E÷Ú l……, V…§…  EÚ  M…±… V……±……Â
EÚ… ®…i∫™…x… I…‰j… u˘…Æ˙EÚ… - +…‰J…… l……* 40-45 °Ú“]ı ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 80-
105 +∂¥…∂…ŒCi… <∆V…x… E‰Ú §…Ω÷˛ n˘¥…∫…“™… +…x……™…EÚ 15-20 ®…“ EÚ“
M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â 7-10  n˘x……Â i…EÚ ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩÈ˛, V…§…  EÚ  M…±… V……±… 1-4
 n˘x……Â i…EÚ 12-30 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« E‰Ú i…±……Â ®…Â ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩÈ˛* +…x……™…EÚ
|… i…  n˘x… 4-6 J…”S… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩË˛ V……‰ ®…i∫™…x… EÚ“ +¥… v… V…Ë∫…‰ E‰Ú¥…±…  n˘x…
®…Â ™……  n˘x… - Æ˙…i…, {…Æ˙ +… ∏…i… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛*
+…x……™…EÚ 35-40 ®…“ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ EÚ…‰b˜ Bxb˜ {…Æ˙ 8-15
 ®… ®…“ +…ËÆ˙ >{…Æ˙“ +…ËÆ˙  x…S…±…‰ ¶……M… ®…Â GÚ®…∂…: 40 +…ËÆ˙ 20 ∫…‰ ®…“
V……±…… I… +…™……®… E‰Ú 10-12 V……±… ∫……l… ±…‰ V……i…‰ ΩË˛* 32-45 °Ú“]ı
±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 8-10 +∂¥…∂…ŒCi… E‰Ú ™…®…Ω˛… Bxb˜ ⁄¨Æ˙… <∆V…x… E‰Ú  M…±… V……±…
80 +…ËÆ˙ 110  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… V……±…… I… ™…÷Ci… 3-4 V……±……Â ∫…‰ ®…i∫™…x…
EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩÈ˛* +∆i…Æ˙Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… §……W……Æ˙…Â ®…Â ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â E‰Ú  ±…B +SUÙ… ®…⁄±™…
 ®…±…i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ Æ˙…V™… +…ËÆ˙ n‰˘∂… E‰Ú  x…™……«i… +…™… ®…Â <x…E‰Ú u˘…Æ˙…  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™…
+…™… |……{i… Ω˛…‰ V……i…… ΩË˛* +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…
®…⁄±™… |… i…  EÚ O…… 600-800/- Ø˚ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… V……i…… ΩË˛* 300 O…… ∫…‰
EÚ®… ¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ =§……±…x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ §…°«Ú ®…Â {… Æ˙Æ˙ I…i…  EÚ™……
V……i…… ΩË˛ V…§…  EÚ 300 O…… ∫…‰ + v…EÚ ¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…“v…‰ §…°«Ú
®…Â {… Æ˙Æ˙ I…i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰ Æ‰˙±… ™…… ∫…b˜EÚ u˘…Æ˙… ®…÷∆§…<«,
{……‰Æ˙§…xn˘Æ˙, ®……ƒO……‰±… +…ËÆ˙ ¥…‰Æ˙…¥…±… Œ∫l…i… ∫…∆∫……v…x… {±……x]ı…Â ®…Â  x…™……«i… E‰Ú
 ±…B {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
V…Ë ¥…EÚ +v™…™…x… E‰Ú  ±…B 12.8 ∫…‰ 31.2 ∫…‰ ®…“ ±…∆§……<« ÆÈ˙S… E‰Ú
E÷Ú±… 355 x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« (∫…‰ ®…“ ®…Â),
{…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<« (∫…‰ ®…“ ®…Â) +…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… (O…… ®…Â)  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B
|… i…S…™…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* x…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ®……n˘…+…Â EÚ“ {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±…
±…∆§……<« E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… M…™…… Æ‰˙J…“™… ∫…∆§…∆v… x…“S…‰ |…∫i…÷i… ΩË˛*
{…ﬁ. ±…∆ = 0.93313 + 0.424304 E÷Ú.±…∆ x…Æ˙…Â E‰Ú  ±…B
(r = 0.88)
{…ﬁ. ±…∆ = 2.611612 + 0.256503 E÷Ú.±…∆ ®……n˘…+…Â E‰Ú  ±…B
(r = 0.72)
E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… E‰Ú §…“S… S…Æ˙P……i……∆EÚ“ ∫…∆§…∆v… x…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙
®……n˘…+…Â E‰Ú  ±…B <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ l……:
±……ÏM… E÷Ú. ¶…… = 2.30034 + 3.582274 ±……ÏM… E÷Ú.±…∆ x…Æ˙ E‰Ú
 ±…B (r = 0.95)
±……ÏM… E÷Ú. ¶…… = 0.039877 + 1.909481 ±……ÏM… E÷Ú.±…∆ ®……n˘…+…Â
E‰Ú  ±…B (r = 0.72)
{…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ ¥…V…x… E‰Ú §…“S… S…Æ˙P……i……∆EÚ“ ∫…∆§…∆v… x…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙
®……n˘…+…Â E‰Ú  ±…B <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ l……:
±……ÏM… E÷Ú. ¶…… = 0.01446 + 2.750477 ±……ÏM… {…ﬁ ¥… ±…∆ x…Æ˙ E‰Ú
 ±…B (r = 0.88)
±……ÏM… E÷Ú. ¶…… = 0.476367 + 2.340322 ±……ÏM… {…ﬁ ¥… ±…∆
®……n˘…+…Â E‰Ú  ±…B (r = 0.86)
x…Æ˙ x…®…⁄x……Â ®…Â {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<«, E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… E‰Ú §…“S…
∫…∆§…∆v… ®……n˘…+…Â EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ®…Â 5% E‰Ú ∫i…Æ˙ i…EÚ  ¶…z… l……* {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<«
+…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú §…“S… E‰Ú Æ‰˙J…“™… ∫…∆§…xv… x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci…  EÚ™……  EÚ
®……n˘…+…Â EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ®…Â x…Æ˙ x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ… {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« + v…EÚ ±…∆§…… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
n⁄˘∫…Æ‰˙ ∂…§n˘…Â ®…Â EÚΩ‰˛ V……B i……‰ ®……n˘…+…Â ®…Â UÙ…‰]ı… {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« +…ËÆ˙ + v…EÚ
∫…∆J™…… ®…Â +∆b˜…Â E‰Ú ¥…Ω˛x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ±…∆§…… =n˘Æ˙ ΩË˛* {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<«,
E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ ¥…W…x… E‰Ú §…“S… EÚ… S…Æ˙P……i……∆EÚ“ ∫…∆§…∆v… x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄S…x…… n˘“
 EÚ x…Æ˙ x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ“ i…÷±…x…… ®…Â ®……n˘…+…Â EÚ… ¥…W…x… + v…EÚ l……, +i…: B‰∫……
+x…÷®……x…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛  EÚ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â {……™…“ M…™…“ ®……n˘…+…Â ®…Â
26.5% +∆b˜™…÷Ci… l…”*
EÚ…<«-¥…M…« ®……x… x…‰ ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ {…EÚb˜…Â ®…Â ®……n˘…+…Â EÚ“ ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…«
|…®…÷J…i…… ∫…⁄ S…i… EÚ“ +…ËÆ˙ À±…M… +x…÷{……i… 1:2.2 l……* |……Ëf¯…¥…∫l…… {…Æ˙  EÚB
M…B  ¥…∂±…‰π…h… x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci…  EÚ™……  EÚ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ“ M…<« ®……n˘…+…Â ®…Â
26.5% +∆b˜™…÷Ci… l…”*
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
40 Marine Fisheries Information Service T&E Ser., No. 198, 200818 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
i… ®…±… x……b÷˜ E‰Ú Æ˙…®…x……l…{…÷Æ˙®…  V…±…‰ ®…Â Œ∫l…i… EÚ“±……EÚÆË˙ ®…Â V…“¥…∆i… ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…UÙ±…“ V…±…V…“¥…∂……±……
EÚ“±……EÚÆË˙ ®…Â ]≈ı…{… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ E‰Ú {……∫… BEÚ ∫…÷¥™…¥…Œ∫l…i… +…ËÆ˙
¥…ËY…… x…EÚ ∞¸{… ∫…‰ +x…÷¥…“ I…i… V…±…V…“¥…∂……±…… n‰˘J…… M…™……* UÙ…‰]‰ı i……ËÆ˙ {…Æ˙
EÚ<« ±……‰M… <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ V…±…V…“¥…∂……±…… S…±……i…“ ΩË˛, ±…‰ EÚx… EÚ“±……EÚÆË˙ ®…Â
+x…÷Æ˙ I…i… ™…Ω˛ V…±…V…“¥…∂……±…… §…Ω÷˛i… §… f¯™…… l…“ V…Ω˛…ƒ ∫…®…÷p˘“ +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“ 38 V…… i… ={…±…§v… l…”* <x… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ +x™… V…“¥……Â
EÚ…‰ ®……z……Æ˙ J……b˜“ ®…Â +…{{…… u˘“{…, ®…±±…“, {…Œ±±…¥…… ®…÷x…Ë, ™……x…“ Æ˙…‰ v…EÚ…,
 EÚ ±…SS…x… Æ˙…‰ v…EÚ…,  i…b˜±…, {…÷]¬ı]ı“, <b˜… ®…÷Ø˚¥…Ë +…ËÆ˙ ¥…±…Ë u˘“{… E‰Ú {……∫…
|…S…… ±…i… ]≈ı…{……Â ∫…‰ ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚB M…B l…‰* ]≈ı…{… ®…Â {…EÚb‰˜ M…B E÷ÚUÙ x…®…⁄x…‰
+¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â ±……i…‰ ¥…Ci… V…“¥…∆i… l…‰*




























®……‰±…“ ¥…M…‘∫… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“. EÚ… ∂…x……l…x…





{±…“C]ı…‰ÀÆ˙EÚ∫…  {…C]ı∫… (§…b˜…) 50











EÚ…Æ˙]ı B x…®……Ïx… (±……±… Æ∆˙M…) 20
Ω˛ Æ˙i… B x…®……Ïx… 40
¶…⁄Æ˙… B x…®……Ïx… 15
EÚ…Æ˙{…‰]ı B x…®……Ïx… (x…“±…‰ Æ∆˙M… EÚ…) 200
]‰ıx]ı… EÚ±… B x…®……Ïx… 125
±……±… i……Æ˙… ®…UÙ±…“ - |……‰]ı…‰ Æ˙™……∫]ıÆ À±… EÚ 60
i……Æ˙… ®…UÙ±…“ - {…‰x]ı…∫…‰Æ˙…∫]‰ı∫… Æ‰˙M…÷±…∫… 40
∫…®…÷p˘ +ÃS…x… 15
∫……< |…+… ]ı…< O…∫… 30
∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… {…Ω˛±…‰ BEÚ ¥…‰v… E⁄Ú{… (§……‰Æ˙¥…‰±…) ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙  ∫…®…x]ı ]ÈıEÚ
®…Â ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ¥…‰v… E⁄Ú{… ∫…‰ ±…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… <∫…EÚ“ ±…¥…h…i…… 1
{…“ {…“ ]ı“ ∫…‰ EÚ®… Ω˛“ Æ˙Ω‰˛M…“* <∫… V…±… EÚ…‰ GÚ®… ®…Â Æ˙J…‰ M…B {……ƒS… V…Ë ¥…EÚ
 x…∫™…∆n˘EÚ…Â ∫…‰ Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ |…¥… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ +∆i… ®…Â ∫¥…SUÙ ∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… EÚ…‰
BEÚ  ∫…®…‰x]ı ]ÈıEÚ ®…Â ∫…∆O… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* <∫… +¥…∫l…… ®…Â ±…¥…h…i……
∫i…Æ˙ §……π{…“EÚÆ˙h… E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… 1 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ∫…‰ §…f¯EÚÆ˙ ∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… V…Ë∫…… §…x…
V……i…… ΩË˛* <∫… V…±… EÚ…‰ >{…Æ˙“ ]ÈıEÚ ®…Â ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…S…‰i…
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…∆¶… Æ˙i… +x™… ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
<x… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ ®…÷J™…i…: S…‰z…Ë EÚ…‰ §…‰S… n‰˘i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙  °ÚÆ˙ ¥…Ω˛…ƒ ∫…‰
®…÷∆§…<«, {…]ıx……, EÚ…‰±…EÚii…… +… n˘ ∫l……x……Â EÚ…‰* |… i…  n˘x… E‰Úxp˘ EÚ…‰ +…Ë∫…i…x…
1500-5000/- Ø˚ i…EÚ EÚ… +…™… |……{i… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
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 S…j…-1. b˜…xb˜“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ J…”S…x…‰ EÚ… o˘∂™…  S…j…-2. I…‰j… EÚ…Ã®…EÚ u˘…Æ˙…  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« ®……{…x…‰ EÚ… o˘∂™…
 S…j…-3. b˜…xb˜“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙…  S…j…-4.  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ n˘°Úx……x…‰ EÚ… o˘∂™…
®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı ®…Â b˜…xb˜“ (®……±¥…x…) +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â BEÚ  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
®……±¥…x… ∫…®…÷p˘ i…]ı ∫…‰ 20  EÚ ®…“ n⁄˘Æ˙  n˘x……∆EÚ 10-1-08 EÚ…‰ 35 ®…“
EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â |…S…… ±…i… x……Ω˛“V……±… ®…Â BEÚ  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… (ÀÆ˙EÚ…‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫…)
§…∂…“Æ˙ +Ω˛®®…n˘ +…n˘…®… ∂…“±b˜Æ˙
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ… Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“ I…‰j… EÂÚp˘, Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“
{…∆ EÚ±… C±……‰®……Â EÚ…‰ ∫……°Ú EÚÆ˙x…‰ +…ËÆ˙ S……‰]ı…Â EÚ… ={…S……Æ˙ EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… |…™……∫…
 EÚ™……* EÚ<« P…∆]ı…Â E‰Ú {… Æ˙S…™……« E‰Ú §……n˘ ¶…“ <∫…‰ §…S…… x…Ω˛” {……™……* <∫…EÚ“
°∆Ú∫… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…EÚ…‰ b˜…xb˜“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â ±……™…… M…™……* +¥…i…Æ˙h… E‰Ú
∫…®…™… ™…Ω˛ ∫…÷Æ˙… V…“ ¥…i… l……* BEÚ ∫l……x…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ V…“¥… ¥…Y……x…“ x…‰ <∫…E‰Ú
E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« 5 ®…“ l…“ +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙ 2 ]ıx… l……* <∫…EÚ…‰ V…‰ ∫…“ §…“ ®…‰∂…“x… E‰Ú
∫…Ω˛…Æ‰˙ 11/1/08 EÚ…‰ n˘°Úx……™…… M…™……*
®……z……Æ˙ J……b˜“ {…Æ˙ {……®§…x… ®…Â BEÚ  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… ÀÆ˙EÚ…‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫… (Œ∫®…i…) EÚ… v…∆∫…x…
¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı E‰Ú =l…±…… V…±…I…‰j……Â ®…Â  i…®…“ ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ… v…∆∫…x… +∫……®……x™…
§……i… x…Ω˛” ΩË˛* +…< ™…⁄ ∫…“ Bx… ±……±… ∫…⁄S…“ (2000) E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙  i… ®…
∫…÷Æ˙… J…i…Æ‰˙ ®…Â {…b˜“ V…… i…™……Â ®…Â ∫…∆∫…⁄ S…i… ΩË˛* <∫…EÚ… ∫l……x…“™… x……®… "{…x…Ë
¥…“. ¥…ÂEÚ]‰ı∂…x…, Bx…. Æ˙…®…®…⁄i…‘, Bx…. ¶…⁄ ®…x……l…x… +…ËÆ˙ B. M……ƒv…“
EÂÚp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x… EÚ… ®…∆b˜{…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘, ®…∆b˜{…®… EËÚ®{…
®…“x…'' ΩË˛*  n˘x……∆EÚ 20-10-07 EÚ…‰ ®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“ ®…Â Œ∫l…i… {……®§…x… ®…Â
({……®§…x… {…÷±… E‰Ú {……∫…) 875 ∫…‰ ®…“ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ 2 ]ıx… ¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú BEÚ
 i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ… v…∆∫…x… Ω÷˛+… l……* ™…Ω˛ ®…ﬁi… +¥…∫l…… ®…Â l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…EÚ…‰
∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
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+ ¶…i…]ı“™… I…‰j… ®…Â =n˘Æ˙ ¶……M… >{…Æ˙ Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙ {±… ¥…i… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* ¥…x…
 ¥…¶……M… E‰Ú + v…EÚ… Æ˙™……Â E‰Ú  x…Æ˙“I…h… ®…Â n˘…‰ ¥…±±…®… EÚ“ ∫…Ω˛…™…i…… ∫…‰
<∫…EÚ…‰ E÷Úhb÷˜M…±… {……‰<x]ı ®…Â ±……™…… M…™……* <∫…E‰Ú ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙ {…Æ˙ EÚ…‰<« S……‰]ı x…Ω˛”
l…“* ¥…x…  ¥…¶……M… E‰Ú + v…EÚ… Æ˙™……Â x…‰ 22.10.07 EÚ…‰ BEÚ Bl…« ®…⁄¥…Æ˙ EÚ“
∫…Ω˛…™…i…… ∫…‰ E÷Úhb÷˜M…±… ®…Â <∫…EÚ… n˘°Úx…  EÚ™…… +…ËÆ˙ 5-6 ®…Ω˛“x…‰ §……n˘
<∫…EÚ… E∆ÚEÚ…±… ∫…∆O… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫…∆O…Ω˛…±…™… ®…Â {… Æ˙Æ˙ I…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ…  x…h…«™…
 ±…™…… M…™……* <∫…EÚ… ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ ®……{…x… (∫…‰ ®…“ ®…Â) x…“S…‰ EÚ“ ∫……Æ˙h…“ ®…Â
 n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
∫……Æ˙h…“ 1.  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… ÀÆ˙EÚ…‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫… EÚ… ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ ®……{…x… (∫…‰ ®…“ ®…Â)
∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ + ¶…±…I…h… ±…∆§……<« (∫…‰ ®…“)
EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ EÚ…‰h… i…EÚ ®…÷ƒΩ˛ EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« 170
M…÷n˘ {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 50
+O… ∫…‰ +O… i…EÚ {…÷SUÙ {…J… EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« 89
|……‰l… ∫…‰ n⁄˘∫…Æ‰˙ {…ﬁπ`ˆ {…J… ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 572.5
|……‰l… ∫…‰ {…÷SUÙ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 675
|……‰l… ∫…‰ M…÷n˘ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 567
|……‰l… ∫…‰ ∏……‰ h… ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 425
|……‰l… ∫…‰ +∆∫… ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 200
M…÷n˘ ®…⁄±… ∫…‰ {…÷SUÙ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 82
§……Ω˛Æ˙“ ®……ÃV…x… {…Æ˙ +∆∫… {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 147
∂…Æ˙“Æ˙ EÚ“ + v…EÚi…®… {… Æ˙ v… 520
+…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ +O… i…EÚ +∆∫… {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 125.5
§……Ω˛Æ˙“ ®……ÃV…x… {…Æ˙ ∏……‰ h… {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 54
+…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ +O… i…EÚ ∏……‰ h… {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 34.5
+…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ +…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… i…EÚ +∆∫… {…J… EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« 67.4
+…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ +…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… i…EÚ M…÷n˘ {…J… EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« 27
+…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… EÚ…‰h… ∫…‰ +…∆i…Æ˙“ §…‰∫… i…EÚ M…÷n˘ {…J… EÚ“ S……Ëb˜…<« 45.2
x…‰j… ®…⁄±… ∫…‰ +∆∫… ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 140
|……‰l… ∫…‰ x…‰j… ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 29
x…‰j… ®…⁄±… ∫…‰ |…l…®… C±……‰®…  UÙp˘ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 108
|……‰l… ∫…‰ |…l…®… C±……‰®…  UÙp˘ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 130
|……‰l… ∫…‰ {……ƒS…¥……ƒ C±……‰®…  UÙp˘ ®…⁄±… i…EÚ EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 187
x…‰j… ¥™……∫… 4.0
|…l…®… +…ËÆ˙ n⁄˘∫…Æ‰˙ C±……‰®…  UÙp˘ E‰Ú §…“S… EÚ“ n⁄˘Æ˙“ 23
+…À±…M…EÚ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 35
V…x…x…®…⁄j…  UÙp˘ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 20
®…⁄±… ∫…‰ +O… i…EÚ >{…Æ˙“ {…÷SUÙ {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 162
®…⁄±… ∫…‰ +O… i…EÚ  x…S…±…‰ {…÷SUÙ {…J… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« 142
|……™…: ¶……Æ˙ 2 ]ı.
∫……Æ˙h…“ 2. ¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı {…Æ˙  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… ÀÆ˙EÚ…‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫… (Œ∫®…i…) {…EÚb˜/v…∆∫…x…
GÚ®… i……Æ˙“J… ∫l……x… ∫…∆J™…… ±…∆§……<« À±…M… ∫…∆¶……Æ˙ ∫…∆n˘¶…«
∫…∆. (∫…‰ ®…“ ®…Â)
(∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰)
1. 6-3-87 {…÷i…÷®…x…ËE÷Ú{{…®… 1 506 ®……  M…±… ∫…∆. 81: {…ﬁ. 16, 1988
(S…‰z…<«) V……±…
2.  n˘∫…∆., 88 {…x…ii…÷Æ˙… 1 606 ®…… i…]ı ∫…∆. 81: {…ﬁ. 16, 1988
( i…Ø˚¥…x…xi…{…÷Æ˙®…) ∫…∆{……∂…
3.  n˘∫…∆., 88 ∫…‰x]ı. +…xb‹˜∫… 1 --- x… i…]ı ∫…∆. 81: {…ﬁ. 16, 1988
( i…Ø˚¥…x…xi…{…÷Æ˙®…) ∫…∆{……∂…
4. 18-4-88 EÚ…‰Œ]¬ı]ı±… {……b÷˜ 3 732 -- -- ∫…∆. 88: {…ﬁ. 19-20, 1988
(EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“  V…±……) (|…i™…‰EÚ)
5. 11-2-89 <∆V…®…§…EÚ®… 1 624 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 102: {…ﬁ. 18-20, 1989
(S…‰z…<«) V……±…
6. 14-5-89 ®…Ω˛…§… ±…{…÷Æ˙®… 1 765 ®…… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 102: {…ﬁ. 18-20, 1989
7. 25-7-89  {…Æ˙{{…x… ¥…±…∫…Ë 1 595 ®…… i…]ı ∫…∆. 142: {…ﬁ. 15-16, 1996
({……EÚ J……b˜“) ∫…∆{……∂…
8. 13-12-90 ®……±{…‰ 1 465 ®…… EÚ…‰π… ∫…∆. 110: {…ﬁ. 10, 1991
(EÚx……«]ıEÚ) ∫…∆{……∂…
9. 28-2-91 §…‰{…⁄Æ˙ 1 327 x… ¥…±…™… ∫…∆. 110: {…ﬁ. 11, 1991
(EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı) ∫…∆{……∂…
10. 8-6-92  b˜§§……{……±…®… 1 742 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 120: {…ﬁ. 17, 1993
( ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®…) V……±…
11. 30-7-92  b˜§§……{……±…®… 1 548 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 120: {…ﬁ. 17, 1993
( ¥…∂……J…{…]¬ı]ıh…®…) V……±…
20 ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… ∫…‰¥……, i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆. 198, 2008
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12. 24-9-92 +ii…‰Æ˙¥…‰b˜“ {…Œ±±… {……±…®… 1 445 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 120: {…ﬁ. 17, 1993
(EÚ… EÚx……b˜…)
13. 26-10-92 +xi…x…EÚÆË˙ 1 1022 x… i…]ıı ∫…∆. 138: {…ﬁ. 15, 1995
({……EÚ J……b˜“) ∫…∆{……∂…
14. 16-3-93 E⁄Ú{…Æ‰˙V… 1 665 ®……  M…±… ∫…∆. 126: {…ﬁ. 16, 1994
(®…÷∆§…<«) V……±…
15. 15-4-93 EÚ…™…±…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… 1 380 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 127: {…ﬁ. 14, 1994
(]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x…) V……±…
16. 13-3-94 EÚ…‰¥…±…®… 1 534 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 131: {…ﬁ. 22, 1994
(EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“) V……±…
17.  n˘∫…∆., 94 ¥…‰]¬ı]÷ıEÚ…b÷˜ 1 550 --  M…±… ∫…∆. 143: {…ﬁ. 27-28, 1996
( i…Ø˚¥…x…∆i…{…÷Æ˙®…) V……±…
18. 29-1-95  ¥…Àπ…√V…®… 1 537 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 143: {…ﬁ. 27-28, 1996
V……±…
19. 3-3-95 ®…‰±…… ®…b˜±…®… 1 457 x… i…]ı ∫…∆. 143: {…ﬁ. 27-28, 1996
(EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“) ∫…∆{……∂…
20. 30-9-95 ®…b˜§…®… 1 2075 -- v…∆∫…x… ∫…∆. 141: {…ﬁ. 20, 1996
(Æ˙ix… M…Æ˙“)
21. 7-2-96 ®……™…{…]¬ı]ıh…®… 1 530 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 143: {…ﬁ. 27, 1996
(EÚx……«]ıEÚ) V……±…
22. 3-3-96 + b˜®……±…i…÷ÆË˙ 1 550 --  n˘J……™…… ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 15, 1998
( ¥…Àπ…√V…®…) {…b˜…
23. 3-3-96 + b˜®……±…i…÷ÆË˙ 16 100 --  n˘J……™…… ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 15, 1998
( ¥…Àπ…√V…®…) {…b˜…
24. 19-6-96 EÚ…¥…‰Æ˙“{…]¬ı]ıh…®… 1 490 -- §…ËM… ∫…∆. 145: {…ﬁ. 17, 1996
(i… ®…±… x……b÷˜) V……±…
25. 2-3-97 ¥…‰Æ¬˙Æ˙…®…÷CEÚ®… 1 550 -- i…]ı ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 16, 1998
(∏…“EÚ…E÷Ú±…®…  V…±……) ∫…∆{……∂…
26. 2-3-97 ¥…‰Æ¬˙Æ˙…®…÷CEÚ®… 1 570 x… i…]ı ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 16, 1998
(∏…“EÚ…E÷Ú±…®…  V…±……) ∫…∆{……∂…
27. 2-3-97 <∫EÚ…{……±…®… 1 580 ®…… i…]ı ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 16, 1998
(∏…“EÚ…E÷Ú±…®…  V…±……) ∫…∆{……∂…
28. 27-3-97 ®…÷Æ˙b‰˜∂¥…Æ˙… 1 550 +…x……™… ∫…∆. 152: {…ﬁ. 16, 1998
(®……ƒM…±…⁄Æ˙)
29. 4-11-97 {……Æ˙u˘“{… 1 669 ®…… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 155: {…ﬁ. 20, 1998
(=b˜“∫……)
30. 27-11-97 ®…h…{……b˜ 1 593  M…±… ∫…∆. 154: {…ﬁ. 17, 1998
(®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“) V……±…
31. 17-4-98 {……®§…x… 1 920  M…±… ∫…∆. 157: {…ﬁ. 23, 1998
V……±…
32. 21-12-99 n˘C]ı“ 1 625 --  M…±… ∫…∆. 170: {…ﬁ. 12, 2001
(i……x…‰, ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı) V……±…
33. 26-12-00 ®……±{…‰ 1 610 ®…… EÚ…‰π… ∫…∆. 171: {…ﬁ. 9, 2002
(EÚx……«]ıEÚ) ∫…∆{……∂…
34. 20-1-01 {……®§…x… ±……<]ı Ω˛…=∫… 1 688 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 174: {…ﬁ. 12-13, 2002
({……EÚ J……b˜“) V……±…
35. 15-11-01 EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı 1 94 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 176: {…ﬁ. 9-10, 2003
V……±…
36. 16-1-02 {……®§…x…-i…‰E÷«Ú¥……b˜“ 1 1068 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 174: {…ﬁ. 12-13, 2002
(®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“) V……‰b˜“
37. 23-8-02 ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… 1 445 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 175: {…ﬁ. 14, 2003
V……±…
38. 26-12-02  ¥…Àπ…√V…®… 1 97.5 --  M…±… ∫…∆. 175: {…ﬁ. 11, 2003
V……±…
39. 30-7-03 ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… 1 478 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 180: {…ﬁ. 14, 2004
40. 23-12-04 ¥…‰Æ˙∫……‰¥…… 1 1058 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 186: {…ﬁ. 18, 2005
(®…÷∆§…<«)
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=l…±… i…]ı“™… V…±…I…‰j… ®…Â  i…®…“ ∫…÷Æ˙… E‰Ú |…¥…‰∂… EÚ… ∫…Ω˛“ EÚ…Æ˙h…
+Y……i… ΩË˛,  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“ BEÚ ®…∆n˘ i…Æ˙h…EÚ Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… =SS…V¥……Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫…®…™…
u“{……Â E‰Ú §…“S… E‰Ú M…ΩÆ‰ V…±…®……M…« ∫…‰ ™…Ω + ¶…i…]“™… I…‰j… ®…Â |…¥…‰∂…  EÚ™……
Ω…‰M……*
¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı“™… V…±…I…‰j……Â ®…Â  i…®…“ ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ“ ={……Œ∫l… i… {…Æ˙ {…Ω˛±…‰
¶…“ ∫…¥…ÊI…h…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛ (∫…Ë±……∫… +… n˘, 1986)* ¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı {…Æ˙
 ¥… ¶…z… ∫l……x……Â ®…Â 1986 ∫…‰ {……™…‰ M…B v…∆∫…x… EÚ…  ¥…¥…Æ˙h… ∫……Æ˙h…“-2 ®…Â
 n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
o ¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı ®…Â 1986-2006 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… 100 ∫…‰ ®…“ ∫…‰ EÚ®…
+…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú 19 UÙ…‰]‰ı ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ…‰ n‰˘J…… M…™……/EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™……
M…™……*
o ∫……Æ˙h…“ ∫…‰ ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci… ΩË˛  EÚ {…⁄¥…‘ i…]ı ®…Â ¥…π…« 1997 ®…Â + v…EÚi…®…
6 ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â E‰Ú ∫……l… 26 ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™…… M…™……/EÚ…‰ n‰˘J……
M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â ¥…π…« 1988 ®…Â + v…EÚi…®… 5 ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â E‰Ú
∫……l… 36 ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™…… M…™……/EÚ…‰ n‰˘J…… M…™……* ®……n˘…+…Â
EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…… + v…EÚ l…“*
o ∫……Æ˙h…“ ∫…‰ ™…Ω˛ n‰˘J…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛  EÚ + v…EÚi…®… ∫…∆J™…… ®……S…« +…ËÆ˙
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“*
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◊ì÷°÷.1. Ø÷ìì÷Ó Ø÷÷ôﬂ (¥÷÷Æ÷÷∏¸ ç˙ﬂ è÷÷õ¸ﬂ) ¥÷Î ü÷ô Ø÷∏¸ ¨÷”√÷ﬂ Üæ÷√£÷÷ ¥÷Î  õ¸∂Êê÷÷Îê÷ õ¸∂Êê÷÷Í≠÷
¥÷÷Æ÷÷∏¸ ç˙ﬂ è÷÷õ¸ﬂ ¥÷Î ¤√£÷ü÷ Ø÷ìì÷Ó Ø÷÷ôﬂ ¥÷Î  ãç˙ √÷¥÷„¶¸ﬂ ê÷÷µ÷ ç˙÷ ü÷ô Ø÷∏¸ ¨÷”√÷≠÷
¨÷≠÷„¬ç˙÷Íôﬂ çÍ˙  Ø÷÷√÷ Ø÷ìì÷Ó Ø÷÷ôﬂ (¥÷÷Æ÷÷∏¸ ç˙ﬂ è÷÷õ¸ﬂ) ¥÷Î 3-10-2007 ç˙÷Í
ãç˙ √÷¥÷„¶¸ﬂ ê÷÷µ÷ õ¸∂Êê÷÷Îê÷ õ¸∂Êê÷÷Í≠÷ ç˙÷Í ¥÷Èü÷ Üæ÷√£÷÷ ¥÷Î ü÷ô Ø÷∏¸ ¨÷”√÷÷ ∆„¸Ü÷
§Í¸è÷÷ ê÷µ÷÷ (◊ì÷°÷.1)Ö
µ÷∆¸ ≤÷∆„¸ü÷ ∆¸ﬂ √÷õ¸ﬂ ∆„¸á‘  Üæ÷√£÷÷ ¥÷Î £÷ﬂ Ü÷Ó∏¸ æ÷≠÷ ◊æ÷≥÷÷ê÷ çÍ˙  ç˙¥÷‘ì÷÷◊∏¸µ÷÷Î
≠÷Í á√÷ç˙÷ §¸±˙≠÷ ◊ç˙µ÷÷Ö á√÷ ≠÷¥÷Ê≠÷Í çÍ˙  Ø÷„ìî˚ﬂµ÷ ≥÷÷ê÷ ¥÷Î ≠÷÷æ÷ çÍ˙  ≠÷÷Í§¸ç˙ √÷Í
ë÷◊ôü÷ ï÷Ó√÷ﬂ ãç˙ ê÷∆¸∏¸ﬂ ì÷÷Íô £÷ﬂÖ æ÷≠÷ ◊æ÷≥÷÷ê÷ çÍ˙  ç˙¥÷‘ì÷÷◊∏¸µ÷÷Î √÷Í √÷”ê÷œ◊∆¸ü÷
◊ì÷°÷ Ü÷Ó∏¸ ø÷÷∏¸ﬂ◊∏¸ç˙ ¥÷÷Ø÷≠÷ á√÷ ◊ôØØ÷ù÷ﬂ çÍ˙  √÷÷£÷ ◊§¸µ÷÷ ï÷÷ü÷÷ ∆Ó¸Ö
√÷÷∏¸ù÷ﬂ : √÷¥÷„¶¸ﬂ ê÷÷µ÷ õ¸∂Êê÷÷Îê÷ õ¸∂Êê÷÷Í≠÷ ç˙÷ ø÷÷∏¸ﬂ◊∏¸ç˙ ¥÷÷Ø÷≠÷ (√÷Í ¥÷ﬂ ¥÷Î)
Ø÷œ÷Í£÷÷ê÷œ √÷Í Ø÷„ìî˚ Ø÷ù÷÷‘≥÷ çÍ˙  Üê÷œ ≥÷÷ê÷ ü÷ç˙ 275
Ø÷œ÷Í£÷÷ê÷œ √÷Í ≠÷Í°÷ ¥÷Êª÷ ü÷ç˙ 32
≤÷÷∆¸∏¸ﬂ ¥÷÷Ÿï÷≠÷ ¥÷Î Ü◊∏¸°÷ ç˙ﬂ ª÷”≤÷÷á‘ 33.5
ø÷∏¸ﬂ∏¸ ç˙ﬂ ¥÷∆¸¢÷¥÷ ì÷÷Óõ¸÷á‘ 82
ø÷∏¸ﬂ∏ ç˙ﬂ Ü◊¨÷ç˙ü÷¥÷ Ø÷◊∏¸◊¨÷ 164
√÷◊Æ÷ç˙ô ≥÷÷∏¸ (◊ç˙ ê÷œ÷) 250
æ÷ﬂ. æ÷Îç˙ôÍ¸ø÷≠÷, ã≠÷. ∏¸÷¥÷¥÷Êü÷· Ü÷Ó∏¸ ã. ê÷÷”¨ ÷ﬂ
çÎ˙ ¶¸ﬂµ÷ √÷¥÷„¶¸ﬂ ¥÷÷¤ü√µ÷ç˙ﬂ Ü≠÷„√÷”¨ ÷÷≠÷ √÷”√£÷÷≠÷ ç˙÷ ¥÷”õ¸Ø÷¥÷ Å÷Í°÷ﬂµ÷ çÎ˙ ¶¸, ¥÷”õ¸Ø÷¥÷ çÓ˙ ¥Ø÷
41. 20-6-05  ¥…Àπ…√V…®… 1 800 ®…… +…‰π…÷CE÷Ú¥…±…… ∫…∆. 184: {…ﬁ. 16, 2005
42. 18-7-05 EÚ…‰¥…±…®… 1 643.6 --  M…±… ∫…∆. 190: {…ﬁ. 22, 2006
(S…‰z…<«) V……±…
43. 11-1-06 ®…∆b˜{…®… 1 820 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 187: {…ﬁ. 21, 2006
(®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“) V……‰b˜“
44. 7-7-06 S…‰z…<« {……‰i……∏…™… 1 810 x…  M…±… ∫…∆. 189: {…ﬁ. 25-26, 2006
V……±…
45. 12-9-06 ∂…ŒCi…E÷Ú±…∆M…Æ˙… 1 445 x… +…x……™… ∫…∆. 190: {…ﬁ. 22, 2006
(E‰ÚÆ˙±…)
